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Charter of the New Urbanism
The Congress for the New Urbanism views disinvestment in central cities, the spread
of placeless sprawl, increasing separation by race and income, environmental deterioration,
loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built heritage as one
interrelated community-building challenge.
We stand for the restoration of existing urban centers and towns within coherent
metropolitan regions, the reconﬁguration of sprawling suburbs into communities of real
neighborhoods and diverse districts, the conservation of natural environments, and the
preservation of our built legacy.
We recognize that physical solutions by themselves will not solve social and economic
problems, but neither can economic vitality, community stability, and environmental health
be sustained without a coherent and supportive physical framework.
We advocate the restructuring of public policy and development practices to support the
following principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use and population; communities
should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well as the car; cities and towns should
be shaped by physically deﬁned and universally accessible public spaces and community
institutions; urban places should be framed by architecture and landscape design that
celebrate local history, climate, ecology, and building practice.
We represent a broad-based citizenry, composed of public and private sector leaders,
community activists, and multidisciplinary professionals. We are committed to reestablishing
the relationship between the art of building and the making of community, through citizenbased participatory planning and design.
We dedicate ourselves to reclaiming our homes, blocks, streets, parks, neighborhoods,
districts, towns, cities, regions, and environment.

We assert the following principles to guide public policy, development practice, urban planning, and design:
THE REGION: METROPOLIS, CITY, AND TOWN

3. The metropolis has a necessary and fragile relationship to its
agrarian hinterland and natural landscapes. The relationship is

1. Metropolitan regions are ﬁnite places with geographic boundaries

environmental, economic, and cultural. Farmland and nature are as

derived from topography, watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, regional

important to the metropolis as the garden is to the house.

parks, and river basins. The metropolis is made of multiple centers
that are cities, towns, and villages, each with its own identiﬁable

4. Development patterns should not blur or eradicate the edges of the

center and edges.

metropolis. Inﬁll development within existing urban areas conserves
environmental resources, economic investment, and social fabric,

2. The metropolitan region is a fundamental economic unit of the

while reclaiming marginal and abandoned areas. Metropolitan regions

contemporary world. Governmental cooperation, public policy, physical

should develop strategies to encourage such inﬁll development over

planning, and economic strategies must reﬂect this new reality.

peripheral expansion.

Charter of the New Urbanism

5. Where appropriate, new development contiguous to urban

7. Concentrations of civic, institutional, and commercial activity

boundaries should be organized as neighborhoods and districts,

should be embedded in neighborhoods and districts, not isolated in

and be integrated with the existing urban pattern. Noncontiguous

remote, single-use complexes. Schools should be sized and located to

development should be organized as towns and villages with their

enable children to walk or bicycle to them.

own urban edges, and planned for a jobs/housing balance, not as
bedroom suburbs.

8. The economic health and harmonious evolution of neighborhoods,
districts, and corridors can be improved through graphic urban design

6. The development and redevelopment of towns and cities should

codes that serve as predictable guides for change.

respect historical patterns, precedents, and boundaries.
9. A range of parks, from tot-lots and village greens to ballﬁelds and
7. Cities and towns should bring into proximity a broad spectrum of

community gardens, should be distributed within neighborhoods.

public and private uses to support a regional economy that beneﬁts

Conservation areas and open lands should be used to deﬁne and

people of all incomes. Aﬀordable housing should be distributed

connect diﬀerent neighborhoods and districts.

throughout the region to match job opportunities and to avoid
concentrations of poverty.
8. The physical organization of the region should be supported by a

THE BLOCK, THE STREET, AND THE BUILDING

framework of transportation alternatives. Transit, pedestrian, and
bicycle systems should maximize access and mobility throughout the

1. A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the

region while reducing dependence upon the automobile.

physical deﬁnition of streets and public spaces as places of shared use.

9. Revenues and resources can be shared more cooperatively among

2. Individual architectural projects should be seamlessly linked to

the municipalities and centers within regions to avoid destructive

their surroundings. This issue transcends style.

competition for tax base and to promote rational coordination of
transportation, recreation, public services, housing, and community

3. The revitalization of urban places depends on safety and

institutions.

security. The design of streets and buildings should reinforce safe
environments, but not at the expense of accessibility and openness.
4. In the contemporary metropolis, development must adequately

THE NEIGHBORHOOD, THE DISTRICT, AND THE CORRIDOR

accommodate automobiles. It should do so in ways that respect the
pedestrian and the form of public space.

1. The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor are the essential
elements of development and redevelopment in the metropolis. They

5. Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and interesting

form identiﬁable areas that encourage citizens to take responsibility

to the pedestrian. Properly conﬁgured, they encourage walking and

for their maintenance and evolution.

enable neighbors to know each other and protect their communities.

2. Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-

6. Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate,

use. Districts generally emphasize a special single use, and should

topography, history, and building practice.

follow the principles of neighborhood design when possible. Corridors
are regional connectors of neighborhoods and districts; they range

7. Civic buildings and public gathering places require important sites

from boulevards and rail lines to rivers and parkways.

to reinforce community identity and the culture of democracy. They
deserve distinctive form, because their role is diﬀerent from that of

3. Many activities of daily living should occur within walking distance,

other buildings and places that constitute the fabric of the city.

allowing independence to those who do not drive, especially the
elderly and the young. Interconnected networks of streets should

8. All buildings should provide their inhabitants with a clear sense of

be designed to encourage walking, reduce the number and length of

location, weather and time. Natural methods of heating and cooling

automobile trips, and conserve energy.

can be more resource-eﬃcient than mechanical systems.

4. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types and price

9. Preservation and renewal of historic buildings, districts, and

levels can bring people of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily

landscapes aﬃrm the continuity and evolution of urban society.

interaction, strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential to an
authentic community.

Copyright 1996, Congress for the New Urbanism. Permission is hereby
granted to reproduce the Charter in full or in excerpt, provided that

5. Transit corridors, when properly planned and coordinated, can
help organize metropolitan structure and revitalize urban centers.
In contrast, highway corridors should not displace investment from
existing centers.
6. Appropriate building densities and land uses should be within
walking distance of transit stops, permitting public transit to become
a viable alternative to the automobile.

this copyright notice remains intact.
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Foreword

Sunday April 26, 1998–

by Susan Barnes-Gelt

The headline on the front page
of the Denver Post
“Perspective” section
said it all:

New Urbanism:
A Blueprint for
Building A Better Neighborhood. The seven-yearold Congress for New Urbanism… strives to retract
sprawl through a return to the traditional values
of villages and urban neighborhoods. Colorado’s
Front Range—with urban inﬁll and greenﬁeld
opportunities—can be a laboratory for such efforts.
When Denver hosted CNU 6—Rebuilding
Communities Within the Natural Region,
Stapleton was seven square miles of abandoned
runways, punctuated by a four-story concrete
garage and an iconic ﬂight tower. Belmar was a
dead shopping mall. The Central Platte Valley
had yet to emerge from the industrial ﬂoodplain
behind the historic Denver Union Station. The
16th Street Mall, kitschy tourist shops, ofﬁce

buildings, and a surfeit of surface parking
lots—the detritus of failed urban renewal
policies—deﬁned downtown.
The Civic Center area, the nexus of the 1998
Congress, now displays new civic buildings—
notably the Daniel Libeskind-designed
Frederic C. Hamilton wing of the Denver Art
Museum, the Wellington E. Webb Municipal
Building, and the emerging Denver Justice
Center campus—all built since the last CNU
conference in Denver. Residential midrises have
sprung up in the Golden Triangle adjacent to
Civic Center.
The 16th Street Mall is a lively corridor, and
not just from 9 to 5 on weekdays. Occupants
of new mixed-use residential buildings enjoy
the mall’s shops and restaurants, LoDo’s Coors

Foreword

Field, and the riverfront parks along the South
Platte River.
Barely a decade ago, Denver was unique
among mid-sized cities: Thanks to an
abandoned airport (Stapleton), a defunct air
force base (Lowry), a relocated amusement
park (Elitch’s), and reclaimed industrial
ﬂoodplain (the Central Platte Valley), the
city was able to grow inside its boundaries.
Nearly 12,000 acres of inﬁll opportunity
resulted in visionary planning strategies, led
by former mayors Federico Peña (1983-1991)
and Wellington Webb (1991-2003). New
infrastructure supported development; viaducts
came down, parks were added, new civic
buildings were built. Developers responded to
a growing market of empty nesters interested
in moving back to the city and Gen Xers tired
of suburban ennui by adding inﬁll housing
and services to older urban neighborhoods and
by transforming vacant or industrial land into
lively new districts.
Young families were attracted to new
homes in new urban neighborhoods, such as
Highlands Garden Village and Stapleton, where
new schools and parks, recreation, retail, and
jobs added appeal. Denver’s population grew,
from 467,000 in 1990, to 533,000 in 1998, to
an estimated 600,000 in 2009.
Regionwide, compact new urban
development has signiﬁcantly improved
the vitality and livability of our cities and
neighborhoods, as projects in this book located
in Lakewood, Englewood, Boulder, Fort Collins,
the mountain communities, and other parts of
Colorado attest. The region is less balkanized
than it was a decade ago, and leaders are more
collaborative. However, dependence on local
sales tax, combined with myopic state tax policy
and inadequate funding for higher education,
transportation, and physical infrastructure,
challenge the longer-term health of the region.
Equity, housing, transportation gridlock,
drought, and the despoiling of the natural
environment transcend artiﬁcial political
boundaries. The lack of a well-designed, fully
integrated multimodal transportation network,
in particular, continues to vex the region. Voters
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approved a $4.7 billion regional rail and bus
transit system in 2004, but our region’s ability
to complete the system, on budget and on
schedule, is in question.
Major public infrastructure will help us meet
these challenges. This time, the scale is smaller
and far more difﬁcult to implement. It’s not the
railroad connecting an isolated Western state
to the rest of the continent. It’s not an airport
connecting Colorado to the globe. The future
of this region depends upon how we develop
a comprehensive multimodal transportation
system—at both the macro and the micro
scales—to connect a sprawling metropolis
into a coherent whole. This system must
stimulate economic growth and preserve our
extraordinary quality of life.
The conversation ignited in 1998 at the
inaugural joint meeting of the CNU and the
Urban Land Institute must be ramped up.
The region must engage in an unprecedented
dialogue, outlining principles of cooperation
and partnership. How we choose to redeﬁne
American urbanism in a Western context—to
embrace, not eschew, our urban-ness—holds
the key. The scope of the many excellent projects
in this book and the accomplishments of those
working to build a new urban form are at the
threshold for this next critical step.

KEY URBANIST

Susan Barnes-Gelt
Susan Barnes-Gelt writes and speaks
about smart growth, urban design, and
politics for the Denver Post and PBS
Channel 12’s “Head On.” As an at-large
Denver City Council member from
1995 to 2003, Barnes-Gelt encouraged
new urban projects, including
Highlands Garden Village, Uptown, and
Stapleton. Barnes-Gelt was an early
supporter of the Congress for the
New Urbanism, and was instrumental

in drawing CNU to Denver in 1998.
She has received many awards,
including the 2003 American Institute
of Architect’s Western Mountain
Region’s Award of Distinction. “This
region is a work in progress,” she says.
“The opportunity to redeﬁne urbanism
in a Western context depends on
the breadth of our vision and the
sturdiness of our backbone.”
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Introduction

Colorado is a case study

from the CNU Book Committee

of urbanism as a way to
achieve livelier
city neighborhoods and
regional smart-growth
objectives.

In the past
decade,
Colorado has seen tremendous urban
growth, from small inﬁll projects to whole
neighborhoods. Some of these projects, such
as Prospect New Town, were among the ﬁrst
wave of new urban projects developed in the
mid-1990s.
A catalyst for others was the 1998 Congress
for the New Urbanism (CNU), which met in
Denver, and for the ﬁrst time as a group met
with the Urban Land Institute to share ideas
about smart growth and rebuilding cities. At
that CNU congress, many were Coloradans.
These architects, urban planners, landscape

architects, developers, public ofﬁcials,
environmentalists, and others were committed
to learning and practicing the principles of new
urbanism, and in the years since have educated
their colleagues and clients about how to design
and build good urban places while protecting
the natural environment that we cherish.
In 2009, Colorado again welcomes the
Congress for the New Urbanism to Denver.
Along with tremendous population growth,
much has happened across Colorado in the past
decade to change the way communities use land
and develop urban areas. As CNU members
and charter members of the new CNU Colorado
Chapter, we hope you will have the opportunity
to experience the projects in this book and
discuss how they might contribute to the
region’s urban fabric.

Introduction

In January 2008, Tim Van Meter, a co-chair
for the 2009 CNU conference, gathered a
group of CNU colleagues to discuss preparing
a regional project book for the conference.
Meeting monthly over the next year, the
CNU Colorado Book Committee reﬁned the
themes for the book and assigned ourselves
research and writing responsibilities. The
group put out a call for project submissions
through professional organizations such
as the American Institute of Architects and
publications such as the Colorado Real Estate
Journal. We reviewed submittals, selected
projects, and researched additional possibilities.
Although our opinions varied about
architectural styles and other aesthetic issues,
we agreed projects selected for the book should
exemplify good placemaking. Our selection
criteria included how well the project met the
CNU Charter principles, how it contributed
to the quality of life on the street, block, or
neighborhood, how it related to larger patterns
such as the city grid or the regional public
transit system, and whether it contributed to a
regional architectural or landscape style.
Colorado Urbanizing provides a big picture
on how the region has become more urban,
how it works cooperatively to encourage smart
growth, and how it intends to urbanize in the
future. The book also provides more than 100
examples of projects large and small that have
contributed to rebuilding Colorado’s cities
and creating new urban centers that use land
wisely. The book is not comprehensive, but
the committee believes the projects presented
individually and collectively reﬂect the best of
Colorado’s new urbanism.
We hope others will learn from Colorado’s
challenges and be inspired by our successes in
working to create more vital and livable cities.

Organizing Principles, or
How to Read the Book
When the CNU Colorado Book Committee
launched this book project in January 2008, it
discussed how to organize the region’s examples
of new urban development that have been built

in the past 10 to 15 years or have been planned.
The group brieﬂy considered organizing the
projects chronologically. It discussed presenting
the projects according to scale—region,
neighborhood, block, and building. The
committee also tried organizing them by site
typologies, such as development in established
places (or inﬁll), regenerating places (like dead
malls or brownﬁelds), and new places (such as
greenﬁelds). After attempting to ﬁt the 100-plus
projects into these categories, the committee
organized the book by geographic area, which
ultimately made the most sense.
Colorado Urbanizing is a guide to new
urban development organized by blocks,
neighborhoods, cities, and towns, beginning in
Denver, the center of urbanism. The ﬁrst chapter
provides background on Colorado urbanism,
both its history and the frameworks for regional
efforts on sustainable growth. The book then
discusses new urban projects in downtown
Denver and neighborhoods beyond downtown.
It looks at recent urbanism in Boulder, the
metropolitan area, and mountain communities.
The last chapter is on transit-oriented
development and how new investments in transit
will connect various parts of the region. Finally,
the Afterword discusses lessons the committee
has learned about new urbanism in Colorado.
Within each chapter, featured projects
and policy documents are printed in bold and
discussed in geographical order, usually from
the center of the city, or from north to south or
east to west in the region. Some projects are
mentioned in a sentence or two, while others are
described in a paragraph or more, depending on
the scope and context of the project. Signiﬁcant
or large-scale projects, such as Stapleton and
Highlands Garden Village, are discussed in
greater depth in two-page spreads. Sidebars are
included to elaborate on the context for projects.
Key urbanists—leaders who pioneered new
urban projects—are celebrated throughout the
book in brief biographical sketches. Maps that
pinpoint areas of Colorado with new urban
projects featured in the book appear on pages
14 to 17. Project credits are listed at the end of
the book.
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Maps of
New Urban Projects
Colorado Orientation

Introduction

Map 1 : Denver Metro Area
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Map 2 : North Front Range

Introduction

Map 3 : Central Mountains

Rocky Mountain Foothills from Broomﬁeld
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1888 Real Estate Map, Englewood

Denver Sunrise, circa 1950

Maroon Bells, Aspen

Colorado Urbanizing
Introduction and Colorado’s Urban History BY MICHAEL TAVEL
Frameworks for Sustainable Urbanism BY KATHLEEN MCCORMICK AND TODD WENSKOSKI
Municipal Green Programs BY KATHLEEN MCCORMICK
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City Park, Denver

COLORADO—that rectangle
of a rural Western state that is
half mountains and half plains—
has become a key locus of
American urbanization.

The southern
part of the
American West—Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
Arizona, and New Mexico—is the most rapidly
urbanizing and growing part of the United
States. Eighty percent of the region’s population,
and almost all its growth, is urban. This rapid
urban growth is projected to continue, with
population in the region’s major metropolitan
areas doubling by 2040. The hinterlands of the

American West, by stark contrast, are decidedly
depopulated and are not growing. This
distinguishes the region’s urbanization from
other parts of the country.
Smart planning and smart growth are
imperative but must be tailored to the West’s
uniqueness. From the regional to the block
scale, Colorado provides a full range of case
studies that show how urbanism can provide
great places for people while preserving
resources such as the land, water, and
environmental systems we value. Colorado
provides important examples of regional
governance, planning for a sustainable economy
and infrastructure, progressive regulations
to shape growth, and high-quality urban
placemaking, all of which are discussed in this
book. Colorado’s efforts at smart growth are
an important example for the U.S. as the West
vaults into a future of greater urbanization.
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Colorado’s Urban History
Colorado has a rich history of habitation that
includes the Mesa Verde and Chaco Anasazi,
the Pueblo Indians, and the Plains Indians.
Before the 1820s, Colorado was seen as part
of “the Great American Desert”—a buffer that
separated the agrarian and urbanizing American
colonies from Spanish-controlled Mexico and its
presence in Santa Fe. The state’s modern urban
development patterns are best traced to 1859
and the Gold Rush in the hills around Central
City about 25 miles west of what is now Denver.
Prospectors and job seekers roared in from the
East, and in 1861, the Colorado Territory was
organized, ofﬁcially becoming part of the U.S.
With statehood in 1876, the lands were named
Colorado, and became an undisputed part of the
expanding U.S.
Over the past 150 years, Colorado’s economic
base has evolved from harnessing natural
resources via mining, ranching, and agriculture,
though many Coloradans still earn their living
and take great pride in these ventures. The
urbanization of Colorado has been episodic and
tied to ﬂuctuations in the value of its natural

Leadville, circa 1900

resources. These cycles are becoming tempered
as the economy diversiﬁes and transforms into
producing human resources in a service and
knowledge-based economy.
In the late 19th century, Colorado experienced
rapid urbanization, but in boom and bust cycles.
Mining was the economic engine. The erratic
value of gold, silver, and coal corresponded with
new discoveries of ores, and led to dramatic
boom-and-bust cycles in mountain towns. Some
mining camps became instant towns. Towns
servicing multiple mines, such as Leadville,
became booming metropolises that would later
contract to a fraction of their peak size. In the
Rocky Mountains’ foothills, Durango, Colorado
Springs, Golden, and Boulder were founded and
prospered as service towns for miners. Pueblo
would later turn minerals into steel. Denver, as
the seat of government and a center for distribution and services, grew the largest though it
provided little industrial support.
Evolution of the Economy and Growth
The ﬁrst transcontinental railroad built by
Union Paciﬁc in 1868 completely bypassed
Colorado and instead went through southern

Pearl Street, Boulder, circa 1900

Chapter 1: Colorado Urbanizing

Wyoming where mountain gaps were more
passable. Denver, “the Queen City of the
Plains,” responded by founding a steel industry
and constructing the Denver Paciﬁc Railroad.
By 1870, fueled by taxes and volunteers, the
railroad had connected to Cheyenne and begun
a transportation network with Denver as the
node. Railroads connected throughout the state
by 1890, taking homesteaders to outlying areas
while connecting mines via rail to smelters and
to the rest of the country. As the last of the Ute
and Plains Indians were killed or moved out of
Colorado in the 1880s, the ranchers, shepherds,
and homesteaders moved in. An open range
existed on the high plains for a generation, soon
to be closed.
Agriculture in the river valleys of the South
Platte, the Arkansas, the Rio Grande, and, on
the Western Slope, the Gunnison and Colorado,
began to take hold. But agriculture required
irrigation, and irrigation required regional
cooperation. Where railroads crossed river
valleys, colony towns were created in the 1870s
and 1880s. These usually involved Easterners
forming a cooperative group, buying land in
bulk, planning irrigation at a regional scale,

and platting farmsteads and urban lots. Greeley,
Fort Collins, Longmont, and, on the Western
Slope, Delta, ﬁt this pattern. Later, on the
high plains and close to railroads, dry farming
techniques were tried and worked somewhat
in wet years but not at all during dry years. The
painful learning curve on these lands would
extend for generations.
From 1890 to 1920, commercial agriculture,
water diversion, and high plains dry farming
expanded while mining went into decline.
Colorado’s population grew, state highways
were built, and tourism via rail and auto
began to prosper. National parks and forests
were established. Colorado’s most urbanized
region became the Front Range, where the
Great Plains meet the Rockies. With 250,000
residents in 1920, Denver was the largest city;
other Front Range cities—Pueblo, Colorado
Springs, Boulder, Longmont, Fort Collins, and
Greeley—remained roughly a tenth its size.
The Colorado growth rate slowed dramatically
during the 1920s and 1930s. Crop prices and
coal prices had been in decline for years long
before the Great Depression. The drought of the
Dust Bowl then caused havoc, overtaking vast

Greeley Potatoes, circa 1900

Irrigating Colorado, circa 1900
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Colorado’s b
by-rights water feeds the agriculture of its valleys,
waters the la
lawns of its suburbs, and eventually, when scarce,
marks the li
limits of its sprawl.
Innovations in Colorado Urbanism
Denver’s two urban grids: The diagonal
grid was platted in 1858 in the town of
Auraria, with streets running parallel and
perpendicular to the south banks of Cherry
Creek at its conﬂuence with the South Platte
River. A similar diagonal grid was platted
across Cherry Creek in Denver City with
streets running parallel and perpendicular
to the South Platte. The second east-west/
north-south grid was laid out east of the ﬁrst
grid in 1864.
General William Palmer’s plan for Colorado
Springs: Palmer founded Colorado Springs
in 1871, and planned the city as a high-quality
resort community.
Denver Mayor Robert W. Speer’s plans for
parks and parkways: Speer’s City Beautiful
movement vision for Denver was realized
by the city’s ﬁrst landscape architect,
Reinhard Schuetze, who enlisted the
renowned landscape architects Frederick
Law Olmsted, Jr. and Saco Reinke DeBoeur
beginning in the early 1900s.

high plains dry farming regions in the northeastern and southeastern parts of the state.
Depression-era public works projects began to bring jobs to
Colorado. But it was World War II that led to a massive federal
investment in Colorado that would spur ongoing population
growth on the Front Range from the 1950s through the 1970s.
The state’s population increased by 200,000 in the 1940s as the
war effort sent military bases and arms plants to Colorado while
demanding production from its farms. Some 78 percent of this
growth was in the Denver area, while mining towns continued
to decline. The state’s growth accelerated, with 430,000 new
residents in the 1950s, and 450,000 in the 1960s.
The Interstate Highway System and the Birth of Sprawl
The interstate highway system, which arrived in Colorado
in the late 1950s, began to lead and shape Colorado’s urbanization over the next 50 years. Interstate 25 (I-25) linked the Front
Range cities from north to south by the mid-1960s and triggered
suburban employment centers like the Denver Tech Center.

Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.’s master plan for
Boulder: In the early 1900s, Olmsted created
the city’s ﬁrst master plan, which established
a vision for parks, streetscapes, greenways,
and mountain open space.
Denver Mayor Federico Peña’s Imagine a
Great City program: Peña’s campaign slogan
advocating urban reinvestment was realized
during and just after his two terms in oﬃce
(1983 to 1991) with a new airport, a major
league baseball team, a grand new central
library, a convention center, and restoration
of Speer-era parks, parkways, and public
buildings.
Downtown Aspen’s plans for inﬁll,
aﬀordable housing, and public transit:
The 2000 Aspen Area Community Plan
encouraged private-sector aﬀordable
housing, commercial revitalization, economic
sustainability, and mixed-use development.
The city has areawide ride-share, park-n-ride,
public transit, employer-based transit
passes, and parking incentive programs.
—Kathleen McCormick

Thayer’s Map of Denver, 1872
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By the early 1970s, Denver became connected to the Western Slope through Interstate
70 (I-70) and the Eisenhower Tunnel. This link
opened up Central Colorado to easy national
access, spurring the development of numerous
ski resorts and causing places like Vail to grow
from rural valleys into sprawling resort towns.
Colorado’s economy in the 1960s and 1970s was
led by federal employment and the oil and gas
industry, headquartered in Denver. Connected
via the interstates, this economy was complemented by the ski and tourism industry, coal
extraction, and agriculture.
Planning the interstates encouraged Denver,
in 1955, to join the Inter-County Regional
Planning Commission, which also included
Adams, Arapahoe, and Jefferson counties.
Denver area regional cooperation in planning
had started in 1918 as Denver Water became
the provider for the entire area. An Upper
Platte Planning Commission was founded in
1939. But it was not until the late 1950s that the
Denver region started collectively planning for
diverse infrastructure. The commission could
not impose taxes, issue bonds, or legislate, but
in 1961, it developed the ﬁrst Metro Growth

Plan, and soon began transportation planning.
Renamed the Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG) in 1968, it became
the region’s federally recognized metropolitan
planning agency, overseeing water and transportation planning and funding.
A Regional Vision
In the 1970s, in the face of unprecedented
growth in the form of suburban sprawl, a pattern
of failed efforts at regional planning began.
In 1970, a state land-use commission drafted
the Colorado Land Use Act in preparation for
the proposed 1976 Winter Olympics. But the
state legislature repeatedly obstructed efforts at
regional planning by not funding them. The voters, opposed to transformative development and
wanting to preserve Colorado’s rural character,
passed a referendum against the Olympics in
1972. In the late 1970s, the powers of the State
Land Use Commission were increased, and
Governor Dick Lamm proposed a Front Range
planning entity, but the legislature continued in
various ways to block effective regional planning.
Growth slowed dramatically in Colorado
in the 1980s as fossil fuel prices dropped and

Bird’s Eye View of the Mountains and Plains, circa 1880

I-70 Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel
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the shale oil industry halted its grand plans for
the Western Slope. Suburban sprawl, however,
continued to consume the landscape. Denver
suburbs like Aurora and Highlands Ranch grew
dramatically. Annexation wars proliferated, while
central cities experienced an ongoing exodus.
But a regional vision began to be advanced by
people like Denver’s mayor, Federico Peña, who
made plans for a new airport, redevelopment
of Denver’s Central Platte Valley, and a regional
science and cultural facilities district. The Greater

KEY URBANIST

Thomas A. Clark, Ph.D.
Tom Clark is the Chair of the
Department of Planning and Design
in the College of Architecture
and Planning at the University of
Colorado Denver (UCD), where he
has been a faculty member since
1982. In Colorado, he advises policy
makers and testiﬁes often before
the state legislature. He served
on the Denver Regional Council of
Government’s Vision 20/20 Taskforce
and Transportation Policy Committee.

Clark directs the UCD Center for
Sustainable Urbanism, which is
engaged in collaborative research
about Colorado and the West’s most
pressing challenges. “The fastest
growing American cities in the next
generation will be those of the
Intermountain West,” says Clark. “We
live life here in fast-forward, making us
the nation’s prime testing ground for a
new and better urbanism and ﬁt for the
challenges of the emerging century.”

Colorado Convention Center, Denver Hiking Gore Range

Denver Corporation was founded to advocate for
facilities that have since been built: the Colorado
Convention Center, Coors Field (outﬁtted with
the Colorado Rockies Major League Baseball
team), and Denver International Airport.
The New Economy and Smart Growth
These investments helped to fuel the rapid
urban and suburban growth in Colorado in the
1990s, when the state population increased
by over 30 percent to 4.3 million. The “new
economy” had come to Colorado with hightech and knowledge-based jobs. Drawn by the
region’s natural beauty and the metropolitan
area’s job opportunities and relaxed and
outdoors-oriented lifestyle, people from the
East and West coasts emigrated to redeveloping
urban locations, boosting city-center populations
and spurring a generation of inﬁll. The
old Stapleton International Airport was reenvisioned as the new urban neighborhoods
of Stapleton. Dead shopping malls and former
military sites began to undergo transformations
into new urban communities as well.
Governor Roy Romer in 1995 sponsored the
Smart Growth Initiative. The goal was to change
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the subject from pro-growth versus no-growth
to promoting regional cooperation and public
discourse on how to handle growth. Legislation
for smart growth, regional planning, and alternative transit put before Colorado voters in the
1990s usually failed. In 2004, however, Denver
metropolitan area voters passed a measure to
support FasTracks, a commuter-rail and bus
network that would link the entire region. In
mountain resort communities, where housing
affordable to the middle and working class had
become scarce, new urbanism also provided the
model for new development.
Smart growth has emerged gradually over
the past 50 years as Colorado’s culture has
changed in step with steady urban growth.
The interstates have shaped this growth in
patterns: Away from the inﬂuence of freeways,
population is sparse. But near them, population is much greater, and growing rapidly.
Though regional governance in Colorado has
not taken hold, smart growth has come to
Colorado from a mix of top-down planning and
cooperation, matched with bottom-up, marketdriven efforts to develop high-quality urban
inﬁll linked to transit.

DIA’s Elrey Jeppesen Terminal

Frameworks for Sustainable Urbanism
In Colorado, sustainability starts with land
use and protecting open space and natural
resources. More than a third of the state’s land
area is public, owned by the federal, state, and
local governments, and much of the privately
held undeveloped land is valued for its use as
ranchland, farmland, or wildlife habitat, as
well as its beauty. Sustainability in Colorado
has focused on protecting undeveloped
lands, rebuilding cities and towns with inﬁll
development, often in industrial or brownﬁeld
sites, building compact new urban districts
around transit, and taking advantage of solar
and wind energy in a state with more than
300 days of sunshine annually and excellent
wind resources.
In the last decade, much of Colorado’s
emerging urbanism has reﬂected the design
and building principles expressed in the Charter
of the New Urbanism (see page 8).
Sustainability efforts, similar to the CNU
principles, are occurring at all scales, from the
region to the neighborhood, district, block, and
building. New urban development also has

Coors Field, Denver
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Population in the Denver metropolitan region is projected to increase
from 2.7 million in 2005 to 4.2 million by 2035.
Urban Growth Limits
The Denver metropolitan region grew
rapidly in the 1990s—the region’s urban
area expanded from 410 square miles to 500
square miles between 1990 and 2000, and the
population increased by a third. The population
in the Denver metropolitan region is projected
to increase from 2.7 million in 2005 to 4.2
million by 2035.
Colorado’s new economy has been driven in
large part by entrepreneurs and others drawn
by the natural environment and an active
outdoor lifestyle. Concerns related to pollution,
increased growth, development of open lands,
automobile congestion, and power and water
demands have prompted urban growth measures to preserve the natural environment.
The region has responded by advocating
where and how growth should occur. In
1997, DRCOG adopted a long-range plan
called Metro Vision 2020. The plan called for
limiting urban development to a speciﬁed area,

creating a balanced multimodal transportation
system, building mixed-use pedestrian and
transit-oriented urban centers, and developing a
regional open-space system.

KEY URBANIST

John W. Hickenlooper
John Hickenlooper was elected
Mayor of Denver in 2003 and reelected in 2007. Named by Time
magazine as one of the nation’s
top big-city mayors, Hickenlooper
continues to gain national recognition
for innovative approaches to
sustainability, transit, arts and culture,
ending homelessness, economic
development, and regionalism. He
has increased civic engagement and
participation throughout the city and
region, building partnerships that
transcend partisan and geographic

RTD Light Rail at the Convention Center

Denver’s 16th Street Mall

lines. Before becoming mayor, he
was a restaurateur. In 1988, he
redeveloped the 1899 J.S. Brown
Mercantile Building into the Wynkoop
Brewing Company, the region’s ﬁrst
brewpub. “One of Denver’s greatest
economic assets is the 23 block Lower
Downtown Historic District, known as
LoDo,” says Hickenlooper. “Such a large
district of 19th century warehouses,
largely intact, is almost unique in this
country, and created an urban village
that helped revitalize the entire
downtown.”
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Ponnequin Wind Farm near Carr

Municipal
Green Programs
Cities throughout Colorado are establishing new
models for sustainable development and natural
resource conservation. The city of Boulder was the ﬁrst
municipality in the country to mandate a residential green
building code, which was adopted in 1996, revised in
2001, and is under further revision.
The Boulder Green Points Building Program applies to
all new residential construction and additions and remodels
larger than 500 square feet. The purpose is to help
homeowners build green with cost-effective and sustainable
remodeling and building methods that conserve fossil fuels,
water, and other natural resources. The program promotes
recycling construction materials and reducing solid waste,
and supports better indoor air quality. It requires applicants
to earn points by selecting green building measures that
qualify them for a building permit.
BuildSmart, Boulder County’s residential greenbuilding code, established in 2008, sets goals for new
houses, additions, and remodels on a sliding scale; the
larger the house, the more energy-efﬁcient it has to be.
“MacMansions” larger than 5,000 square feet have to be

virtually net-zero-energy, or produce as much energy as
they use.
In 2005, Denver launched Greenprint Denver,
which outlines actions for sustainable development
that balance environmental, social, and economic
considerations. The plan focuses on reducing waste
and greenhouse gas emissions, water conservation,
renewable energy, affordable housing, urban forestry
coverage, mass transit, and the promotion of greenindustry economic development.
One of the ﬁrst programs was Tree by Tree—Mile
High Million, whose goal is to plant 1 million trees over
the next 20 years. The city has implemented a 2-megawatt
solar energy system that generates approximately 3.5
million kilowatt hours of clean energy each year—about
half the power needed to run the Denver International
Airport’s underground train system.
Game Plan, the 2003 master plan for the Denver Parks
and Recreation system, establishes a framework for green
neighborhoods and pedestrian connections to parks and
open space. The plan promotes a broader sustainability
agenda by addressing city neighborhoods, local parks,
and thousands of acres of the regional open-space system
surrounding Denver.
Denver’s Metro Denver Living Streets initiative
promotes active living, increased mobility, and making
the best use of infrastructure investments. The program
considers the capacity of streets to carry more people
riding in a bus, walking, or biking, versus alone in cars,
and takes this concept beyond the curb to promote
economic development and vitality along major corridors
throughout the city. Efforts include making sidewalks and
pedestrian crossings safer and more accessible for people
of all ages and physical abilities.
Fort Collins has developed a more ambitious plan:
FortZED, a joint venture between the City of Fort
Collins and Colorado State University (see page 83).
This partnership, known as UniverCity, aims to create a
downtown zero-net-energy district. All energy required
to run the district will be addressed through energy
conservation and produced within a 50-mile radius by
renewable sources such as wind power. To reduce the
need for fossil fuels, the partnership will add plug-in
hybrids to their vehicle ﬂeets. FortZED backers estimate
the price tag to fully implement the initiative will be $200
million. FortZED will make use of a smart grid, continually
monitoring supply and balancing it with demand as
efﬁciently as possible.
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The Mile High Compact, a landmark
2000 agreement among the region’s local
governments, limits growth to the Metro Vision
boundaries. In the updated Metro Vision 2035,
the regional urban-growth boundary/area target
is 921 square miles and focuses growth on
higher-density, compact, pedestrian-oriented
urban centers. Not all municipal and county
governments are complying with the voluntary
boundaries, and competition for tax revenue
dollars to support government services still drives
sprawl in the region. But the compliance of a
majority, combined with a state law that requires
communities to establish long-range comprehensive plans, means that the metropolitan region is
cooperating on creating a sustainable urban form.
Green Energy State
Colorado’s leadership in energy
conservation, energy-efﬁcient building design,
and use of renewable energy sources has
positioning the state as a national model for
a sustainable environment and economy.
Governor Bill Ritter, Jr., re-established the
Governor’s Energy Ofﬁce (GEO) in 2007 to
lead the state and the nation to a “new energy

economy” by advancing energy efﬁciency
and renewable clean-energy sources. Since
the nationwide economic downturn in 2008,
his plan for Colorado’s recovery has focused
on sustainable growth by emphasizing
renewable-energy production and attracting
ﬁrms and funding for solar, wind, natural
gas, and other energy sources. On Earth
Day 2009, Ritter signed legislation that
increases ﬁnancing options for residential
and commercial renewable energy projects.
Meanwhile, Colorado’s Greening Government
initiative aims by 2012 to reduce petroleum
consumption by 25 percent, energy by 20
percent, water by 10 percent, and divert 75
percent of waste from landﬁlls.
Green building is fast becoming a norm
because of local building codes that are evolving
to support sustainable development (see page
28), and because of Colorado’s Amendment
37, passed by voters in 2004, which created
incentives for use of renewable energy and
sustainable technology. The initiative required
the state’s largest utilities to obtain 3 percent
of their electricity from renewable energy
sources by 2007, 6 percent by 2011, and 10

First Green Roof in Denver, EPA Building

Solar Arrays, Belmar, Lakewood
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percent by 2015. It also established standards
for photovoltaic systems to connect to the power
grid, and called for 4 percent of renewable
energy to come from solar sources. Amendment
37 was a huge boon for green building because
it suddenly became proﬁtable to install
photovoltaic systems, which now are more
affordable with a tax subsidy.
Urban Agriculture
An emerging sustainability effort in Colorado
is urban agriculture that integrates locally grown
food as the centerpiece of new communities
and urban areas through community gardens
and smaller garden spaces. These productive
landscapes follow permaculture principles,
which aim to reduce energy use and natural
resource waste and reintegrate food production
into living environments.
The Platte River Village, a project approved
by the town of Milliken in Weld County, demonstrates the concept of “agriburbia,” coined
by the designer, the TSR Group in Golden. The
618-acre site will have 980 living units, ranging
from multifamily townhomes to single-family
homes on large lots, as well as a mixed-use

Platte River Village, Milliken

town center. The emphasis on farming
replaces traditional landscaping with orchards,
vineyards, and annual and perennial crops
intended for residents of the village and surrounding communities. Most of the open space
is designed for productive for-proﬁt landscapes,
and will be owned and managed by a homeowners association or private entity leasing the land.
Outlying farms will be publicly owned through
a metro district, and “steward farms,” or smaller
plots on single-family home lots, would rely on
assisted-farming techniques.
Urban Stormwater and Sustainable Streets
New strategies for managing stormwater
drainage, improving water quality, and
conserving water are beginning to have an
impact on the infrastructure, streetscapes, and
parks in Colorado’s urban areas. Sustainable
stormwater systems that integrate urban
drainage with water conservation are supporting
sustainable streetscapes and linear park
systems. These systems include elements such
as bioswales, permeable paving, and green
roofs. In addition to providing environmental
beneﬁts, such systems can signiﬁcantly reduce
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the cost of managing stormwater by eliminating
the need for conventional underground
infrastructure like large pipes, vaults, and
concrete culverts.
Geos Neighborhood, a 25-acre urban mixeduse neighborhood planned for Arvada, manages
stormwater through a variety of public and
private greenspaces, including parks, orchards,
street-tree rain gardens, and shallow usable
greens (see page 86).
The City of Aurora, the Urban Drainage and
Flood Control District, and the Cherry Creek
School District collaborated to construct Utah
Park, previously a large stormwater detention
basin park with two creeks channeled underground in pipes and regularly ﬂooded ballﬁelds.
A master plan by Lafayette’s Design Concepts in
2008 transformed the site into a ﬂood-control
facility that is also an attractive park with
naturalized streambeds, wetlands, and ponds,
an efﬁcient detention basin, and new ballﬁelds.
Sustainable Buildings
Colorado is one of the nation’s top states
for sustainable building. The Governor’s
Energy Ofﬁce and 46 statewide partners

received the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) 2009 Energy Star Partner of
the Year Award, recognizing that 20 percent
of all new residential construction featured
Energy Star homes, which typically are 20 to
30 percent more energy-efﬁcient than standard
homes. U.S. EPA ranked Denver No. 7 among
metropolitan cities for having the most energyefﬁcient buildings in 2008. Colorado is among
the top 10 states with the most buildings
certiﬁed in another green-building certiﬁcation
system, the U.S. Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED). LEED is a voluntary, consensusbased national rating system for developing
high-performance sustainable buildings. It
addresses all building types and neighborhood
development, and emphasizes state-of-theart strategies in ﬁve areas: sustainable site
development, water savings, energy efﬁciency,
materials and resources selection, and indoor
environmental quality.
Many of the projects in the following chapters
include Energy Star homes or have been LEEDcertiﬁed at levels ranging from basic certiﬁcation
to the most-sustainable Platinum level.

Platte River Village, Milliken

Utah Park, Aurora
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State Capitol Steps, Denver

Conﬂuence Park, Denver

The Pavilions, 16th Street Mall, Denver

Downtown Denver
Introduction, Civic Center/Golden Triangle,
Central Business District/16th Street Mall, and
Lower Downtown (LoDo) BY CHENEY FERGUSON
Central Platte Valley and River North (RiNo) BY TODD WENSKOSKI
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As demographics have
shifted in the past 10 or 15 years,
Denver has experienced an inﬂux
of people interested in living and
working in the downtown core.

With new inﬁll buildings and open
spaces, downtown Denver has been
transformed into a series of lively “places for people” with mixed-use
ofﬁce, retail, and residential buildings, municipal and cultural venues,
and art-ﬁlled public plazas. Downtown Denver’s century-old brick
buildings, classical civic structures, and modern high-rises present a
collage of architectural styles and urban forms that contribute to this
story of urban evolution and allow for future urbanism. A few of the
projects that have brought life to downtown are highlighted in the
following chapter.
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Residences, also designed by Studio Libeskind and Davis
Partnership Architects. With retail space on the ground ﬂoor,
a shared parking garage, and 56 luxury apartments on the top
six ﬂoors, the building introduced high-end urban housing to
the city’s cultural center. Behind the museum, between 13th
and 14th avenues on Bannock Street, is the site for the Clyfford
Still Museum, being designed by Allied Works Architecture in
Portland, Oregon. The museum will house the works of Clyfford
Still, the legendary American Abstract Expressionist artist.
On the north side of 13th Avenue, the Denver Public Library,
designed by Michael Graves, the cofounder of Postmodern
architecture, and Klipp, the Denver-based architecture ﬁrm,
opened to acclaim in 1995. The library, the largest between Los
Angeles and Chicago, features towers, buttresses, and whimsical
spaces for children that suggest the worlds of fantasy and
classical literature.
Framing Civic Center Park to the north is the Wellington E.
Webb Municipal Building, completed in 2002. Designed by Tryba
Architects and RNL Design, the 12-story LEED-Gold municipal
ofﬁce complex offers a model of sleek sustainable architecture
in the city core. The central atrium spine of this civic landmark
visually and symbolically connects the City and County Building
and the central business district. The civic plaza at Colfax Avenue
and 14th Street displays the municipal center’s theme engraved on
the walls: “This is where we build the City.”

Clyfford Still Museum, Denver
Denver Public Library, Denver

Uniting and Delighting with
Public Art
Public art, including some quirky and
gigantic sculptures, is a common thread that
unites the Civic Center Park/Golden Triangle
area, thanks to a requirement that the city
contribute 1 percent of the cost of major
capital projects to public art.
I See What You Mean depicts a big blue
bear peering into a window at the Colorado
Convention Center. The Big Sweep, a 35-foot
broom and dustpan, Denver Monoliths, a
40-foot abstract sculpture, and the Scottish
Angus Cow and Calf surround the Denver
Art Museum.
The Denver Public Library plaza displays the
16-ton Lao Tzu and The Yearling, a 21-foot
red chair with a pony. At the Wellington E.
Webb Municipal Building, the large granite
sculpture Janus Head, with two heads facing
east and west, reminds us the city must look
to the past as well as the future.
—Cheney Ferguson

Wellington E. Webb Municipal Building, Denver
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Central Business District/16th Street Mall
D & F Tower
Denver’s ﬁrst skyscraper, the 1912 Daniels
& Fisher Tower at 16th and Arapahoe, is
downtown’s signature landmark. Modeled on
the Campanile in Venice, Italy, the D& F Tower
was built as part of the Daniels & Fisher
department store. The clock tower was
saved in 1971 when the store was demolished,
and in 1981 was renovated into lofts and businesses. The D&F Tower is the centerpiece
of Skyline Park, a three-block oasis in the
downtown core that hosts concerts, movies,
and tai chi classes.
—Cheney Ferguson

The 16th Street Mall, a mile-long commercial and retail spine,
stretches from the classical Civic Center Park to the redeveloping
Central Platte Valley. The multimodal and pedestrian mall features
a free hybrid-electric MallRide shuttle bus that connects people
to downtown destinations and to transit that serves the region.
Designed by I.M. Pei and Associates and opened in 1982, the
mall extended 16 blocks along 16th Street, from the Civic Center
bus station at Broadway and Civic Center Park to the Market
Street bus station. In 1992, a design by Zimmer Gunsel Frasca
Architects extended the mall to Denver Union Station, which
will be redeveloped into a multimodal transportation hub for the
region (see page 100). In 2002, Design Workshop designed an
extension of the pedestrian spine into the Central Platte Valley
with the construction of the Millennium Bridge (see page 42).
In 1998, the Denver Pavilions, designed by ELS Architects,
launched an era of interest in downtown as a destination with
350,000 square feet of retail space, restaurants, and movie
theaters. Located between Tremont and Welton streets and 15th
and 16th streets, the project was realized with $24 million in
subsidies from the Denver Urban Renewal Authority. The main
tenants for the past decade—including United Artists theaters,
Barnes & Noble, and Niketown—have served as a magnet for new
investment and development in the area.

D & F Tower, 16th Street Mall, Denver Oktoberfest Celebration, Larimer Square, Denver

Larimer Square, Denver
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A block away, the Denver Dry Building (see right) is an
adaptive reuse of a grand old ediﬁce, the 1894 Denver Dry Goods
department store. It was one of the ﬁrst projects to reintroduce
jobs and affordable housing to downtown Denver, which in the
early 1990s was struggling to recover from a major recession.
Completed in phases from 1993 to 1997, the 330,000 square-foot
mixed-use and mixed-income building combines shops, ofﬁces,
rental apartments, and loft condominiums. The architect for the
redevelopment was the Urban Design Group, with klipp designing the new retail space.

Lower Downtown (LoDo)
The Lower Downtown Historic District, or LoDo, is framed
by Cherry Creek/Speer Boulevard, 20th Street, Larimer Street,
and Wewatta Street. The neighborhood contains Denver’s largest
collection of 19th century mercantile and warehouse buildings.
In the mid-20th century, the district became a skid row when
highways and airports usurped the business of the transcontinental railroad and Denver Union Station. Fortunately, some
of Denver’s preservationists and developers had the foresight,
beginning in the mid-1960s, to save the historic buildings and
redevelop them into mixed-use buildings with restaurants, lofts,
ofﬁces, and retail space. LoDo now is one of Denver’s mostsought-after districts in which to live and work.

Denver Dry Building
The renovation of the Denver Dry Goods
Building, completed in 1997, was inspired
by the shared vision of developer Jonathan
Rose, president of the Aﬀordable Housing
Development Corporation (AHDC) and
Charles Perry of the Denver Urban Renewal
Authority (DURA) (see page 51). Their
intention was to demonstrate, through a
model for mixed-use and mixed-income redevelopment, that cities could create vibrant
downtown areas, preserve the historic fabric,
and counter urban sprawl.
Financed through 20 public and private
lenders, the project restored local-lender
conﬁdence, acted as a catalyst for redeveloping other historic downtown buildings, and
reintroduced aﬀordable and market-rate
housing to downtown. Denver Dry also
promoted more sustainable redevelopment
with its walkable transit-linked location and
energy-eﬃcient windows and heating and
cooling systems.
—Kathleen McCormick

LaPiazza del Arte, Larimer Square, Denver Denver Dry Building, Denver
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Celebrated with arts festivals and holiday
lighting, Larimer Square is among the mostvisited blocks in Denver. Located between 14th
and 15th streets on Larimer, Denver’s ﬁrst main
street, Larimer Square displays 16 historic
buildings saved from demolition in 1965 with
the leadership of preservationist and developer

KEY URBANIST

Dana Crawford
Dana Crawford pioneered the
redevelopment of Denver’s historic
Larimer Square in the mid-1960s,
creating a festival shopping area
from the neglected and abandoned
buildings of Denver’s original main
street. Today, Larimer Square
serves as a national prototype for
revitalizing forgotten main streets
and architectural landmarks. Locally
Crawford has redeveloped numerous
historic properties, including the
Oxford Hotel and the Flour Mill Lofts.
Nationally, she has served on the

board of directors for the National
Trust for Historic Preservation
and the Project for Public Spaces.
She received the Louise duPont
Crowninshield Award, the National
Trust’s highest honor. “Downtown
Denver is unusual at a national scale
because we were able to preserve so
many buildings, and we have so many
diﬀerent districts,” says Crawford.
“The juxtaposition of old and new
creates a character unique to Denver.”

Palace Lofts, Denver

Dana Crawford (see below left). The buildings
were redeveloped as art galleries, restaurants,
shops, and ofﬁces.
Larimer Square redevelopment entailed
reducing the heavy through trafﬁc from four
lanes to two, adding on-street parking, and
widening the sidewalks for sidewalk dining
and pedestrian amenities such as street trees,
lighting, and benches. Semple Brown Design
and Civitas were the project designers. The
block artfully combines layers of history
with contemporary attractions and popular
venues for people-watching. As the city’s ﬁrst
designated historic district, Larimer Square
became a pivotal project for preserving and
redeveloping the rest of LoDo.
Among the two dozen new downtown inﬁll
buildings developed in the past 15 years, the
Palace Lofts, designed by ShearsAdkins with
RNL, offered a new typology for urban housing
in Denver. This high-density, large-parcel inﬁll
site, located at 15th and Blake streets on the site
of the infamous 1860s Palace Variety Theatre
and Gambling Hall, offers underground
parking, ground-ﬂoor retail, and ofﬁce space,
with upper ﬂoors devoted to modern urban-loft

SugarCube, Denver
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living. Building setbacks provide large rooftop
terraces and other outdoor living space.
SugarCube, located at the corner of
Blake Street and the 16th Street Mall, adds
contemporary texture to LoDo’s historic urban
fabric. Designed by Kuwabara Payne McKenna
Blumberg Architects in Toronto, SugarCube’s
10 ﬂoors offer 37 luxury rental apartments
above the ﬁrst four and six ﬂoors of commercial
space, which are sheathed in a buff-colored
brick envelope. The partially solar-powered
building offers retail and restaurants on the
ground ﬂoor, with wide sidewalks joining the
mall. The design of the residential portion, clad
in black iron-spot brick, creates a rhythm of
punched window openings and balconies with
mountain views.
One block north, on the corner of 16th and
Wynkoop streets, is Denver’s treasured Tattered
Cover Book Store (LoDo), an adaptive reuse
of the 1896 C.S. Morey Mercantile Building,
originally one of the jewels of Warehouse Row,
as Wynkoop Street was once known. This
multilevel “bookstore with beneﬁts” offers
wall-to-wall books, a café, lecture halls, meeting
rooms, and 98 residential units, 76 of which are

C.S. Morey Mercantile Building, Denver (Before)
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designated affordable housing. Tryba Architects
renovated the building, which is dedicated to
the private delights of reading and the public
delights of discourse, and proudly serves as a
town center for the neighborhood.
Located across the street from the Tattered
Cover LoDo, on the northwest corner of 16th
and Wynkoop streets, the new LEED-Gold
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region
8 Headquarters Building models EPA’s core
value of sustainability. Designed by Zimmer
Gunsul Frasca Architects in Portland, Oregon,
OPUS A & E, and ShearsAdkins, the building
is sensitive to the surrounding context and
continues the vibrant street life with ground-ﬂoor
retail and restaurants. It also serves as a gallery
of sustainable architecture features, with tours
to show off the atrium’s “sails,” which direct
daylight into the building core, and green roofs
hosting a 10-kilowatt photovoltaic solar array.

Central Platte Valley
The inspired redevelopment of the Central
Platte Valley is perhaps the model for Denver’s
efforts to reinvigorate downtown. Recent

C.S. Morey Mercantile Building, Denver (After)

EPA Region 8 Headquarters Building, Denver
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Birth of a City
Native Americans ﬁrst settled at the
conﬂuence of Cherry Creek and the South
Platte River, where the Central Platte
Valley provided protection from the harsh
landscape of the eastern plains. Denver was
founded here when gold was discovered
in 1858. Prospectors ﬂocked to Denver in
search of the Rocky Mountains’ rich stores
of gold and silver. The railroads, new industry,
and commerce soon followed.
The valley became the city’s industrial base,
scored with railroad tracks and littered with
warehouses, viaducts, roads, and markets
fueling the city’s prosperity. By the postWorld War II era, the industrial base shifted
to the outer edges of the city. Beginning in
the 1990s, the aging viaducts and unused
rail yards were removed and the rail lines
consolidated, preparing the valley for
redevelopment.
—Todd Wenskoski

redevelopment underscores Denver’s commitment to urbanism
and reconnecting to the South Platte River. On any given day,
people can be seen walking or biking to work on the trails, playing
in the riverfront parks, and enjoying the views from the cafés and
plazas associated with new high-density mixed-use buildings. The
success of the Central Platte Valley, the city’s birthplace, is evident
in the way people use the area, talk about it, and identify it as the
model for future growth.
The centerpiece of the Central Platte Valley is a collection of
public parks and plazas, with three new pedestrian bridges linking
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Richard Farley, FAIA
Dick Farley, architect, urban designer,
and artist, has advocated for highquality urbanism throughout his
career. In the early 1980s, he worked
as an architect on downtown Denver
transit stations. From 1987 to 1996, as
Denver’s deputy director of planning,
he was instrumental in planning the
redevelopment of the Central Platte
Valley, downtown districts, and the
new public infrastructure for Denver’s
21st-century urbanism. In 1996, he

The Commons Master Plan, Denver

Commons Park, Denver

joined Civitas, where he contributed
to the design and design standards
for many urban and new districts in
Colorado, including Highlands Garden
Village, Bradburn Village, and Belmar.
His greatest passions, he says, are “to
create lively and memorable urban
spaces, and to learn from a place’s
urban history while pursuing change
that is authentic to the present.”
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downtown to the valley and to the Highlands
neighborhood over I-25 to the west. The valley
landowner, Trillium Corporation, worked closely
with the city, trading land for and contributing to
the construction of a riverfront park, overseeing
the development of an urban design master
plan, and securing complementary zoning. The
1997 Commons (Riverfront Park) Master Plan
and Design Standards and Guidelines, prepared
by Design Workshop, paved the way for redevelopment in the valley. The focal point of the plan
was Commons Park, designed by Civitas and
completed in 1999 as Denver’s ﬁrst major city
park built in 50 years. Commons Park features
20 acres of open green space, numerous trails,
and park benches.
With a completed Commons Park and new
mixed-use zoning in place, East West Partners
in 1999 purchased much of the land and has
led the valley’s redevelopment with Riverfront
Park. The project transformed a 50-acre former
rail yard into a 21-block mixed-use urban village,
assembled around a multimodal transit center
for light-rail, commuter rail, passenger trains,
and buses. Riverfront Park’s residential lofts,
condominiums, and mixed-use buildings, a
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blend of traditional and contemporary architecture designed by 4240 Architecture and the
Urban Design Group, include Riverfront Tower,
Promenade Lofts, One Riverfront Park, and The
Park. The buildings were completed between
2002 and 2008.
In addition to Commons Park, several new
riverfront parks stretch one mile along the
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Marilee Utter
Marilee Utter is president of
Citiventure Associates, LLC, in
Denver, a real estate advisory and
development ﬁrm specializing in
mixed-use projects, transit-oriented
development, failed mall sites, largescale masterplanning, and publicprivate transactions. As regional vice
president for Trillium Corporation,
Utter led master planning and
zoning development for 165 acres of
industrial rail yards in Denver’s Central
Platte Valley into a 6 million-squarefoot mixed-use urban district. With the

Regional Transportation District, she
led the transit station planning for the
T-Rex Interstate expansion light-rail
corridor development. Utter was
instrumental in the redevelopment
of the Denver Dry Building and the
transformation of Cinderella City
mall into CityCenter Englewood. She
was also Denver’s director of asset
management. Utter is on the Urban
Land Institute’s Board of Trustees and
was the Chair of ULI-Colorado from
2004 to 2007.

Riverfront Park, Denver
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South Platte River. Conﬂuence Park, where the
South Platte and Cherry Creek meet, marks the
spot where Denver was founded when gold was
discovered in 1858. The park is the city’s activity hub for bicyclists, walkers, joggers, Frisbee
players, kite ﬂyers, and other recreational
users. To the north, the Denver Skate Park,
completed in 2002, is one of the most popular
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Ronald A. Straka, FAIA
Ron Straka was Denver’s ﬁrst deputy
director of urban design from 1984
to 1990, under the administration
of Mayor Federico Peña and his
campaign to “Imagine a Great City.”
Straka was instrumental in early
planning for many new urban projects,
such as Coors Field, the baseball
stadium for the Colorado Rockies (he
made a personal investment in the
future of Coors Field by moving to a
loft in LoDo before the neighborhood
was transformed). In his role with the
city, he introduced a new urban design

awareness, making major projects,
particularly the initial infrastructure
planning for the Central Platte Valley,
in his words, “an urban design issue
before an infrastructure issue.” Straka
now leads his own consulting ﬁrm,
Ronald A. Straka, FAIA.

Millennium Bridge, Denver

public skate parks in the nation. Further north
are the ballﬁelds and picnic spots of the City of
Cuernavaca Park, offering valuable open space
along the river.
Connecting the valley over railroad tracks
to the 16th Street Mall and downtown is the
Millennium Bridge, a 130-foot-long, 80-footwide, cable-stayed pedestrian bridge with a 200foot-tall “mast.” Designed by ArchitectureDenver
and engineered by Ove Arup & Partners, the
bridge is an iconic piece of civic architecture for
the city and a landmark for the valley.
Anchoring Conﬂuence Park to the west,
across the river’s kayak runs, is the Denver
Flagship Recreational Equipment Incorporated
(REI) cooperative store and restaurant. The
historic 1901 Denver Tramway Power Company
building, redeveloped in 2000, is recreation
central for the region’s outdoor enthusiasts.
Seattle-based Mithun Architects designed the
renovation, and Denver landscape architects
Wenk Associates designed the landscape.
The city’s initial investment in public
parks, plazas, and civic infrastructure led to
a residential renaissance—with 1,500 new
apartments and condominiums built since

Flour Mill Lofts, Denver
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2000 and another 2,000 planned. Pioneer
residential redevelopment projects include
the historic Flour Mill Lofts, the former Pride
of the Rockies ﬂour mill and the last remnant
of a milling industry that ﬂourished in the
valley in the early 20th century. Designed by
ShearsAdkins with John Williams Architects,
the lofts were developed in 1998 by Denver
preservationist Dana Crawford (see page 38).
ShearsAdkins and Oz Architecture
designed Waterside Lofts, located at Wewatta
Street and Cherry Creek. Completed in 2002,
the lofts began to establish new residential
uses while providing pedestrian activity along
Cherry Creek.
Around the corner, at 15th and Delgany, is
the LEED-Gold Museum of Contemporary
Art (MCA), designed by renowned architect
David Adjaye and completed in 2006 as the
ﬁrst cultural building in Riverfront Park. The
museum block includes the luxury Art House
Lofts, whose glass and metal-sheathed cubes
complement the MCA’s angular façade with
a contemporary architectural character and
a series of small pedestrian-friendly spaces.
Continuum Partners and Urban Ventures

Waterside Lofts, Denver

collaborated with the museum on its master
plan and codeveloped the Art House Lofts.
Urban Ventures also developed the Monarch
Mills Lofts next door, with 56 affordable and 13
market-rate lofts. Studio Completiva designed
the Art House and Monarch Mills lofts.

River North (RiNo)
The tremendous success of Riverfront Park
and the surrounding development encouraged
the introduction of housing and other uses to
another industrial area along the South Platte
just north of Coors Field. Known as River North
Art District (RiNo), this area is beginning to
morph into a mixed-use neighborhood characterized by entrepreneurial businesses, local
artist studios, galleries, new restaurants, and
residential projects.
On the northwestern edge of the
neighborhood, Taxi, designed by Alan Eben
Brown Architects and Semple Brown Design
and developed by Zeppelin Development,
created a new model for mixed-use development
combining creative businesses and ﬂexible
work space with residences. The architecture

Rooftop, Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver
Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver

Art House Lofts, Denver
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of Zeppelin Development’s Taxi 2 captures
the area’s industrial character and adapts to ﬁt
modern living with simple forms and lines.
Designed by Alan Eban Brown Architects,
David Baker + Partners, Harry Teague
Architects, Stephen Dynia Architects, and
Will Bruder + Partners, the project captures
the character of the surrounding industrial
area by using asphalt, concrete, bin blocks,
black iron, and galvanized metal in simple
and unpretentious ways. It challenges the

traditional notion of public space by creating
an interior-exterior public realm focused on
building use and program.
The Design Workshop-planned mixed-use
development Denargo Market will anchor the
southern edge of the neighborhood, providing a
gateway and a visual connection to downtown.
The approved 35-acre general development
plan (GDP) features three high-rise towers with
ofﬁces and 2,500 residential units connected by
a series of small public spaces and parks.
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Mickey Zeppelin
Mickey Zeppelin, a Denver native
and graduate of the University of
California Law School at Berkeley,
practiced law until 1972, when he
focused his energy on real estate
development. Mickey’s primary
interest is making Denver work as
a real city. One of his professional
goals is to create community in
an urban area that is dynamic and
encourages all types of human

exchange. He was an urban pioneer
in Denver. “The organic nature of the
city and how it’s growing in a new way
is spectacular. Each area is adding
a new dimension,” he says. “Filling in
the pieces is tremendously exciting
and what urbanism is about. It’s not
a stagnant thing like adding a few
houses in the city. That is the great
urban advantage.”

Monarch Mills Lofts, Denver

Taxi 2, Denver

Fuel Café, Taxi, Denver
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Denargo Market, Denver

Greenway Connections, River North Neighborhood, Denver

Taxi 2 at Night, Denver
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East 29th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver

Cherry Creek North, Clayton Lane, Denver

Rail Yard Lofts, Denver
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Blake Street Flats, Denver

Denver has 79 neighborhoods
known for their individual and
historic character, from parkway
residential neighborhoods to
industrial areas.

It has 47 historic
districts, Larimer
Square being the ﬁrst. About half of the city’s
neighborhoods were built before World War II,
providing a wide variety of architectural styles
and livability elements such as street trees and
on-street parking.
Inﬁll development is changing the look
and feel of many of these neighborhoods, as
the projects in this chapter indicate. From

Highland’s blocks of old bungalows and
Victorians punctuated with new mixed-use
apartment buildings to Stapleton’s mix of
new homes that recall the city’s Denver
Squares, Mediterranean Revival, and MidCentury Modern homes, many of the city’s
neighborhoods are evolving into more urban
and interesting places. Along Colfax Avenue,
one of the city’s main streets, new development
is revitalizing a historic commercial corridor,
aided by new Main Street zoning. A complete
zoning code rewrite promises to usher in a new
era of urbanism for the city.
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The Highlands
On a bluff just northwest of downtown
Denver, across the South Platte River and I-25,
is a handsome, vibrant, and evolving urban
neighborhood known as the Highlands. The
neighborhood is composed of many smaller
districts, including Highland, West Highland,
and Lower Highland, or LoHi. Founded in
1858, Highland was one of three original towns
(with Denver City and Auraria) that merged to
become Denver. Home to Scottish, German,
Italian, and English immigrants during the 19th
century, it has been celebrated in more recent
years for its Mexican-immigrant families and
businesses and alternative art galleries.
Until 10 years ago, the Highlands was cut off
from downtown by I-25 and the Central Platte
Valley’s railroad tracks. The neighborhood has
become more accessible with the construction
of a trio of pedestrian bridges that connect
northwest Denver to the city core. One of them,
Highland Bridge, spans I-25 and extends the
16th Street pedestrian corridor from LoDo and
the Central Platte Valley into the Highlands.
Designed and engineered by Jacobs Carter

Highlands Bridge, Denver

Burgess and completed in 2006, Highland
Bridge has helped make the Highlands a
sought-after residential area for LoDo business
professionals and young families.
Across from the bridge, the ﬁrst phase of
Highlands Bridge Lofts, developed in 2008
by Urban Ventures, offers sweeping views of
downtown Denver from 29 condominiums and
ground-ﬂoor shops.
The Highlands has maintained some of
its socio-economic mix, which provides a rich
diversity that some Denver neighborhoods
lack. Contributing to this diversity is the recent
addition of contemporary inﬁll projects to the
historic single-family neighborhood. Two inﬁll
projects of note are the eponymous 18th and
Boulder Townhomes and, next door, the Central
Court Townhomes, both designed by Sprocket
Design-Build in Denver. They offer denser,
three-story urban living with contemporary
style. Parking for Central Court Townhomes was
solved with alley access, while 18th and Boulder
incorporated tuck-under parking, massed to
minimize curb cuts.
A block away, at 16th and Boulder, is one
of Denver’s newest landmarks, Little Man

Highlands Bridge Lofts, Denver

18th and Boulder Townhomes, Denver
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Ice Cream, built in 2008. This 28-foot steel
replica of a vintage milk can was designed by
Agency CTA Architecture and Ted Schultz,
and developed by Paul Tamburello, who was
inspired by the ice cream store his grandfather
owned in Chicago in the 1930s. Little Man Ice
Cream recalls that era’s roadside attractions
and amusement parks, such as the Highlands’
own Elitch Gardens, redeveloped as Highlands
Garden Village (see page 50).
While smaller inﬁll projects have added
architectural texture to the neighborhood,
larger inﬁll projects have attracted many new
city dwellers. At 30th and Tejon, Highlands
Terrace Lofts in 2003 introduced a new kind
of residential building. Designed by Van Meter
Williams Pollack, it is podium-style, with 56
condominiums over parking and large patios
offering sweeping views of downtown and the
pedestrian bridges.
West Highland was a rather homogenous
middle-class neighborhood of hundred-yearold homes that made up the western edge of
Denver proper. Now, West Highland offers
thriving shopping districts such as Tennyson
Street and Highlands Square. The intersection

Central Court Townhomes, Denver

of West 32nd Avenue and Lowell Boulevard in
Highlands Square has become a hipster hot spot
with outdoor dining, a happening nightlife, and
bungalows turned boutique shops. The street
life recalls the small scale of traditional main
streets, with buildings relating to pedestrians
and the mixing of old and new.

Blake Street Corridor
The Upper Larimer/North Ball Park neighborhood, with a long history of industrial uses
and many buildings shuttered, is one of the
areas of change identiﬁed in Blueprint Denver
(see page 62). The revitalization of LoDo,
the opening of nearby Coors Field, and new
mixed-use zoning mechanisms combined to
create interest in transforming the Blake Street
Corridor into a mixed-use live-work neighborhood. New projects have drawn professionals,
artists, and “cultural-creative” people who were
seeking affordable, community-oriented, and
somewhat edgier urban living.
Silver Square at 33rd and Blake streets was an
early example of adaptively reusing industrial
buildings for housing. Built in the mid-1980s

Highlands Terrace Lofts, Denver

Highlands Square, Denver
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Cottages, Highlands Garden Village, Denver

Master Plan, Highlands Garden Village, Denver

Highlands Garden Village:
Reinventing the Amusement Park
When Elitch Gardens, a beloved century-old
zoological, botanical, and amusement park, was
shuttered in the mid-1990s and relocated to the
Central Platte Valley, it left behind a 27-acre site in
the middle of the West Highlands neighborhood
just 2.5 miles from downtown Denver. Elitch
Gardens was redeveloped into Highlands Garden
Village, one of the region’s ﬁrst mixed-use new
urban villages. It was a precursor to Stapleton in
its ideas and phasing, and to Denver’s emerging
form-based zoning code.
The site, surrounded by single-family homes
and a deteriorating commercial corridor, was
awarded to Perry Rose, LLC, which agreed to
preserve key historic features of the park and
meld new development into the neighborhood.
In 1998, the city approved the site to be rezoned
to a planned unit development. Perry Rose LLC,
a partnership between developers Charles Perry
(see page 51), a former administrator with the

Denver Urban Renewal Authority, and Jonathan
Rose, of Jonathan Rose Companies, LLC, in
New York, hired Calthorpe Associates, the
Berkeley-based new urban planners, to create a
master plan.
Working closely with the community,
including over 30 meetings in two and a half
years, the design team crafted a master plan
for a pedestrian-friendly village that met nearly
all the principles of the Charter of the New
Urbanism (see page 8). It featured mixed uses,
high-density urban inﬁll linked to transit, housing
options that encouraged a diverse economic and
social mix, preservation of historic structures,
and narrow streets with a network of connecting
paths, plazas, pocket parks, and open spaces.
The edges blended with the surrounding
neighborhood—single-family homes facing
existing ones, and shops and ofﬁces along
West 38th Street mirroring activities along the
commercial corridor. Numerous architects
and developers contributed to variety in the
residential and commercial buildings.
Begun in 1999 and completed in 2007,
Highlands Garden Village includes single-family
houses, mixed-income and senior apartments,
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Movie Night, Highlands Garden Village, Denver

townhouses, live-work lofts, carriage houses, and
cohousing condominiums, all built with recycled
or recyclable materials. All buildings exceed Built
Green and Energy Star standards.
Highlands Garden Village features elements
supported by the wider community, such as a
43,000 square-foot charter school, a 28,000square-foot natural grocer, and a nonproﬁt
community theater. Renovated historic elements
include a carousel, the Elitch Theater (an
octagonal Victorian structure refurbished by
the Elitch Theater Foundation), and the Elitch’s
entrance park at the corner of 38th Avenue and
Tennyson Street.
The developers and the Denver Urban
Renewal Authority cooperated to designate
the site as an urban renewal area, permitting
tax increment ﬁnancing to pay for public
infrastructure, environmental amenities, and
the preservation of the historic theater. Denver
created a low-income tax-credit-ﬁnancing
package to support affordable housing; 25
percent of multifamily apartments and 40
percent of senior apartments are reserved for
households earning 60 percent or less of the
area median income.
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Highlands Garden Village, Denver

The public investment has paid off.
Residential and commercial property values
have increased at faster rates than in the region
as a whole. Highlands Garden Village has also
spurred development on adjacent streets,
raising the area’s sales tax revenue by 20 percent
during a period of regional sales tax decline. The
project’s narrow streets, higher densities, variety
of homes, and mix of uses required new zoning
allowances, which the city has since modiﬁed and
adopted to create its ﬁrst mixed-use overlay zone.
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Charles Perry, Ph.D.
Chuck Perry is managing partner of
Perry Rose, LLC, in Denver and an
authority in community planning and
mixed-use and mixed-income inﬁll
development. Perry managed the
development of Highlands Garden
Village (HGV), coordinating the
design, entitlement, ﬁnancing, and
construction. The HGV planned unit
development helped create Denver’s
mixed-use zoning code. Before joining
Perry Rose, Perry was assistant

executive director of the Denver
Urban Renewal Authority and worked
in Denver’s planning oﬃce. At the time
of the CNU conference in Denver in
1998, he recalls, “Jonathan Rose, Peter
Calthorpe, and I were working with
local professionals and community
members designing HGV to reﬂect
CNU’s Charter principles. Today, we
hope that HGV is a model of what can
be built through upfront commitment
to these principles.”
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as a catalyst for a new inner-city live-work loft
market, the project transformed ﬁve abandoned
buildings into stacked lofts that ﬁt inside a
historic 40-foot clearspan metal building.
Located on Blake Street between 30th and
nd
32 streets, Fire Clay Lofts introduced mixeduse and mixed-income residential development
to the area. The project was named for the Fire
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Susan Powers
Susan Powers was director of the
Denver Urban Renewal Authority
from 1987 to 1998. At DURA, she
coordinated entrepreneurial
development projects that revitalized
downtown and central Denver,
including the Denver Dry Goods
redevelopment on the 16th Street Mall,
Highlands Garden Village, and the
REI Flagship Store. Powers has been
committed to creating an integrated
city, incorporating aﬀordable and
mixed-income housing and a mixture
of uses into a sustainable pattern of

development. In 1998, she formed
Urban Ventures, LLC, with several
partners. The ﬁrm has developed
hundreds of aﬀordable dwellings as
part of well-designed, mixed-income,
mixed-use inﬁll environments near
downtown. Projects include Fire
Clay Lofts, Highlands Bridge Lofts,
and Monarch Mills Lofts. Powers is
working on Aria, a sustainable mixeduse neighborhood in northwest Denver
that will use modular construction
techniques to achieve aﬀordability.

Silver Square, Denver
Phase IV, Fire Clay Lofts, Denver

Fire Clay Lofts, Denver

Clay Brick Company, which manufactured
bricks on the site for more than 100 years. It
features the adaptive reuse of a 19th century
warehouse and new construction to house 166
townhouses, ﬂats, lofts, and live-work units,
20 percent of which are affordable and deedrestricted. Fourteen buildings are connected
by walkways and courtyards. The four-acre
site is a “secure” block, with buildings along
the east/streetfront and west perimeters, and
fenced and gated parking for 202 cars on the
north and south perimeters. The ﬁrst three
phases, designed by Van Meter Williams Pollack
in Denver, were constructed between 2000
and 2004. A fourth phase, designed by Studio
Completiva in Denver, was completed in 2008.
The neighboring Rail Yard Lofts, completed
in 2005, celebrates the rediscovery of ‘enveloped’ or hidden architectural space in its design
for 29 townhouses. The site was conceived as a
secure, hardened-edge block of small, clustered
buildings with front doors leading to landscaped
courtyards and shared passages. The design by
Van Meter Williams Pollack required revealing
the ‘bones’ of ﬁve century-old brick structures
and constructing modern residential spaces
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around them. Utilitarian-simple detailing
and materials draw from the neighborhood’s
industrial history. The project has won several
design awards.
The Blake Street Corridor continues east to
38th Street with the future 38th & Blake Station
Area transit station and adjacent development.
The future East Corridor transit line, which
will be anchored by the region’s two main
transit hubs, Denver Union Station and Denver
International Airport, likely will bring another
surge of development to the corridor. The
station area is designated as a major urban
center, with buildings ﬁve stories and higher. It
will offer a park-n-ride and a focus on jobs, with
more than 250,000 square feet of ofﬁce space
and 50,000 square feet of retail space. Housing
is envisioned primarily as multifamily and
townhomes.

Five Points/Curtis Park/Uptown
East and north of downtown is the Five
Points district, named for the ﬁve-way intersection formed at Welton Street, 27th Street, East
26th Avenue, and Washington Street. One of

Denver’s ﬁrst streetcar suburbs, Five Points had
declined in recent decades, but is now on the
upswing (see page 54). The area around Welton
Street has evolved into a vibrant mixed-use
district that offers a direct link to downtown
Denver via light rail. An unusual assemblage
of critical properties for redevelopment has led
the transformation of the district’s Uptown and
Curtis Park neighborhoods into two of Denver’s
most popular “up and coming” neighborhoods.
Three large, multi-block, multifamily housing projects—Uptown Square, Benedict Park
Place, and The Villages at Curtis Park—have
provided a catalyst for additional private investment on smaller scales.
Uptown Square, a pivotal mixed-use project
in Uptown that has added younger dwellers and
destination shops and restaurants, is located
on the site of the former St. Luke’s Hospital,
between East 20th and East 18th Avenues.
Designed by RTKL, the Post Properties project
includes nearly 700 rental apartments spanning
four blocks that were built in four phases. Block
2 incorporates the original 1941, six-story, Art
Deco hospital building, converted into 70 loft
apartments. Blocks 2 and 4 are “Texas dough-

38th & Blake Station Area Plan, Denver

Uptown Square, Denver
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Five Points
Founded in the 1860s as one of Denver’s
ﬁrst streetcar suburbs, and proud of its
many blocks of Victorian architecture, Five
Points has long been considered the city’s
historic center of African-American culture.
In the 1930s through 1950s, it was famed
as the “Harlem of the West,” with dozens of
jazz clubs.
The district suﬀered decline after World War
II, and by the mid-1990s was considered one
of the city’s most dangerous neighborhoods.
Then work began on the city’s original
light-rail line, and RTD created a guidebook
on how the neighborhood could develop in
a way that supported the light-rail line with
housing, density, and people. That became a
map for redevelopment, which has brought
some gentriﬁcation but also has revitalized
the neighborhood.
—Kathleen McCormick

nut” typologies featuring a central parking structure wrapped
with housing to contribute to the urban streetscape. A new city
zoning designation allowed for this type of mixed-use urban
living. The streetscape environment was made possible by the
Denver Urban Renewal Authority, which contributed $8 million
in public infrastructure costs.
The ﬁnal block (Block 5), was sold to another developer
and will be completed in the fall of 2009. Park Avenue Lofts,
developed by Martin Fein Interests, includes an internal parking
structure wrapped with ﬁve stories of residential apartments clad
in brick. The project seals the gap between Uptown Square and
Park Avenue and contributes to a new urban edge that is being
created along Park Avenue.
Directly north and east of Uptown Square, spanning Park
Avenue to knit together the Uptown and Curtis Park neighborhoods, is the Benedict Park Place project. Formerly the East
Village subsidized housing and Arrowhead Apartments public
housing project, the 15-acre site was acquired by the Denver
Housing Authority (DHA) and turned into a mixed-income
project, which at buildout will consist of ﬁve phases. The DHA
leveraged $20 million from a HOPE VI grant in 2002 into a total
investment of $205 million.
The project’s 873 units include 250 public housing rentals,
270 tax-credit workforce rentals, 149 market-rate rentals, and 204
for-sale homes. Parking structures wrapped with housing will be
built on four of the ﬁve blocks. The ﬁrst three blocks, designed

Park Avenue Lofts, Denver
Block 3, Benedict Park Place, Denver

Benedict Park Place Master Plan, Denver
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by Humphries Poli Architects and Studio
Completiva, have been completed, and Blocks 4
and 5 are under construction. This multiblock
project has transformed the hard auto-dominated edge of Park Avenue into a pedestrianscaled street, and the increased density has
brought new life to the area.
The Villages at Curtis Park consist of a
patchwork of DHA-acquired properties in the
Curtis Park neighborhood. These revitalized
properties have helped to transform this once
crime-ridden neighborhood with the help of
$25.7 million in HOPE VI funds and $132
million total in community investment. Blake
Street Flats, designed by Humphries Poli, ties
into the Blake Street Corridor and includes 24
mixed-income rental apartments. Glenarm
Place, adjacent to Benedict Park Place Block 3,
includes 19 mixed-income apartments in ﬂats
and two-story townhomes. Trimble Place and
Atzlan Park encompass ﬁve blocks in historic
Curtis Park and include 435 mixed-income
apartment units. A fourth phase of home ownership is anticipated to begin construction and
be complete by the end of 2010. Together, the
nine blocks provide nearly 580 new rental and

The Villages at Curtis Park, Denver

for-sale homes, which will help weave together
the historic urban fabric of the neighborhood.
Smaller inﬁll development projects by the
private sector have followed these larger-parcel
investments, with the mix of large and smallscale redevelopment in Denver’s oldest residential neighborhoods adding eclectic character and
greater diversity. One such project is Merchants
Row Brownstones, designed by in situ DESIGN.
The six-unit project is modeled after New York
brownstones, with raised stoops addressing
the street. Large terraces and balconies offer
indoor/outdoor living with views of downtown
and the mountains.
More than 40 neighbors in the Curtis Park
Investors Group have funded development of
the project, located on an important corner lot at
26th and Champa streets. The group previously
developed the Champa Terrace townhomes,
located in the 2900 block of Champa. That project won the Governor’s Award for Downtown
Excellence for being “a true urban inﬁll project
that came to life as neighborhood activism
focused on detail and quality.”

Merchants Row Brownstones, Denver
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East 29th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver

Aerial View of 28th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver

Stapleton:
Reinventing the Airport
The rebirth of Stapleton International
Airport as Stapleton, the nation’s largest inﬁll
redevelopment site, began in 1989, when Denver
voted to build a new airport. In 1990, Mayor
Wellington E. Webb and the Denver City Council
established the Stapleton Redevelopment
Foundation (now called the Stapleton
Foundation). The foundation produced the 1995
Stapleton Development Plan (known as the
Green Book), a visionary guide for rebuilding
the 4,700-acre public site over 30 or 40 years
into a sustainable network of urban villages,
employment centers, and open space. The city
adopted the plan and established the Stapleton
Development Corporation (SDC) as a private
sector, nonproﬁt entity to oversee redevelopment
of the site, located just ﬁve miles from
downtown. In 1998, the city selected Forest City
Enterprises Inc., based in Cleveland, Ohio, as
master developer in a nationwide competition.
The Stapleton Master Plan, developed in
2000 by Calthorpe Associates, and the Stapleton

Design Book for residential development,
developed by EDAW with Wolff Lyon Architects,
extended Denver’s existing grid and provided a
framework of urban blocks and a mix of uses,
densities, housing types, and open space within
planned town centers.
Early stand-alone retail—the Quebec Square
Regional Retail Center, with big box stores
such as Home Depot, Wal-Mart, and Sam’s
Club—was built to provide the tax revenues
needed to build infrastructure such as streets
and utilities. In 2002, the East 29th Avenue Town
Center was opened, and residents moved into
neighborhoods around it.
Stapleton now has nearly 10,000 residents,
six schools, and more than 200 shops,
restaurants, and services. A third of Stapleton
encompasses open space and parks; 24 parks
have been built, including the 80-acre Central
Park, Denver’s third largest.
A block-level mix of housing types and
architectural styles provides diversity along street
faces and in each neighborhood. The residential
architecture, initially a reﬂection of historic
Denver neighborhoods, now includes a broader
range of styles, from neotraditional single-family
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Fountain at Founders Green, Stapleton, Denver

Neighborhood Pocket Park, Stapleton, Denver
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Row Homes, Stapleton, Denver

Founders Green Park and Amphitheater, Stapleton, Denver

homes with front porches to modern apartment
buildings. The Stapleton Affordable Housing
Plan ensures affordability for 10 percent of forsale homes and 20 percent of rental homes.
Beyond the sustainability of the urban inﬁll
master plan and its connections to public
transit, Stapleton reused all of the former
runways and 200,000 tons of asphalt from
old parking lots for roadways, bridges, and
bike paths. Forest City in 2004 created a
Sustainability Master Plan.
Sustainability design standards were used
to build Northﬁeld, the regional retail center
north of I-70. Builders now exceed Energy Star
standards by more than 15 percent. Stapleton
has increased solar-energy options, completed
several zero-energy pilot homes, and increased
sourcing of local, rapidly renewable, and
nontoxic materials. Ofﬁce buildings are built to
LEED standards. By early 2008, Stapleton had
nearly 26,500 trees planted and a 93 percent
participation rate in the city recycling program,
the highest of any Denver neighborhood.
Stapleton’s success is based on its ability to
realize the Green Book vision, its commitment
to sustainability, and its retention of young

families, which typically used to exit Denver
for the suburbs. Challenges have included
generating enough tax revenue to support
infrastructure costs and establishing a more
substantial ofﬁce market.
Stapleton’s many awards have included the
Stockholm Partnerships for Sustainable Cities
Award and the U.S. EPA’s Environmental Achievement Award. But perhaps the best way to assess
Stapleton is to walk or bike through the neighborhoods, eat outside at a town center restaurant, or
attend a performance on Founders Green.
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Tom Gougeon
Tom Gougeon was an assistant to
Mayor Federico Peña from 1983 to
1991, responsible for, among other
things, the city’s budget, planning,
redevelopment, capital construction,
housing, and transportation. He was
involved in creating the Downtown
Area Plan and planning the Central
Platte Valley redevelopment and
the Denver International Airport.
As the Stapleton Foundation CEO
from 1992 to 1996, he led the

creation and implementation of the
redevelopment program for the
4,700-acre inﬁll site. At Stapleton,
Gougeon worked to “position the site
for a better model of urbanization,”
he says. He joined Continuum
Partners, LLC, as a principal and chief
development oﬃcer in 2000, and
has managed the development of
Belmar in Lakewood and the future
redevelopment of Denver Union
Station in downtown Denver.
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Colfax Avenue
U.S. 40, one of America’s ﬁrst
transcontinental highways, stretches 26 miles
east to west through the Denver metro area,
including the cities of Aurora, Denver, and
Lakewood. Locally known as Colfax Avenue, it
began as one of the ﬁrst routes to the Wild West,
and by the early 20th century had become one
of America’s main streets. Colfax Avenue’s big
boom time, the 1930s through 1960s, ended
when I-70 cut through the metro area, leading
vehicles to bypass the avenue. Today, Colfax is
an eclectic mix of period motels, small mom
and pop businesses, chain restaurants, ofﬁces,
a smattering of housing, and some big box
development. The last trolley left in 1950, but the
RTD bus that traverses East Colfax is the busiest
bus transit line in the Denver metro area.
Redevelopment and new transit options
led by civic and grassroots efforts are spurring
a renaissance that has garnered investments
and new visions for Colfax. The Lakewood
Reinvestment Authority has identiﬁed a zone
for focused reinvestment. And Denver business
improvement districts (BIDs) for Colfax on the

Fitzsimons Life Science District, Aurora

Hill and West Colfax are working to regenerate
commercial uses, intensify the corridor,
improve physical conditions, and create their
own identities.
East Colfax
At the east end of the metro area, a one-mile
stretch of Colfax in Aurora is undergoing a
complete transformation. The 578-acre former
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center is being redeveloped as the Fitzsimons Life Science District
and Anschutz Medical Campus, a high-tech
health care, research, and business campus.
Among the new facilities are the Children’s
Hospital and the University of Colorado Denver
Anschutz Medical Campus, including the
university’s hospital, health sciences schools,
and the Barbara Davis Center for Childhood
Diabetes. A new U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs hospital will also be built at the site.
On the northern part of the campus, Forest
City Science + Technology Group, with master
planning by Elkus Manfredi Architects, is
building the 184-acre Colorado Science +
Technology Park, dedicated to life sciences
companies. Design Workshop completed

21 Fitzsimons, Aurora
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the initial master plan for this area for the
Fitzsimons Redevelopment Authority, the
agency overseeing all redevelopment at the site.
Recently ﬁnished at the village core of the site is
21 Fitzsimons, developed by Pauls Corporation,
which has 240 apartments over retail with a
ﬁtness center and pool.
The combined medical campus at build-out
is expected to have 18.5 million square feet
of space and provide 44,000 jobs, as well
as millions of dollars in property taxes. Two
light-rail stations are expected as part of the
I-225 light-rail line. This transit investment
has spurred other investment on the site’s
perimeter, particularly the south side of
Colfax. Older motels, a mobile home park, and
other underused sites have been purchased
and are being redeveloped into mixed-use
projects. Investments of some $500 million
are underway from retail, hotel, and housing
development surrounding the campus. One
project is Fitzsimons Village, a 31-acre mixeduse development master planned by the PCS
Group, with 2 million square feet of ofﬁce and
commercial space, two hotels, 865 housing
units and six acres of open space.

Fitzsimons Village, Aurora

The Aurora Urban Renewal Authority has
focused both public-sector improvements and
private-sector investment in the East End Arts
District along Colfax, the only main street that
Aurora has ever known. The Lakewood-based
developer Medici Communities took a big
risk between 2004 and 2007 and completed
Florence Square, a 4.5-acre mixed-use project
in the heart of the new district. The RNL design
for 180 rental apartments and live-work units
and 16,000 square feet of retail space remains
fully leased and focused on affordable units for
households earning between 40 and 60 percent
of the area’s median income. The City of Aurora
built a new public library and parking in the district, and an African-American theater company,
the Shadow Theater, has relocated there.
The Lowenstein Theater/Tattered Cover
Redevelopment (see page 60), located between
Elizabeth and Columbine streets, is a thriving cultural-retail complex and an anchor for
redevelopment along East Colfax. Completed in
2006, it was the ﬁrst project launched under the
new Main Street form-based rezoning (see page
64), which has been adopted and mapped along
most of Colfax in Denver. Most of the recent

Florence Square, Aurora
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The Historic
Lowenstein Theatre Redux
The ﬁrst project launched under the new Main
Street form-based rezoning on East Colfax
in Denver involved redeveloping a historic
theater into the new mixed-use Lowenstein
Theater/Tattered Cover Redevelopment. In
2006, a beloved Cherry Creek North institution, the Tattered Cover Book Store, found
itself priced out of its old building.
Tattered Cover owner Joyce Meskis teamed
up with developer Charlie Woolley, president
of the St. Charles Town Company, and the
Mayor’s Oﬃce of Economic Development,
and found a creative way to transform
another esteemed institution, the sleek
1953 Art Moderne Lowenstein Theatre.
Considered the city’s leading civic theater
during the 1960s and 1970s under the direction of Henry Lowenstein, it was left vacant
for the next two decades under its owner, the
Bonﬁls Foundation.
The redevelopment adaptively reused old
space and wrapped a new building around
it to create a cultural complex with the
Tattered Cover Book Store, Twist & Shout
independent music store, a café, and a
restaurant. The theater’s orchestra pit and
downstairs cabaret are now stacked with
books, and the lobby is a café.

development that follows Main Street zoning is located in the
Colfax on the Hill District.
A catalyst project, Chamberlin Heights, located at Colfax and
Steele Street, was the ﬁrst new residential development on Colfax
in 80 years. Designed by Buchanan Yonushewski Group and
completed in 2005, it has 56 condominiums and 5,200 square
feet of retail space.
Along East Colfax in east Denver, where a BID known as The
FAX is being established, modest one-story, one-block-long retail
projects have been built since 2005, and developers have shown
interest in a mixed-use affordable project. The FAX Partnership
continues to garner support for investment along Colfax from
Colorado Boulevard to Yosemite, the border with Aurora.
West Colfax
The 16-acre St. Anthony’s Hospital, located along the West
Colfax BID, is relocating in a few years. The West Line light-rail
system, scheduled to open in 2013, will parallel Colfax two blocks to
the south. A light-rail stop at Perry Street, a 10-minute walk to the
hospital site, will provide signiﬁcant transit-oriented development
opportunities. These major catalysts, together with current West
Colfax BID efforts, such as resources for tax incentives, small
business ﬁnancing, market analysis, and streetscape improvements,
will help transform this section of Colfax. Lakewood has created
transit zoning, and some station areas have been rezoned to transit

Financed by Federal Historic Preservation
Tax Credits, the Denver Oﬃce of Economic
Development, a tax-increment ﬁnancing
district, and private equity and bank debt,
the project has brought popular services to
a commercial block that serves East High
School and the Congress Park and City Park
neighborhoods.
The new building, designed by Semple Brown
Design of Denver, includes a 230-space
parking garage placed over the commercial
space. A reclaimed alley between the old and
new buildings forms a long courtyard with an
entrance plaza next to Colfax. The silhouette
of the new and old buildings helps to reinforce Colfax’s main street building edge.
The St. Charles Town Company has won
acclaim for the project, including the 2006
Community Preservation Award from
Historic Denver and a 2007 Merit Award
from the American Institute of Architects.
—Niccolo Casewit
Lowenstein Theater/Tattered Cover, Denver
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mixed-use (TMU) districts to encourage
development around stations.
In 2006, the ﬁrst Colorado Colfax Marathon
was run from one end of Colfax to the other in
the metro area. This annual event has required
regional cooperation and has shown that Colfax
is a main street whose past and future are worth
celebrating. Though it is not the most aesthetic
corridor in places, many small businesses
remain committed to Colfax. The next decade
will be a critical time in its main street history.

Cherry Creek
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Partnership in Denver—worked with the city
and neighborhood groups for over three years
to get the site rezoned and acquire entitlements
and variances to allow for the height and density
needed for an ofﬁce building and luxury hotel.
As the last large development parcel in landconstrained Cherry Creek, the 9.5-acre Clayton
Lane added density, housing, and much-needed
structured parking in six architecturally discrete
yet complementary structures. High-visibility,
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Located at First Avenue and University
Boulevard in the heart of Denver’s upscale
Cherry Creek neighborhood, Clayton
Lane, completed in 2005, transformed a
suburban-style 1954 Sears store with a 650-car
surface parking lot into urban blocks with
a luxury hotel, ofﬁces, shops, restaurants,
condominiums, a Whole Foods market, and a
Sears auto center, anchored by a private street
called Clayton Lane. The development team—
Clayton Street Associates, LLC, a joint venture
between Sears, Roebuck & Co. and The Nichols

Chamberlin Heights, Denver

Charles H. Woolley, II
Charlie Woolley is the President and
CEO of St. Charles Town Company,
a Denver-based urban real estate
development, investment, and
management company he founded
in 1993. The ﬁrm is committed to
preserving and redeveloping historic
structures for new uses. Firm projects
include the 1998 renovation of LoDo’s
longest operating tavern, the “jewel
box Victorian” Wazee Supper Club.
The ﬁrm in 2003 restored the elegant
1892 Equitable Building in downtown

Clayton Lane, Denver

Denver and converted it into oﬃce
condominiums. Its redevelopment
of the Lowenstein Theater on East
Colfax produced a retail center
featuring the Tattered Cover Book
Store, Twist & Shout record store, a
restaurant, café, and parking. Says
Woolley: “The achievements
in successfully completing a
historic rehab or revitalization of
a neighborhood retail project are
long-term commitments that require
constant vigilance and support.”
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high-end retail spaces are located on the ground
ﬂoor of every building, and 1,647 parking spaces
were added in underground garages and an
above-ground parking structure. The lively street
life reﬂects the inﬂuence of pedestrian-friendly
design elements, such as plazas, courtyards,
lighting, benches, and planters. The design team
was led by Tryba Architects with ShearsAdkins,
RNL, and Studio INSITE.
Clayton Lane has earned numerous awards,
including the 2004 Environmental Protection
Agency’s Clean Air Excellence Award and the
2005 Mayor’s Design Award, in part because
of a featured service, the Cherry Creek Bike
Rack. Located on bus transit routes and near the
Cherry Creek Bike Path, Clayton Lane encourages alternative travel, especially by bicycle. The
Bike Rack provides commuters free indoor bike
parking, repair/maintenance, changing facilities,
a guaranteed-ride-home program for personal
needs or inclement weather, and bike rentals for
visitors and hotel guests to access the bike path.
The Bike Rack is credited with reducing pollution and lowering vehicle miles traveled by an
estimated 6,500 miles a day.

Clayton Lane, Denver

The New Denver Zoning Code
Denver’s Comprehensive Plan 2000
outlined a vision for the city that called for
updating Denver’s zoning code, enhancing the
individuality, diversity, and livability of Denver’s
neighborhoods, preserving urban legacies
such as parks, and ensuring high-quality urban
design consistent with Denver’s character. Key
elements of the plan included “a built environment with greater overall urban design integrity,
stronger connections among urban centers, and
a richer and more diverse mix of uses within
geographically proximate areas.”
The implementation of Comprehensive Plan
2000 and Blueprint Denver: A Land Use and
Transportation Plan in 2002 began in earnest
with the formation of the Denver Zoning Code
Task Force in January 2005. With extensive
community involvement through a citizen’s
advisory committee and neighborhood outreach,
the task force, composed of local business owners, development professionals, and neighborhood representatives, recommended major
changes to Denver’s 1956 Zoning Ordinance.
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A litany of the zoning code’s critical unintended consequences
were identiﬁed, including separation of people from their daily
needs and development forms the community deemed inappropriate—especially in historic neighborhoods. The code sometimes
made gaining city approval for appropriate development nearly
impossible without a planned unit development or zoning
variance, processes that are lengthy and costly for developers and
property owners.
The Denver Code itself was labyrinthine. Adopted in 1956, the
many additions and revisions in recent years totaled 639 pages and
contained 24,000 combinations of land uses and zone districts.
The code was outdated, piecemeal, and suburban, burdened with
ideas such as separating uses and emphasizing the car and parking
capacities. It focused on the use of structures, not their location
or form. It did not adequately shape reinvestment in residential
neighborhoods deﬁned by Blueprint Denver as Areas of Stability
and did not promote desired new investment in the plan’s Areas of
Change. The mapping was a patchwork of districts with many projects requiring special waivers, conditions, and zoning variances.
New Form-based Code
The new form-based code could be adopted by City Council
by the end of 2009. The new code will be simpler to navigate: To
determine how it might apply to a project, property owners and
developers will be able to select from a more broadly deﬁned menu

Zoning Illustration, Townhouse, Denver

Blueprint Denver

Denver’s Main Streets
Denver’s Main Streets include Colfax
Avenue stretching 26 miles east to west,
and Broadway, which runs north-south
for 10 miles. Begun as electric-streetcar
corridors in the 1870s, these great streets
had a multimodal and pedestrian ambience
all their own. By the late 1930s, however, the
automobile replaced the streetcar, making
walking treacherous. Businesses failed,
and many of the old mansions that lined the
street, some with retail storefronts, were
demolished to make room for billboards, car
lots, and convenience stores.
With the domination of the automobile, the
scale of the streets changed. The continuous
building fronts that deﬁned a safe public
“room” were lost. Suburban parking standards
favored strip malls, while “nonconforming”
historic buildings were locked into single
uses. The public realm was replaced by parking lots for stores set back from the street.
Other properties were left vacant—the
“missing teeth” of the street face. The speed
accelerated on these wide avenues, eliminating opportunities to stop and look at the
merchandise or the swirl of people.
—Niccolo Casewit
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Future Alley Houses
In 1956, the Denver zoning code made all alley
houses, detached duplexes, small-lot casitas,
and maisonettes “nonconforming,” which made
loans and insurance more expensive to obtain.
In fact, new detached use-by-right structures
generally became illegal if they shared a single
plot; it was nearly impossible to build any
structure in the rear third of a house lot unless
it was a detached garage. This regulatory
barrier has been a major factor in the many
scrape-oﬀs of small houses replaced by
larger two-story homes. In some residential
districts, houses were required to be at least
20 feet from the center line of an alley and no
more than 17 feet in height.
In the new zoning code, building forms will be
calibrated to the historic context and scale
of the neighborhood. The density actually
may increase in some of Denver’s historic
neighborhoods. The proposed SperlingMorris Carriage House in Platt Park is a
two-story accessory dwelling unit attached to
a new garage and home oﬃce behind an 1893
Victorian house. Designed by Environmental
Productions, it may become a legal “use by
right” in the single-family neighborhood under
the new code.
—Niccolo Casewit

Sperling-Morris Carriage House, Denver

of zone districts and building types intended to ﬁt neighborhood
contexts, both in Areas of Stability and in the Areas of Change.
The Denver Regional Council of Governments predicts the
Denver metropolitan area will add more than 1 million people
by 2035, which will put additional growth pressure on the city.
The new zoning code will help to accommodate the city’s future
growth in a managed and sustainable way consistent with
strategies for targeting most of the growth to Areas of Change
adopted in Blueprint Denver. A more legible and transparent
zoning code also will simplify the permitting process, providing
greater predictability of process and outcome for property owners,
developers, and neighbors.
The new code focuses on desired form and a healthy mix of
uses, and puts people before buildings and parking lots. The
evolving form-based zoning with context-sensitive mapping
will be more ﬂexible to allow Denver to grow and change while
preserving the cherished character of its neighborhoods.

Denver’s Main Street Zoning
Denver’s new Main Street Zoning is the model for successful remapping of Denver commercial corridors. Adopted
in 2005 as an outgrowth of the East Colfax Plan, Main Street
zoning was applied to the Colfax on the Hill area of East Colfax
Avenue in 2006. The zone district mapping was extended in
2007 to include West Colfax from Federal Boulevard to Sheridan
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Boulevard, and the rest of East Colfax, from
Yosemite Street to Colorado Boulevard.
Main Street zoning includes three categories
of different intensities that address form and
use in a more balanced way than the previous
business zoning districts. It speciﬁes different
building scales for different situations and
neighborhood contexts. The code shapes urban
main street forms by requiring a continuous
“build-to” line along 75 percent of the building
front. Transparency requirements apply so
ground-ﬂoor windows and doors create interest for pedestrians. Mixed uses such as shops
and cafes provide amenities for people using
public transit. Buildings are shaped to complement the single-family homes in neighboring
residential districts.
Main Street Zoning Districts reinforce the
linear pedestrian-friendly development patterns
along commercial streets while protecting
adjacent residential fabric. The districts may be
applied where the residential fabric has been
eroded by vacant parcels or underused sites.
Assuming transit nearby, they have reduced
parking requirements with a key incentive for
mixed-use development. This has helped to
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retain previously nonconforming historic buildings by encouraging adaptive reuse, which will
preserve some of the remaining historic urban
fabric of Denver’s main streets.
The zoning became the foundation for a
total overhaul of Denver’s zoning code. Main
Street Zoning may be applied to other corridors,
such as South Broadway, East Evans Avenue,
and segments of Federal Boulevard, in conjunction with Blueprint Denver, and the city’s
zoning code revisions.
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Peter Park, AICP
Peter Park is Denver’s Manager
of Community Planning and
Development, a post he began in
2004, having served previously as
planning director in Milwaukee.
Peter is trained as an architect and
planner, teaches urban design at the
University of Colorado, and is actively
involved in the Congress for the New
Urbanism. One of Park’s legacies in
Denver has been the total rewrite of

Denver’s outdated zoning code. This
process has required deﬁning zoning
issues and creating a new code that
is based on the context and form of
Denver’s diverse neighborhoods. The
fundamental purpose of the rewrite,
says Park, is to “reveal the original
DNA of the city” by identifying the
salient characteristics of places and
then calibrating appropriate zone
districts for them.

East Colfax Future Land Use, Denver
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Solar Row, Boulder Pearl Street Mall, Boulder
15th and Pearl, Boulder

Boulder
Introduction, Downtown Boulder, Holiday Neighborhood, and
Affordable Housing BY KORKUT ONARAN
North Boulder / Broadway Corridor BY KORKUT ONARAN AND TIM VAN METER
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units. Large balconies and living room towers
celebrate the idea of living downtown and
complement the quiet and timeless character of
the storefronts.
A block south of Pearl Street, at 9th and
Walnut, the St. Julian Hotel & Spa is an urban
design response to a site with many expectations
accumulated during a decade-long design review
process. The project features extensive parking
to support downtown, high-quality open space,
memorable public interior space, and a complex
hotel program with 200 rooms. Completed in
2005, the hotel, designed by 4240 Architecture,
sits on two levels of municipal underground
parking, spanning a full downtown block. The
U-shaped plan wraps a well-proportioned courtyard, designed by EDAW, opening south to views
of the Flatirons. Public enjoyment of the hotel is
encouraged by regular events in the courtyard,
including live music and dancing under the stars
on summer evenings.
East of the mall on East Pearl, a collection
of six redevelopment projects by Coburn
Development in Boulder are located one to
each block between 15th and 21st streets. These
projects can be characterized as variations on a

St. Julien Hotel & Spa, Boulder

theme of small mixed-use inﬁll complexes with
residential units. Like jewels on a necklace, each
contributes to the unity of the whole; together
they represent the value of incremental growth
by means of relatively small projects.
The Appel Building, located between 17th
and 18th streets, was the earliest and is the
smallest Coburn project, with 13,000 square
feet of building ﬂoor area. The Pearl Cove, the
latest and largest, has 27,500 square feet of
building ﬂoor area. Because of the smaller size
of most of the nonresidential spaces, local businesses are a comfortable ﬁt for these buildings
and an important part of East Pearl’s character.
The Coburn projects have similar sidewalk-tobuilding relationships and a similar presence
on the street, though they look different in their
massing and architectural expression. The traditional masonry on the Appel Building facade,
the larger scale and more modern expression
of 1505 Pearl, located on a busy corner, and the
more domestic and Victorian character of the
East End building all contribute this diversity.
The 15th & Pearl building, designed by
ShearsAdkins with RNL, is a large mixed-use
parking-ramp building funded by the city’s

1505 Pearl, Boulder
Pearl Cove, Boulder

Appel Building, Boulder
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Boulder offers an urban
experience characterized
by richness in time
created by a compact and
walkable downtown,

traditional
residential
neighborhoods radiating from downtown, a
strong network of parks and green corridors,
and spectacular views of the Flatirons.
Boulder’s commitment to investing in open
space and protecting views is well known.
Less familiar is its urbanism story. Founded
in 1859 as a supply town for gold miners
in the mountains, the city was laid out with

downtown block dimensions and street widths
that would encourage an urban environment.
The traditional pre-World War II neighborhoods
are exemplary, with alleys, detached garages,
well-scaled street facades, ample porches, and
tree-lined sidewalks. The post-war decades,
however, produced some areas of single-use,
car-oriented, sprawl development.
In the mid-1990s, the city introduced
zoning changes (see page 68) that welcomed
pioneering mixed-use development with
residential units when the downtown residential
market was very limited (and, some thought,
suitable only for affordable apartments). These
early iterations survived as investments and
proved that street life was indeed an asset. After
a decade, downtown Boulder is experiencing
a different problem: Urban amenities are so
valued that only the rich can afford to live there.
Boulder has addressed its high cost of
housing as an issue of economic and social
sustainability. The city has encouraged diverse
housing through mixed-use, compact, and
walkable environments as a way to achieve both
urbanity and affordability (see page 75). Inﬁll
development with greater density has been
constructed, particularly in neighborhoods on
Boulder’s fringes where little existed beyond
light industry and odd-ball businesses.
The new urban inﬁll projects and
neighborhoods, such as those featured in this
chapter, offer a more urban street life and strong
community identity. This effort has required
change on many levels: from street standards
to innovative zoning revisions, from preparing
subarea plans to collaborations among local
developers, the city, and nonproﬁt organizations
to make this new development happen.
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Downtown Boulder
Encouraging a New Urban Form
Boulder has a long history of actions to
control sprawl and encourage a compact
dense urban form, inﬁll development and
redevelopment, and a multimodal transportation system. The 1958 adoption of the Blue
Line created a growth boundary along the
western foothills-edge of the city. The 1967
creation of the nation’s ﬁrst tax to purchase
open space led, by 2009, to the protection of
over 135,000 acres that have limited urban
sprawl and protected land within and on the
outskirts of Boulder.
The Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan
(BVCP), jointly adopted in 1977 by the City
of Boulder and Boulder County, provides
for shared land-use decisionmaking in the
Boulder Valley. The plan includes an urban
growth boundary and provides for inﬁll and
redevelopment growth within municipalities,
leaving unincorporated areas rural.
Updated in 2008, the BVCP encourages
walkable neighborhoods, connectivity to
parks, schools, shopping and services,
alternative transportation such as walking,
biking, and bus transit use, and diversity in
residential densities, housing types, and
price ranges.

An effort to revitalize a deteriorating downtown led to the
creation in 1977 of the Pearl Street Mall out of four blocks of the
city’s main commercial street, extending two blocks east and west
from its intersection with Broadway. The mall’s location in the
city’s civic and commercial core, its short length, and the way it
is served by the cross streets contribute to its vitality. The many
trees, ﬂower beds, benches, and public art, as well as the numerous local restaurants and eclectic businesses spanning the blocks,
have made it one of the nation’s most successful urban places.
In recent years, the city has enhanced the downtown experience
through better access, parking, and provisions for alternative
transit, such as bike lanes. The mall itself was renovated in 2007
with a design by Boulder-based Communication Arts, an original
design team member.
To improve access, a one-way auto route circles the mall blocks
along Spruce, 11th, Walnut, and 15th streets. The city created a parking district to support small businesses that cannot easily provide
off-street parking without disturbing the urban continuity. Solarpowered kiosks collect fees for on-street parking. Five multistory
parking garages, several wrapped in retail and ofﬁce space, have
been built along the core downtown loop. Racks for thousands
of bikes and lockers for bike commuters at the downtown bus
station encourage driving alternatives. These transportation and
parking-related decisions, combined with a simple and elegant

Within the city of Boulder, a series of
rezonings enacted from the 1970s through
the 1990s increased density in core areas.
Boulder’s ﬁrst mixed-use zone was created
in 1985. Beginning in the mid-1990s, the city’s
planning department began to implement
new urban concepts, updating zoning
districts and creating new ones that allowed
for increased density and mixed uses in
North Boulder and downtown. Working
with Dover, Kohl & Partners, city planners
created the North Boulder Subcommunity
Plan, which led to projects such as Holiday
Neighborhood (see page 72).
To encourage mixed-use development, the
city has removed regulatory barriers and
provided incentives, such as public-private
partnerships for planning, design, or development, density bonuses tied to aﬀordable
housing, new zoning districts, and revised
requirements related to ﬂoor-area ratios,
open space, and parking.
—Kathleen McCormick

Pearl Street Mall, Boulder
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units. Large balconies and living room towers
celebrate the idea of living downtown and
complement the quiet and timeless character of
the storefronts.
A block south of Pearl Street, at 9th and
Walnut, the St. Julian Hotel & Spa is an urban
design response to a site with many expectations
accumulated during a decade-long design review
process. The project features extensive parking
to support downtown, high-quality open space,
memorable public interior space, and a complex
hotel program with 200 rooms. Completed in
2005, the hotel, designed by 4240 Architecture,
sits on two levels of municipal underground
parking, spanning a full downtown block. The
U-shaped plan wraps a well-proportioned courtyard, designed by EDAW, opening south to views
of the Flatirons. Public enjoyment of the hotel is
encouraged by regular events in the courtyard,
including live music and dancing under the stars
on summer evenings.
East of the mall on East Pearl, a collection
of six redevelopment projects by Coburn
Development in Boulder are located one to
each block between 15th and 21st streets. These
projects can be characterized as variations on a

St. Julien Hotel & Spa, Boulder

theme of small mixed-use inﬁll complexes with
residential units. Like jewels on a necklace, each
contributes to the unity of the whole; together
they represent the value of incremental growth
by means of relatively small projects.
The Appel Building, located between 17th
and 18th streets, was the earliest and is the
smallest Coburn project, with 13,000 square
feet of building ﬂoor area. The Pearl Cove, the
latest and largest, has 27,500 square feet of
building ﬂoor area. Because of the smaller size
of most of the nonresidential spaces, local businesses are a comfortable ﬁt for these buildings
and an important part of East Pearl’s character.
The Coburn projects have similar sidewalk-tobuilding relationships and a similar presence
on the street, though they look different in their
massing and architectural expression. The traditional masonry on the Appel Building facade,
the larger scale and more modern expression
of 1505 Pearl, located on a busy corner, and the
more domestic and Victorian character of the
East End building all contribute to this diversity.
The 15th & Pearl building, designed by
ShearsAdkins with RNL, is a large mixed-use
parking-ramp building funded by the city’s

1505 Pearl, Boulder
Pearl Cove, Boulder

Appel Building, Boulder
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mall design, have created a vibrant urban place.
On sunny days and warm evenings, the mall
is ﬁlled with crowds gathered around buskers,
children playing in the rock garden, and people
dining al fresco, enjoying the passing parade.
The Pearl Street commercial corridor,
which extends from the mall about ﬁve blocks
to the east and west, offers many of the city’s
pioneering mixed-use projects completed in
the past decade. These inﬁll developments have
strengthened the corridor by providing a variety
of experiences—restaurants, cafés, coffee bars,
art galleries, specialty shops, ofﬁces, and many
new apartments and lofts—that have brought
people downtown.
Boulder-based Wolff Lyon Architects
designed and built the 8th and Pearl complex,
completed in 1999, which won the CNU
Charter Award in 2001. Located three blocks
west of the mall, the complex features retail
spaces on the ground ﬂoor, providing homes for
four local businesses, including a bakery/café.
Ofﬁces are located on the second ﬂoor facing
Pearl Street, and ﬁve residential townhouses
top an underground parking garage built into
a slope. The market values of these units have

8th and Pearl, Boulder
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almost quadrupled in the past decade. One
urbanism lesson learned by this complex relates
to scale: The businesses are small but large
enough to draw people continually to the small
courtyard plaza, which has become a favorite
Boulder place.
One block east, a 2001 project, 9th and
Pearl, also designed by Wolff Lyon Architects,
has residences above businesses as walk-up

KEY URBANIST

William Fleissig
Will Fleissig was Denver’s director for
downtown planning and development
from 1984 to 1994, and directed
redevelopment plans for Lower
Downtown and the South Platte
riverfront. In 1994, he became planning
director in Boulder, where he led the
introduction of mixed-use zoning
districts that transformed downtown
and parts of North Boulder. These
districts allowed for the development
of models for mixed-use and mixedincome neighborhoods, such as
East and West Pearl and Holiday

Neighborhood. Fleissig joined Mark
Falcone in 1998 to start Continuum
Partners, LLC, and worked with the
ﬁrm developing new urban projects,
including Bradburn in Westminster,
Belmar in Lakewood,
and 16 Market Square in Lower
Downtown. Fleissig now is president
of San Francisco-based Communitas
Development, focused on mixed-use
development served by transit,
intergenerational housing, and
university town projects.

Mixed Use, 8th and Pearl, Boulder

Aerial of Block, 8th and Pearl, Boulder

9th and Pearl, Boulder

Tower, 9th and Pearl, Boulder
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downtown parking district. The design received
a CNU Charter Award in 2003. Located across
from the east end of the pedestrian mall, the
building provides the mall’s largest parking
capacity in a very accessible location. The ﬁvestory structure is wrapped with retail shops and
ofﬁces. The high ceilings create a two-story scale,
and the vertical indentations on the façade help
reduce the horizontal scale along the sidewalk.
One block south of Pearl at 17th and
Walnut streets, The Walnut was designed
by ShearsAdkins with OZ Architecture and
developed by Morgan Creek Ventures in Boulder.
Using a density bonus the city’s zoning offers
for downtown residential use, the project reaches
the city’s 55-foot height limit. The design for
the quarter-block building, which is organized
around a courtyard, focuses on creating a reasonable transition in scale and height to the surrounding buildings. The third and fourth-story
setbacks help create a two-story scale along the
sidewalk and allow for terraces for many of the
34 luxury ﬂats and penthouses. The building is
applying for LEED-Silver certiﬁcation.
Another Morgan Creek Ventures project, 1215
Spruce, designed by ShearsAdkins with RVP

Architecture and Consulting PC in Boulder, is
an innovative renovation of a 1970s building
that did not address the street. The result is a
pedestrian friendly mixed-use retail and ofﬁce
building with high transparency on the ground
ﬂoor—an example of the importance of individual buildings in transforming an urban sidewalk
into an appealing and walkable environment.
The building is LEED-Platinum-certiﬁed.

North Boulder/Broadway Corridor
In the mid-1990s, the City of Boulder looked
to North Boulder as a unique opportunity to
address the housing shortage created by the
high cost of real estate in Boulder. The North
Boulder Subcommunity Plan encouraged higher
residential densities, diverse housing types and
prices, mixed uses, and a well-connected street
grid, and determined the location of a neighborhood center on Broadway. The city convinced
the Colorado Department of Transportation to
give it control of Broadway, a main north-south
arterial served by public transit that previously
was a state highway, to allow for on street-parking and bike lanes.

East End, Boulder
1215 Spruce, Boulder

The Walnut, Boulder
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Holiday Neighborhood, Boulder

Holiday Neighborhood:
Reinventing the Drive-in Theater
On the east side of Broadway between
Yarmouth Avenue and Lee Hill Road, and
stretching east to U.S. 36/28th Street, is the
Holiday Neighborhood, a model of sustainable
and affordable new urban development that is
named for the drive-in theatre that long occupied
the 27-acre site. The land was acquired by the
city and given to Boulder Housing Partners
(BHP), which subdivided it and constructed
connecting streets and infrastructure. BHP hired
Boulder’s Barrett Studio Architects to create
the master plan and development guidelines.
The neighborhood features a two-acre city park,
community garden, and pocket parks, as well
as plazas and pedestrian paths. Begun in 2001,
Holiday is scheduled for completion in 2009.
The neighborhood design features well-scaled
streets with street-oriented buildings and a mix
of residential, live-work, and commercial spaces
woven into a compact urban fabric. By design,

houses and yards are smaller than average. The
335 homes, 138 of them deed-restricted affordable
(see page 75), were designed and developed
by a variety of ﬁrms and reﬂect great diversity
in architectural expression. The neighborhood
is highly energy and water-efﬁcient, with
buildings designed for passive solar heating and
daylighting. Livability is enhanced by a large park,
a community garden and orchard, and a central
unifying walkway that invites people to get out of
their cars and their houses.
Located at the intersection of Broadway and
Yellow Pine, Main Street North is Holiday’s
mixed-use neighborhood center. Designed and
developed by Boulder’s Wolff Lyon Architects,
Main Street North’s strengths are the presence
of 14 residential units, architecturally strong
streetfront buildings, and modestly scaled
plazas and courtyards. These public open spaces
create a lively urban scene for local businesses
such as a bakery/café, a restaurant, small
shops, and ofﬁces. A “lessee investor” program
has encouraged long-term leases, allowing
commercial and ofﬁce renters to become limited
partners in the development.
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Garden Crossing, Boulder

Studio Mews, Boulder

Wild Sage Cohousing Community, Boulder

Main Street North, Boulder

The 1.39-acre live-work Studio Mews, located
on Holiday’s major pedestrian spine, has evolved
into a community housing artists, architects,
engineers, shop owners, and other residents. The
project’s 32 units are integrated with residences
above work space, and connected by a pedestrian
path and courtyards. Designed and developed
by Boulder’s Coburn Development, the mews is
characterized by a synergy that recalls old urban
neighborhoods where businesses evolved to use
spaces in creative ways.
Located at a challenging edge of the
neighborhood along U.S. 36, Garden Crossing,
designed by DTJ Design in Boulder, exempliﬁes
how density of 32 units per acre can be achieved
in a well-scaled two-to-three-story environment.
Carriage units over garages are sited at a
45-degree angle, creating a visually appealing
boundary with alternating garage and entrance
courts. The residences include row houses with
alley-accessed garages. The project provides
a safe, attractive, well-lived-in residential
environment. The architecture suggests the
area’s industrial past with simple shed roofs,
bright colors, and corrugated metal.
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Designed by Wolff Lyon Architects and
developed by the ﬁrm in partnership with
Boulder’s Naropa University, North Court consists
of 12 buildings with 68 residential units and
nine small-business suites. The buildings form a
series of north-south-oriented linear courtyards,
with walk-up and ground-ﬂoor apartments and
“bookend” townhouses. The ground-ﬂoor units
are connected to outdoor space via porches,
which creates an access and scale more like
detached dwellings than apartment buildings.
Forty percent of the units are deed-restricted as
affordable units.
The Wild Sage Cohousing Community has
demonstrated that solar energy, high-efﬁciency
building systems and appliances, and changes
in behavior can signiﬁcantly reduce the need for
fossil fuels. Designed with community consensus,
it offers more than 40 percent permanently
affordable homes. Boulder’s Wonderland Hill
Development Company and Jim Logan Architects
achieved Five Stars Plus ratings for all the units,
which were completed in 2004. The community
has 34 attached townhouses and a common
house arranged around outdoor common space.
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Since the late 1990s, the North Boulder
Corridor has become an example of catalytic
and sustainable development, with handsome
modern buildings housing Boulder Housing
Partners (BHP, the city housing authority) and
the Boulder Shelter for the Homeless.
The designated neighborhood center,
Uptown Broadway, at Broadway and Yarmouth
Avenue, is a compact, mixed-use and pedestrian-oriented urban village with a wide range of
housing types and costs, including 20 percent
affordable housing. The design by Van Meter
Williams Pollack in Denver divides the 8.5-acre
site into six small compact urban blocks connected to a pedestrian spine that functions as a
public plaza and private walking street.
Uptown Broadway’s connecting streets
are scaled and detailed for pedestrians and
automobiles. Mixed-use urban buildings have
street-level retail space, wide sidewalks, and
plazas; those facing Broadway include shops,
restaurants, cafes, and ofﬁces topped by residential lofts. Residential buildings are tucked
into the neighborhood interior. There are 223
residential units in nine types of housing, from
live-work studios to carriage units to three-bed-

Uptown Broadway, Boulder
Paseo, Uptown Broadway, Boulder

room townhouses. The project was completed
in two phases in 2005 and 2009.
On the west side of Broadway, the live-work
community Off Broadway, completed in 2007,
combines small artist workshops topped by loft
condominiums. Designed by Van Meter Williams
Pollack, the project contains three three-story
buildings with 13 workspace units and 17 loft
living units, connected by a south-facing outdoor
paseo. Each work unit features a roll-up glass
garage door that opens to the community space.
Successful development of the Holiday
Neighborhood (see page 72) led to additional
redevelopment on adjacent land. On Yarmouth
Avenue, at the southeast corner of the neighborhood, the People’s Clinic Block was developed for
four nonproﬁt organizations: the People’s Clinic,
the Boulder Affordable Housing Alliance (AHA),
Habitat for Humanity, and the Emergency Family
Assistance Association. Planned by George Watt
Architecture in Boulder, the block focuses on
deed-restricted affordable housing, with services
such as medical care, a food pantry, and other
support for low-income families.
Within the block, Solar Row, a mixed-income
project designed by George Watt Architecture

Mixed-Use, Uptown Broadway, Boulder
Off Broadway, Boulder
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and developed by Boulder’s Wonderland Hill
Development Company, consists of nine
townhouses facing 17th Street and a four-unit
apartment building facing 16th Street. It exempliﬁes the concept that street orientation and
solar orientation are not necessarily in conﬂict.
Some 86 percent of the complex’s energy is
produced through the integration of solar
domestic hot-water panels, photovoltaic panels,
and high-performance building envelopes.
An early new urban project on Yarmouth
Avenue was Yarmouth Park, designed by
Boulder’s Jim Logan Architects. Completed in
1999, the two-acre project features sustainable
mixed-use buildings with lofts above groundﬂoor ofﬁces, six single-family houses, and four
townhouses with a courtyard and pocket park.
At Broadway and Poplar, less than a mile
south of Uptown, Spring Leaf, designed by
George Watt Architecture, is under construction. Six townhouses and six single-family
houses are arranged around a central court, with
the townhouses addressing the street. Designed
for zero-net-energy consumption and for
LEED-Platinum certiﬁcation, the buildings and
the general site layout prove that green-building

EFAA Building, People’s Clinic Block, Boulder

principles and good urbanism can create attractive environments.

Affordable Housing and New Urbanism
Efforts by the city, developers, and
designers have addressed Boulder’s need for
affordable housing. Numerous inﬁll projects
constructed since 1996 have in common
several factors: At least 30 percent, and up to
100 percent, of the housing units are deedrestricted affordable units. The projects have
been designed as small communities with
amenities such as open space, and are located
within walking distance of public transportation. Boulder has used three resources to
achieve affordability: the city’s inclusionary
zoning ordinance (see page 76), government
assistance from the city’s housing authority
(Boulder Housing Partners, or BHP), and local
nonproﬁt organizations. Another affordability
factor is the use of traditional neighborhood
design principles, which emphasize streets as
well-appointed social spaces and mix incomes
and housing types, including affordable and
smaller homes. Traditional neighborhood

Spring Leaf, Boulder

Iris Hollow, Boulder
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Boulder’s Inclusionary Zoning
With a June 2008 median house cost of
$384,000 and a median income of $87,000
for a family of four, Boulder has ample need
for aﬀordable housing. As of June 2008,
the city’s inclusionary zoning ordinance,
established in 2000, had created 2,800
units of aﬀordable and workforce housing,
representing $420 million in real estate and
5,000 people who otherwise would be unable
to live in Boulder.
Considered a national model, Boulder’s
Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance requires
developers to build 20 percent of any
new market-rate project as permanently
aﬀordable units for low and moderateincome households. The requirement can be
met by providing units on site, dedicating
existing units oﬀ site, donating land, a cash
contribution, or a combination of these
options.
Inclusionary zoning works well with new
urban development in Boulder, where an
emphasis on mixing income levels and
housing types and developing more densely
on smaller lots creates opportunities for
aﬀordable housing.
— Kathleen McCormick

layouts also use costly land efﬁciently through connected streets,
smaller lots, and greater density.
An early example where these principles were put into practice
is Iris Hollow, which received the Governor’s Smart Growth and
Development Award in 1997. Located on 5.5 acres at Iris Avenue
and 26th Street, the Coburn Development project includes 85
homes—single family, cottages, and condominiums—with different levels of affordability and deed restrictions. Iris Hollow proved
that when affordability is achieved through simple street-oriented
buildings on small lots, affordable units are not distinguishable
from market-rate units. The narrow streets and green spaces are
real civic amenities, making the neighborhood an attractive place
to live. Located next to a commercial center with a grocery store,
Iris Hollow also includes a preschool and business studios.
The Foothills Community, developed by BHP and designed
by Wolff Lyon Architects, consists of 75 rental units that include
market-rate as well as deed-restricted homes for households
earning up to 68 percent of the area median income (AMI). Row
houses, duplexes, carriage units, and four-unit apartment buildings create a comfortable two-story residential scale. Porches,
street entrances, and tree-lined sidewalks create an appealing
streetscape for pedestrians. The project’s location next to a 65-acre
community park and open space offers recreation opportunities
and highly valued access to the natural environment.
At Holiday Neighborhood (see page 72), 40 percent of the
housing is deed-restricted affordable for-rent or ownership

Iris Hollow, Boulder

Foothills Community, Boulder
Northern Lights, Boulder
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for households with incomes up to 50 and
60 percent of AMI. Affordable units are
indistinguishable from market-rate units. One
Holiday project, Northern Lights, completed
in 2005, features 14 duplex and carriage units,
all deed-restricted affordable for families with
incomes of between 40 and 79 percent of
AMI. It is one of two projects, developed by the
Boulder Affordable Housing Alliance (AHA)
and designed by Wolff Lyon Architects, that have
relied on “sweat equity” from future residents.
Another AHA project, completed in 1996,
is Poplar Community. Located in North Boulder
at the northwest corner of Poplar Avenue and
Broadway, Poplar Community features 14 deedrestricted for-sale single-family homes for households with incomes of 45 to 75 percent of AMI.
The layout—small lots with simple buildings
and large porches facing a common green—has
encouraged a strong sense of community.
Steel Yards, located at 30th and Bluff streets
on 10 acres next to the city’s future Transit
Village, is named for the site’s previous life
as a steel yard. Designed and developed by
Coburn Development, Steel Yards features 90
residential units, including some live-work and
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small studios for light-industrial use. Thirty
percent of the units are affordable. The dense
interior streets with green-built townhouses
and loft-style condominiums are balanced by
the central park located between the residential
and ofﬁce blocks. Ofﬁces and retail businesses
facing busy 30th Street, some in a renovated
historic brick warehouse building, have proven
that even four-lane commercial streets can be
made attractive for pedestrians.

KEY URBANIST

John Wolff, AIA, and Tom Lyon, AIA
John Wolﬀ and Tom Lyon in 1975
founded their Boulder design,
construction, and development
ﬁrm, focusing on small urban inﬁll
projects. Wolﬀ Lyon Architects’ work
includes architecture, urban design,
and master planning, ranging in scale
from the CNU Charter Award-winning
8th and Pearl inﬁll development, to
neighborhood design at Holiday,
and larger projects nationwide.
In Colorado, they have worked on
Bradburn Village in Westminster,

Poplar Community, Boulder
Steel Yards, Boulder

Steel Yards, Boulder

Highlands Garden Village in Denver,
and the Wellington Neighborhood
in Breckenridge. At Stapleton, they
coproduced the Stapleton Design
Book and designed the Garden Courts,
and have served on the Stapleton
Design Review Committee. Wolﬀ and
Lyon were cofounders of the Boulder
Aﬀordable Housing Alliance (AHA),
a nonproﬁt organization that has
provided aﬀordable homeownership
opportunities in Boulder.
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Belmar, Lakewood

Bradburn Village, Westminster

Penny Flats, Fort Collins

Metropolitan Region
Introduction, Prospect New Town, and Metropolitan
Region Projects BY MICHAEL TAVEL AND KATHLEEN MCCORMICK
Fort Collins Downtown Planning Efforts
Belmar and CityCenter Englewood

BY MICKEY WILLIS

BY DEANA SWETLIK

Chapter 5: Metropolitan Region

Like most American cities,
Denver underwent massive
suburbanization beginning
in the late 1950s.

The interstate
freeway system
appeared in the Denver area in 1958 and has
grown in typical middle-American fashion,
stretching north-south on I-25, east-west
on I-70, and circling the city with layers of
concentric ring roads. Along these interstates,
and encouraged by the competition for tax
revenue, ongoing and episodic suburban sprawl
mushroomed to consume much of the Front
Range’s most precious resources, land and
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water. One of the largest residential subdivisions
is Highlands Ranch, located south of Denver in
Douglas County. The ﬁrst residents moved into
this 22,000-acre suburb in 1981, and it since
has evolved into a master-planned community
of nearly 94,000 residents with some services
but no city center.
A variety of approaches to smart growth have
been gaining ground in the metro region over
the past two decades, with the encouragement
of former Governor Roy Romer’s 1995 Smart
Growth Initiative. Some municipalities
are fervently anti-growth; others, however,
continue to be pro-growth. A few still-growing
municipalities, such as Arvada, have identiﬁed
in their comprehensive plans areas for
“suburban intensiﬁcation” in the form of new
urban mixed-use inﬁll. The FasTracks network
(see page 98) will support this intensiﬁcation
while opening up new greenﬁeld areas to a
future of dense, transit-oriented urban districts.
The following projects chart the progress
and reﬁnements of new urban greenﬁeld
development, from Colorado’s ﬁrst greenﬁeld
project, Prospect New Town, to a more urban
take, Bradburn Village, to the future projects
of Superior Town Center, Geos Neighborhood,
and RidgeGate.
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Neighborhood Sidewalk, Prospect, Longmont

Eclectic Architectural Styles, Prospect, Longmont
Mixed Use, Prospect, Longmont

Prospect New Town:
Evolving New Urbanism
Prospect New Town, developed by Kiki Wallace
on a former tree farm in Longmont about 35 miles
northwest of Denver, was Colorado’s ﬁrst new urban
greenﬁeld community. Prospect has since won
many awards, including the 1996 Governor’s Smart
Growth Award.
In 1993, Wallace hired Andres Duany and
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk of Duany Plater-Zyberk and
Company in Miami to create a mixed-income and
mixed-use town plan that would take advantage of
expansive mountain views, focusing sight lines on
major peaks. The plan they crafted with the help of
public design charrettes is compact and walkable,
featuring alleys, streets that range in width, throughblock walkways, and small parks that provide a
varied and connected network of pedestrian spaces.
The nine parks, swimming pool, playground, and
community garden provide recreation and gathering
places for Prospect’s residents.

Regional and local buses serve the 80-acre
community, which enjoys a mix of housing
types, including single-family, townhouse, and
live/work. Attached courtyard and townhouse
units are arranged in the center of the
neighborhood, while single-family detached
homes ﬁll the blocks in the north, west, and
south quadrants. Carriage houses on the alleys
provide 85 apartments over garages for more
affordable housing.
Attached workplace and mixed-use
buildings—condominiums and apartments over
ground-level commercial space—are grouped in
the business district at the east entrance of the
project, adjacent to State Highway 287, which
becomes Longmont’s Main Street one block
north of Prospect. The commercial center offers
restaurants, a coffee shop, clothing and gift
stores, a yoga studio, and other services.
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Mixed Use, Prospect, Longmont
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Solar Village, Prospect, Longmont

Solar Innovations

Prospect is being built one lot at a time by
small developers and is approximately two-thirds
complete. It eventually will include 639 housing
units. The ﬁrst phases were built in the 1990s in
a mix of traditional architectural styles, including
Craftsman, Tudor, and Victorian. Several historic
structures, such as a bungalow incorporating
local river stone, were moved to Prospect to
encourage a sense of context and connection
with older sections of Longmont.
Prospect’s new homes have been designed
by 34 architects and architectural ﬁrms, which
has contributed to its unusually eclectic
character. All architectural designs must meet
Prospect’s urban and architectural regulations
through a review process that ensures authentic
high-quality materials and details. In recent
years, the regulations, administered by Town
Designer Mark Soﬁeld, have supported the
inclusion of more modern designs with a
courageous color palette that creates vibrancy
in the streetscapes while maintaining coherence
with the neighborhood as a whole.

Prospect’s innovations include Solar Village,
a three-story mixed-use complex in the
commercial center designed by Michael
Tavel Architects in collaboration with Solar
Village, LLC. The project optimizes urban
density with passive solar orientation
for 16 condominiums and ﬂats that open
to common south-facing terraces. Solar
thermal and photovoltaic systems are
incorporated into the architecture.

KEY URBANIST

John “Kiki” Wallace
Kiki Wallace is the founder of Prospect
New Town in Longmont, the ﬁrst
new urban greenﬁeld community in
Colorado. On a 1993 ﬂight to Mexico,
Wallace read about traditional
town planning by Andres Duany and
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. Wallace
owned a tree farm that had been in
his family for 25 years, and he wished
to develop it in a sustainable way.
He called Duany and Plater-Zyberk

the next day and hired them. Wallace
and development partner Dale
Bruns annexed the land, won zoning
approvals, and broke ground in 1996.
By 2002, Prospect had evolved as
a kind of incubator for new ideas in
modern architecture, which earned
it Dwell magazine’s appraisal as “the
coolest neighborhood in America.”
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Mountain Vista Subarea Plan, Fort Collins

Tenney Court Alley Plan, Fort Collins

Fort Collins Downtown
Planning Efforts
by Mickey Willis

Fort Collins is a rapidly urbanizing community that operates under City Plan, a
comprehensive development plan adopted in 1997. Created with extensive public
involvement by a consultant team led by Ballofet and Associates and Calthorpe
Associates, City Plan aligns the community’s vision and goals with urban planning
policies and strategies to direct growth through 2025. Two subarea plans of note
are the Downtown Strategic Plan, directing new urban development in the urban
core, and the Mountain Vista Subarea Plan, which addresses the City Plan’s “ﬁnal
frontier”—thousands of acres of undeveloped land extending from downtown to
the northeastern planned edge of Fort Collins. City Plan was updated in 2004 with
assistance from EDAW.
Fort Collins and Larimer County ofﬁcials are committed to keeping local
government ofﬁces in downtown Fort Collins, and have set the tone for future private
investment with their own public investment of $150 million in new government
buildings. Recent public construction projects include city and county ofﬁces and
a justice center. Midblock pedestrian connections link the civic buildings with
nearby parks and trails along the Cache La Poudre River. Government investments
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Downtown Strategic Plan, Fort Collins
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CIty Structure Plan, Fort Collins

also include conversion of the historic Fort Collins train depot into a new city
transportation center and construction of two critically needed mixed-use parking
garages in strategic downtown locations.
The Downtown Development Authority (DDA) has invested millions in tax
increment ﬁnancing to enhance Old Town and its buildings and to increase
connectivity of the downtown core to the Colorado State University (CSU) campus
and the historic River District. The DDA funded the design planning for the Fort
Collins Downtown Alley Master Plan. The master plan is being used to transform
utilitarian alleys into a network of interesting, safe, and connected walkways intended
to help stimulate business activity.
A public-private partnership involving the city, CSU, local residents, and
regional businesses, utilities, and renewable-power sources is working to develop
FortZED, a net-zero-energy district that on an annual basis will use no energy from
nonrenewable resources. Located downtown, the district will reduce or reverse
energy consumption and will use smart-grid technologies to manage the energy from
sources such as photovoltaic systems and regional wind power.

Mickey Willis served on the
2004 Fort Collins City Plan
Citizen Advisory Committee.
Willis was a development
partner for two awardwinning inﬁll projects, Mason
Street North and Cherry
Street Lofts. He is working
with the Rocky Mountain
Raptor Program to create
a world-class wildlife and
nature center in downtown
Fort Collins as a new model
for local sustainable economic
development.
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Metropolitan Region Projects
Artful Alleys
Two projects that have won Fort Collins
Urban Design Awards are Trimble Court
Alley and Tenney Court Alley. Both were
designed by The Architects’ Studio for
the Fort Collins Downtown Development
Authority, with landscape architects
EDAW/AECOM collaborating on Trimble
Court Alley, and BHA Design collaborating
on Tenney Court Alley.
Completed in 2006, the projects were a
catalyst for the Fort Collins Downtown
Alley Master Plan. Tenney Court Alley was
a much-traveled pedestrian connection
between a parking structure and shops
and restaurants on Mountain Avenue. The
improvements enhanced the character of
the alley and allowed adjacent shops to
add access and windows. Pedestrians
now walk through an artful passageway
with overhead lights, attractive paving, and
colorful ﬂower planters.
—Kathleen McCormick

Trimble Court Alley, Fort Collins

Fort Collins, Larimer County
Among Fort Collins’ downtown new urban projects, the ﬁrst,
completed in 2006, was Mason Street North. Designed by Wolff
Lyon Architects and developed by Mason Street North, LLC, the
project features 20 loft-type residential units, with ofﬁce and retail
space in three buildings. Located at the end of the Mason Street
transit corridor and at the edge of Lee Martinez Park, the site’s
proximity to the historic downtown and recreational opportunities
make it an ideal location for a mixed-use neighborhood center.
Cortina is a six-story Italianate-style loft building with 20
luxury lofts over ground-ﬂoor commercial and second-ﬂoor
ofﬁce space. Located at the intersection of Oak, Howes, and
Canyon streets, it was developed by Bill Coulson Development
and completed in 2006. Old Town Lofts is a 32,000 square-foot
mixed-use building located in Old Town at College Avenue and
Oak Street. The project renovated an ofﬁce building and added
18,000 square feet on new second, third, and fourth-ﬂoor levels
for 19 residential condominiums.
Penny Flats is located on 2.6 acres of a typical 3.7-acre downtown block. Arranged around the midblock pedestrian spine, it
eventually will offer 147 housing units—urban-style ﬂats with
balconies on three ﬂoors above commercial ofﬁce units and
underground parking. The project is being developed through a
public/private partnership including Coburn Development and

Old Town Lofts, Fort Collins
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the city, which owned the land. The ﬁrst of three
phases was completed in 2009.
An approved project, Solar Village Maple,
designed and developed by Solar Village, LLC, in
Boulder with JCL Architects in Fort Collins, will
include 24 one-story ﬂats and studio residences,
with four commercial spaces, artists’ live-work
lofts, a private courtyard, and balconies for
each unit. Located at the corner of Meldrum
and Maple, it is green-built, with solar-assisted
heating and super-insulated passive-solar design.
Superior, Boulder County
Superior New Town Center, a mixed-use
town center plan for the Town of Superior,
which is composed mostly of residential subdivisions, is planned for a 162-acre site on U.S. 36,
the Denver-Boulder turnpike. Superior New
Town Center is envisioned as a regional draw for
shopping, dining, and civic purposes, with 2,500
units of denser and more diverse housing.
Created with extensive community involvement, the master plan by Van Meter Williams
Pollack includes a main street, retail shops and
restaurants, ofﬁce space, a hotel and conference center, and a town plaza. Forty percent of

Cortina, Fort Collins

the land is reserved for parks and open space,
including pedestrian and bike connections to a
regional trail that runs through the site along
Coal Creek. The town center will meet LEEDSilver standards for all buildings, with innovative
stormwater management and multimodal transit
links to existing bus rapid transit on U.S. 36.
Westminster, Adams County
In the late 1990s, Continuum Partners in
Denver launched the ﬁrm’s ﬁrst new urban
neighborhood, Bradburn Village. Located on
120th Avenue between Federal and Sheridan
boulevards in Westminster, the site was a
125-acre greenﬁeld pocket 10 miles northwest
of Denver. Sprawling suburbs and strip arterials
surrounded the site for miles in all directions.
The Bradburn plan, created by Duany
Plater-Zyberk and Company with Civitas
and Wolff Lyon Architects, is organized with
commercial, mixed-use, and multifamily
housing next to the main street in the village
core. Live-work forms the boundary between
the commercial district and single-family
areas. The density decreases in the direction
of a large expanse of open space along a creek,

New Town Center, Superior
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but ﬁngers of green space penetrate deep into
the town plan. The community includes four
subneighborhoods, numerous small pocket
parks, small recreation centers, alley-loaded
blocks, and a hierarchy of narrow streets with
on-street parking. Architectural styles are
mostly traditional. Sixteen established small
and medium-size builders are developing
parcels or blocks in smaller groups. Build-out
is anticipated by 2010, with a total of 800
housing units.
Arvada, Jefferson County
Geos Neighborhood is anticipated to be the
largest net-zero-energy mixed-use neighborhood
in the U.S. Conceived as a demonstration
project in resource conservation by Norbert
Klebl, an Austrian entrepreneur, it was designed
by Michael Tavel Architects and David Kahn
Studio. In design since 2005 and breaking
ground in 2009, the 25-acre mixed-use
neighborhood integrates resource conservation
with new urbanism. Geos is located in the city
of Arvada, 10 miles northwest of Denver, on the
Indiana Street corridor, which leads to future
FasTracks rail transit. It also fronts a regional

Bradburn Village, Westminster

greenway that provides pedestrian and bike
access to schools, recreation, and surrounding
neighborhoods. Geos has been designated as
part of a mixed-use suburban intensiﬁcation
zone in Arvada’s comprehensive plan.
At Geos, every building has passive and
active solar orientation at the compact density of
23 dwelling units per net acre. The 250 housing
units include single and multifamily homes.
The urban plan features a checkerboard layout
of alley houses mixed with front-of-lot houses
on narrow lots, and buildings stretching out
east to west. The town layout and passive-solar
orientation reduce energy needs by one-third.
High-performance building shells and windows
reduce energy consumption by another third.
Photovoltaic panels, solar thermal panels, and
geothermal ground-source loop ﬁelds provide
the remaining energy required. The waterconserving landscape integrates stormwater
management throughout the neighborhood
with private and street-tree rain gardens and
shallow usable greens. The design team is
designing half the homes, with some slated for
completion in 2010.

Geos Neighborhood, Arvada
Checkerboard Homes, Geos Neighborhood, Arvada
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Lone Tree, Douglas County
Beyond the southern fringe of suburban Denver, a light-rail
line comes to a terminus along I-25 in an area that currently is
rural. On an adjacent 3,500 acres, Design Workshop has been
planning RidgeGate, an edge city due to take shape over the next
50 years. This 3,500-acre, high-density, transit-oriented city is
being designed to include employment, 12,000 housing units,
20 million square feet of mixed-use commercial space, and more
than 1,200 acres of parks and open space. The development is
poised to serve as a concentrated example of smart growth due
to its location near suburban sprawl developments and I-25 and
light rail.
The master plan framework features high-density mixed-use
centers and urbanized edges interwoven with regional transit
and a strong network of open-space corridors and trails. The city
center will start construction sometime after 2010 and will be
completed in 20 to 30 years as the development of smaller centers
and residential neighborhoods reaches a critical mass. Early
phases of development, currently underway, will focus on urban
development around transit with spaces detailed for pedestrians.
RidgeGate’s density, three times greater than typical suburban
communities, will allow for the preservation of drainages and
bluffs as natural amenities.

Colorado Springs Downtown
Revitalization
The City of Colorado Springs in 2006 began
a visioning process for downtown. In April
2009, the city presented two urban planning
initiatives to the community: the Downtown
Master Plan, a blueprint for growth, and the
Downtown Form-based Code comprising
new development standards and procedures
that would replace existing largely suburban
zoning laws.
Among the goals the city wishes to
accomplish for the two-square-mile
downtown are a more pedestrian-friendly
city center, a more consistent 24/7
downtown presence of people and activities,
high-density housing, alternative forms
of public transportation, and a wider mix
of uses and destinations, such as grocery
stores and high-end restaurants.
The new code would provide the tools to
implement the master plan. It is written
very speciﬁcally for an urban area with tall
buildings, high density, and a mix of uses.
Nearly all downtown streets have wide,
100 to 140-foot rights-of-way, for example,
which could be better used to enhance the
pedestrian environment. The city in 2009 is
seeking public response to the master plan
and form-based code.
—Kathleen McCormick

RidgeGate, Lone Tree
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CityCenter, Englewood

CityCenter Englewood
and Belmar:
Reinventing the Suburban Mall
CityCenter Englewood was the region’s and
one of the nation’s ﬁrst examples of converting a
dead suburban shopping mall into a pedestrianoriented, mixed-use, transit-oriented downtown
development. CityCenter Englewood weaves
together a light-rail station and civic center with
central open space, ofﬁces, shops, entertainment
venues, and housing.
Located on a 55-acre site at South Santa
Fe Drive and West Hampden Avenue, the 1.3
million-square-foot Cinderella City mall was
shuttered in 1997, just as the Southwest line,
Denver’s ﬁrst light-rail line, was being built.
A multimodal station and parking next to the
mall site opened in 2000. After the community
rejected a traditional power center, the city,
with support from Citiventure Associates in

Denver, hired Calthorpe Associates to plan a
transit-oriented master plan. The nonproﬁt
Englewood Environmental Foundation led
the redevelopment effort. A new master plan,
designed by Tryba Architects and developed
by Miller Weingarten Realty, oriented the city
center around a two-acre public plaza. The plan
also included a new main street and 438 rental
apartments, with ﬁrst-ﬂoor retail, restaurants,
ofﬁces, parking, a Wal-Mart, and other standalone commercial buildings.
The $150 million public-private investment
included $8 million in general fund monies for
public elements. The city owned or was given
a majority of the land, and became a key player
in the redevelopment of the site. One of the
anchors, Foley’s department store, gifted the
city its 140,000 square foot building, which was
converted into the new Englewood Civic Center.
Opened in 2000, the civic center houses the
municipal ofﬁces and court, a library, and an art
museum. Certiﬁcates of participation were used
to pay for the infrastructure and redeveloping the
Foley’s building for city use. The development
in recent years has provided up to $2.25 million
annually in sales-tax revenues.
Belmar, a 3.5 million-square-foot, mixeduse, pedestrian-oriented downtown district, is
the reincarnation of the 1966 Villa Italia Mall.
Located at the crossroads of two major arterials,
South Wadsworth Boulevard and Alameda
Avenue, the regional mall closed in 2001, and
the City of Lakewood began a community vision
process for future redevelopment of the 103acre site. The fourth largest city in Colorado,
Lakewood was a suburban community with no
downtown. The city recognized the potential
to create a real urban center given the site’s
location next to the Lakewood City Commons,
which includes city ofﬁces, a cultural center, a
county library, and retail.
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Belmar Master Plan, Lakewood
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Shopping, Belmar, Lakewood
Belmar Urban Apartments, Lakewood

Developed as a public-private partnership
between the Lakewood Reinvestment Authority
and Continuum Partners, Belmar began
construction in 2002 and is two-thirds built. The
ﬁnished project’s 22 blocks will include groundﬂoor shops and restaurants, a hotel, ofﬁce
space, housing, plazas, streetscapes, and nine
acres of parks. The design team included Civitas,
Elkus Manfredi Architects, and Van Meter
Williams Pollack.
About half of the 1,500 housing units have
been built. These include for-sale condominiums,
townhomes, rowhouses, lofts, and rental
apartments. Most housing is market-rate, though
two projects, Belmar Urban Apartments and 7133
W. Virginia Avenue, include workforce housing to
encourage residents to live and work at Belmar.
Many of the buildings were developed
according to LEED criteria. Most of the mall
material has been reused; all of the asphalt and
over 200,000 tons of concrete slab were reused
on site. Wind turbines power parking-lot lights,
and 8,300 rooftop solar panels offset a portion
of Belmar’s power needs. Plug-in electric Segway
scooters are used for security.

At Belmar, people now can enjoy a movie
at a 16-screen cinema, shop at a Whole Foods
market, skate in the ice rink, or browse the
numerous shops that line the streets. The
project has won a score of awards, including
the 2005 CNU Charter Award, the U.S. EPA’s
Phoenix Award, and the Urban Land Institute
Award for Excellence.

KEY URBANIST

Mark Falcone
Mark Falcone in 1997 founded
Continuum Partners, LLC, in Denver,
a real estate development ﬁrm
that specializes in mixed-use urban
inﬁll projects and neighborhoods.
As Continuum’s CEO, Falcone has
overseen the development of 16
Market Square, an award-winning
Lower Downtown building, Bradburn,
a mixed-use village in Westminster,
and Belmar, the 22-block downtown
district for the city of Lakewood.
Falcone donated the land for Denver’s

new Museum of Contemporary Art,
and Continuum codeveloped the
adjacent Art House townhomes and
lofts. Continuum is teamed with East
West Partners as the master builder
in the redevelopment of Denver Union
Station within a new urban district.
“People need to recognize that great
urban places don’t happen overnight,”
says Falcone. “We all need to be a little
more patient and allow these places to
season in time.”
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Willits Town Center, Basalt

Mountain Region
Introduction and Mountain Region Projects

BY KORKUT ONARAN
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Little Ajax, Aspen
South Main, Buena Vista

In the second half of the 19th
century, Colorado’s Rocky
Mountains experienced an inﬂux
of population from mining.

Since many of
the new mining
locations were isolated, the newcomers needed
urban services provided by new centers close
to mining establishments. The limited land
available due to dramatic topography and
high snowfall forced these towns to create
compact urban areas, usually in valleys, where
every square foot of ﬂat land was used in
creative ways. Central City, Georgetown, Idaho
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Springs, Aspen, Crested Butte, Telluride, and
Leadville are examples of these towns, where
cozy urban centers offered surprisingly diverse
services, accommodated in simple and practical
urban buildings with an indigenous Western
mountain character.
In time, however, limited land for industrial
expansion and agriculture prevented economic
diversiﬁcation. These mountain towns lost their
diversity as money found its way to the larger
urban centers on the plains, especially wellconnected ones on the Front Range like Denver.
Paradoxically, the easier the access became to
the mountain towns, the faster they lost their
diversity and signiﬁcance as urban centers.
With the establishment of the National
Parks, the Rocky Mountains’ natural beauty
started to attract visitors. The interstate highway
system, especially I-70, made access to the
mountains easier, and allowed large-scale
tourism to become a viable industry. The ski
industry, in particular, started to invest in the
region as early as the 1950s, and by the 1960s
was the major industry guiding construction
and real estate development in the mountains.
Colorado’s Rocky Mountains now offer some of
the world’s most popular ski resorts, many of
them established next to small existing historic
mining towns such as Aspen, Telluride, and
Crested Butte.
Many mountain-town economies have
prospered in recent years with tourism and
second-home tax revenues, but the cost of
living in these communities has skyrocketed,
creating the need for affordable housing for
local residents such as teachers and municipal
employees, as well as for service workers
employed in shops, restaurants, and resorts.
New urban projects such as those featured
in this chapter all include affordable housing
as an important component and as a means
to maintain or restore economic and social
diversity in mountain communities.
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Mountain Region Projects
Aﬀordable Housing Needs and the
Brownﬁeld Solution
Ski industry employees and other service
workers who have been moving into the
Colorado Rockies in increasing numbers have
been forced to commute longer distances—
sometimes two hours each way—because
of the scarcity of aﬀordable housing in and
around the resort towns. Service-worker
commuting has created signiﬁcant
congestion on major access roads, especially
around isolated towns with limited access.
Getting employees to jobs during the winter
months is even more challenging with roads
closed due to weather.
Another issue on the planning agenda of
many towns in the mountain region is the
eﬀect of large numbers of second homes
creating oﬀ-season ghost towns. Beyond
the requirements they have created
for municipal services, second-home
developments have formed single-use
neighborhoods with limited public life, a
phenomenon that does not always support
the local economy and quality of life. In
Summit County, for example, over half
the housing units in 2001 were second
homes, while the county needed up to 1,500
housing units for permanent residents, with
aﬀordable home ownership being the most
critical need.

Breckenridge, Summit County
Wellington Neighborhood, a mixed-density residential
neighborhood one mile from central Breckenridge, is an example
of a private partnership working with a local municipality to
provide affordable workforce housing. Designed by Wolff Lyon
Architects in Boulder, Wellington Neighborhood offers 282 units,
80 percent of which are deed-restricted affordable houses for
owners who live and work in Summit County.
Phase I, completed in 2006, is 22 acres; Phase II, under
construction, is 40 acres. The Wellington site previously was
ravaged by dredge mining, and the new development has repaired
the environmental damage. A simple street grid and a series of
green courts create mini-neighborhoods where common greens,
rather than private yards, encourage neighbors to interact.
Single-family homes, duplexes, row houses, and live-work units
encourage diversity and address the needs of different households
in size and pricing. Wellington Neighborhood received a 2002
U.S. EPA National Award for Smart Growth Achievement.
Crested Butte, Gunnison County
Pitchfork, located between the town of Crested Butte and
Mt. Crested Butte ski resort, and connected to both via a
shuttle-bus route and hike/bike trail, is another example of a
private developer, Coburn Development, addressing the issue of

Since many of these towns have
expanded on land that has been mined,
some municipalities have looked to
brownﬁeld redevelopment as a way to
provide aﬀordable housing options. Two
models of this solution are the Wellington
Neighborhood in Breckenridge (see right)
and Little Ajax in Aspen (see page 93).
—Korkut Onaran and Kathleen McCormick

Wellington Neighborhood, Breckenridge
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affordable housing. Coburn responded to Mt.
Crested Butte’s request to provide affordable
workforce housing, and as part of the landpurchase agreement with the resort, committed
to providing more affordable units than the
town’s land-use code required.
Approximately 30 percent of the 98
Pitchfork units on the nearly eight-acre site
are affordable and deed-restricted to qualiﬁed
Gunnison County residents. Pitchfork is
an example that shows, through a compact
development of simple street-oriented buildings
located on small lots, that it is possible to
include affordable housing on a proﬁtable
spread sheet even in high real-estate markets.
The simple traditional Western architecture of
the single-family homes, townhouses, and ﬂats
is especially refreshing after experiencing the
large scale and clashing architectural styles of
the Mt. Crested Butte resort.
Aspen, Pitkin County
Little Ajax, a 14-unit affordable housing
complex in Aspen completed in 2006, is
another successful example of affordable
housing needs being addressed in one of
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the state’s highest real estate markets. Peter
L. Gluck & Partners Architects in New York
designed and built Little Ajax with signiﬁcant
community input and a subsidy from the City
of Aspen. The site for the apartments was a

KEY URBANIST

William E. Coburn
Bill Coburn is the founder and
president of Coburn Development,
a design-build ﬁrm committed to
redeveloping historic properties and
building new urban neighborhoods.
The ﬁrm’s Front Range projects
include mixed-use buildings along
East Pearl, as well as Iris Hollow,
Steel Yards, and Studio Mews at
Holiday in Boulder. Coburn oversees
acquisitions, construction, project
development, and entitlements for
the ﬁrm’s Crested Butte oﬃce, where

Pitchfork, Crested Butte Little Ajax, Aspen

he created the innovative new urban
Pitchfork neighborhood. He has
served on the Town Council to help
shape Crested Butte’s future. Coburn
is involved in Gunnison River Ranch, a
land preservation project that includes
clustered cabin sites with 450 acres of
permanently protected working ranch
land. Says Coburn: “We never want to
compromise our capacity to do work
that matters, and do it very, very well.”
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previously mined brownﬁeld parcel wedged
into a slope at the edge of downtown.
Though its architectural expression is
modern, Little Ajax follows simple traditional
urban design principles: It is compact and
uses its location at the edge of the street grid
well, providing strong building presence at
West Hopkins Avenue and terminating the
vista from North 5th Street. Attached dwellings
located over garages form a well-scaled
courtyard with a wide second-ﬂoor balcony
creating a raised communal courtyard with
views to the mountainside. Breaks in the
massing create a scale similar to single-family
houses in spite of the higher density (14 units
per acre) of the project.
Basalt, Eagle County
Another way to counteract the high realestate markets in and around resort towns is to
create new centers with urban and civic services
and diverse housing types that offer a wide
range of prices. One such example is Willits,
a 140-acre mixed-use development in Basalt, a
small town in the Roaring Fork Valley 22 miles
north of Aspen.

Willits’ single and multifamily
neighborhoods, developed by Lipkin-Warner
Design & Planning in Basalt and designed
by various architects, are set amid a 20acre landscape of open space, parks, trails,
playing ﬁelds, and a lake. Nearly 400 of the
neighborhoods’ 525 homes have been built.
The single-use and single-housing-type
neighborhoods are balanced by the traditional
Willits Town Center, which provides services
needed by the valley’s workforce and is located
next to an existing commercial center. The town
center is being developed by Michael Lipkin
and Willits Town Center Partners. It includes
live-work and affordable and moderate-income
apartments, as well as 500,000 square feet of
nonresidential uses—restaurants, shops, ofﬁces,
a performing arts center, a Whole Foods market,
and a hotel, as well as a town square and a
pocket park. Some buildings have ground-ﬂoor
retail, second-ﬂoor ofﬁce space, and third-ﬂoor
residences. A transit and park-and-ride facility
will support bus service on adjacent Route 82,
the main valley highway that connects Willits to
Aspen and I-70.

Willits, Basalt

South Main, Buena Vista
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Buena Vista, Chafee County
A new urban community that creates
synergy with its urban design and focus on
recreation facilities and residential uses is
South Main in downtown Buena Vista, located
in Colorado’s Upper Arkansas River Valley.
South Main was designed by town planners
Dover, Kohl & Partners to extend the historic
downtown to the Arkansas River, a popular site
for kayaking, rafting, ﬁshing, hiking, and biking.
Developers Jed Selby and Katie Selby Urban
donated two acres of river corridor to the town
as a permanent public park. With a grant
from Great Outdoors Colorado and additional
fundraising in the community, the professional
kayakers created a whitewater park, which
has become a valuable recreation and tourism
amenity for the community.
The 40-acre site, once used as a trash
dump, was cleaned up before construction. The
waterfront park, surrounded by strong urban
buildings on three sides, is the central civic
amenity. Trafﬁc consultant Swift Associates
in Longmont engineered the narrow walkable
streets. The design also features carefully
focused vistas, a diverse streetscape, and well-
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crafted buildings with a variety of architectural
styles typical of urban environments that evolve
over time. Twenty homes and businesses have
been completed or are under construction. All
the homes, designed by various local, regional,
and national architects, will be certiﬁed through
Built Green Colorado.

KEY URBANIST

Jed Selby and Katie Selby Urban
Siblings Jed Selby and Katie
Selby Urban launched their ﬁrst
development project because, as
professional kayakers, they wanted
to build a whitewater park in Buena
Vista, located along the headwaters
of the Arkansas River. Beginning
with an idea for a public whitewater
park, they expanded their vision to
include developing a 40-acre site for
South Main, a compact mixed-use
neighborhood that extends the
historic downtown to the riverfront.

“When you develop a new urbanist
community such as South Main, you
learn that ‘no’ is an elastic clause,
meaning ‘maybe,’ or ‘we’ll see,’” says
Urban. “We have been through a long
review process and heard ‘no’ many
times. But most of the time we were
able to reach common ground with
the town that didn’t compromise the
neighborhood’s design.”

Aerial, South Main, Buena Vista
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Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment Site, Denver

Connecting the Region with TODs
Introduction, FasTracks, and Denver Union Station
TODs in the Metro Area

BY NICCOLO CASEWIT

BY KATHLEEN MCCORMICK
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Station Area Typologies, Denver

From Colorado’s earliest
development, local leaders
recognized the link between a
strong transportation system
and a healthy economy.

Beginning with
Colorado’s Gold
Rush in the 1860s, railroads created a vital
link for the mining industry to ship resources
to Denver. The transcontinental railroad in
1870 connected Denver to the East and West
coasts, and Colorado soon had a statewide
railroad network with Denver as the hub.
In recent decades, as driving and air travel
became preferred modes, transit icons such

as the historic Denver Union Station became
semi-obsolete.
FasTracks, a voter-approved plan to extend
the metropolitan region’s rail and bus services,
promises to link the Denver metropolitan region
in a sustainable way by greatly expanding the
public transportation network. Under FasTracks
and public-private development, Denver Union
Station will be restored and redeveloped into
a multimodal transportation hub for the
region, combined with a mixed-use transit
district featuring housing, ofﬁces, services, and
new public spaces for Lower Downtown and
the Central Platte Valley. FasTracks also will
encourage transit-oriented development (TOD)
throughout the region similar to the projects
presented in this chapter.
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FasTracks
The Regional Transportation District (RTD)
FasTracks program is a 12-year plan to build
and operate light-rail and commuter-rail lines
and expand and improve bus service and
park-n-rides throughout the region. District
voters approved the $4.7 billion program in a
2004 ballot initiative. It is being funded by a

KEY URBANIST

Elizabeth Rao
Liz Rao, as the Regional Transportation
District assistant general manager for
planning and development, oversaw
the visioning and implementation
for FasTracks, one of the nation’s
largest public transit initiatives,
which was approved by voters in
2004. Rao currently is the public
transit services chairperson for
HNTB Corporation and leads the
ﬁrm’s public transit eﬀorts, including
Federal Transit Administration New
Starts support, project feasibility, and

strategic planning for the passenger
rail and transit service team. “TODs
are tremendous opportunities to
congregate speciﬁc amenities
for transit riders and the broader
community,” says Rao. “As riders get
oﬀ the train at night, they can stop
at the cleaners, shop, or pick up
something for dinner. By concentrating
development around a station, it
maximizes both convenience of transit
and convenience of opportunities to
live, work, and play.”

32nd Avenue and Zuni Street, circa 1900, Denver

combination of a regionwide 0.4 percent sales
tax, federal funds, and local contributions.
Scheduled for completion in 2017, FasTracks
will add 122 miles of rail service, 18 miles of bus
rapid transit, and approximately 57 new stations
along six new corridors and extensions to three
existing lines. The program will create six new
commuter-rail and light-rail corridors, redevelop
Denver Union Station, expand bus service
across the entire eight-county district, and add
21,000 new park-n-ride spaces.
The ﬁrst FasTracks corridor scheduled for
completion, by 2013, is the West Corridor. The
12.1-mile light-rail line connects the Auraria
Campus in downtown Denver to the Jefferson
County Government Center in Golden, serving
Lakewood and the Denver Federal Center. Other
new lines include the Northwest Rail Corridor
to Longmont and the related U.S. 36 Bus Rapid
Transit Corridor to Boulder; the East Corridor
to Denver International Airport; the Gold Line
Corridor to Wheat Ridge; the North Metro
Corridor to Thornton; and the I-225 Corridor
through Aurora.
FasTracks will quadruple the number of railtransit miles RTD currently provides through

17th Street Promenade, Denver Union Station
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
The development of FasTracks stations
oﬀers many opportunities for transitoriented development (TOD). TOD occurs
within walking distance (or about a half-mile
radius) of a transit stop. It usually consists
of mixed land uses at greater densities. TOD
is characterized by a pedestrian-oriented
environment that allows people to live, work,
shop, and play in places accessible by transit.
The primary beneﬁts of TODs include:
reducing sprawl, traﬃc congestion, and
commute times, improving environmental
quality, protecting neighborhoods and open
space, encouraging pedestrian activity, and
discouraging automobile dependency.
The Denver metropolitan area boasts TODs
with more than 15,300 housing units, 5.26
million square feet of retail, and 5.93 million
square feet of oﬃce space
—Kathleen McCormick

FasTracks, Denver Metro Region

Circulation Diagram, Denver Union Station

10th and Osage, Build-out Plan, Denver
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Platform, Denver Union Station

Historic Station with Outdoor Train Room, Denver Union Station

Denver Union Station:
The Regional Transportation Hub
Denver Union Station, the centerpiece for
RTD’s FasTracks program, will become a regional
multimodal transportation hub according to
a master plan for redeveloping the site. The
historic station will be restored and redeveloped
as the connection point for light rail, commuter
rail, HOV lanes, local and regional buses,
bikeways, pedestrian networks, downtown
shuttle bus service, taxis, and parking.
In 2001, RTD purchased the 19.5-acre
site with three public entities—the City and
County of Denver, the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT), and the Denver Regional
Council of Governments (DRCOG). The four
agencies created a vision plan for the site with
the Union Station Alliance, including private

partners and experts in real estate, architecture,
design, land use, engineering, and other ﬁelds.
The Denver Union Station Master Plan,
created in 2004 by the Union Station Alliance
and the partner agencies, presented options
for developing the vision. The master plan’s
project team was led by Parsons Brinkerhoff,
Civitas, and CRL Associates. The two-year master
plan process involved a 60-member technical
advisory committee and a 99-member advisory
committee representing 36 stakeholder groups.
This public process produced more than 40
alternative scenarios and a series of goals and
principles to guide redevelopment at the site.
In 2004, the partner agencies approved the
plan, and Denver designated the station as a
Denver Landmark and rezoned the site TMU-30, a
new Denver zoning category intended to support
transportation uses and allow for 24-hour activity.
The partner agencies in 2006 selected Continuum
Partners and East West Partners, a team known
as the Union Station Neighborhood Company, to
be the master developer.

Connecting the Region with TODs

Massing Model, Denver Union Station

The historic station building will be
restored and redeveloped for transit services
such as ticketing, rental car, baggage, shops,
and restaurants. Two new wing buildings will
provide additional retail and ofﬁce space. A new
commuter-rail station will be built on the west
side of the historic station, and a new light-rail
transit station will be built further west at the
terminus of the new 17th Street Promenade. A
passenger concourse and a new bus facility will
be built under the promenade. The 16th Street
Mall shuttle and a new downtown circulator
bus service will be linked to the transit facilities.
The site also will offer rail connections from
downtown Denver to Denver International
Airport and the metropolitan region, bus
shuttles to mountain resort communities, and
transcontinental rail service.
An estimated $500 million in public funds
will be used to develop transit elements and
infrastructure such as the light-rail station.
Funding sources include RTD, the City and
County of Denver, CDOT, DRCOG, the Union

Cross Section, 17th Street Promenade, Denver Union Station

Station Neighborhood Company, revenues from
tax-increment ﬁnancing (TIF) and newly created
metropolitan taxing districts, and several
federal agencies.
The Denver Union Station Transit District,
outlined in the 2008 Denver Union Station
Master Plan Supplement, encompasses the
station and six additional city blocks, extending
Lower Downtown’s grid into the Central Platte
Valley. The transit district will offer 2.5 million
square feet, an estimated $1.5 billion in real
estate development, beyond the station site’s
1.3 million square feet, including a hotel,
restaurants, stores, housing, and parking. Within
the district, an open space network of public
spaces and plazas will link LoDo, the Union
Station neighborhood, and transit elements.
New public spaces include the 17th Street
Promenade and multiple plazas such as one in
front of the historic station.
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The Historic Hub
Designed by architect William E. Taylor,
the ﬁrst Denver Union Station opened
in 1881 with a monumental 500-foot
limestone and rhyolite façade set back
140 feet from Wynkoop Street. As Denver
grew along with rail travel, the station was
expanded, rebuilt after a ﬁre, and evolved in
architectural style from Italianate to Beaux
Arts/Renaissance Revival.
By World War II, 80 passenger trains a day
passed through the station carrying 24,000
people—tourists, troops, immigrants,
business travelers, and others. From this
heyday, however, the station declined
with the construction of transcontinental
freeways and Stapleton and Denver
International airports.
The station’s elegant three-story Train Room
still serves as a passenger waiting room,
but for only two Amtrak transcontinental
trains daily and Ski Train trips on weekends.
Plans for redeveloping the station include
restoring the Train Room and adding an
outdoor train room next to the station.
—Kathleen McCormick

its 35-mile system. The system now includes 34 stations on four
corridors—the Central and Central Platte Valley Spur corridors
in Denver, the Southwest Corridor to Littleton, and the Southeast
Corridor to Lone Tree and Aurora.
FasTracks poses many challenges, among them closing a $2.2
billion budget gap. As of April 2009, RTD intended to ask voters
to approve doubling the 0.4 percent FasTracks sales tax to be able
to build the entire system by 2017.

TODs in the Metro Area
Located in the heart of Denver’s La Alma /Lincoln Park
Neighborhood, the city’s 10th and Osage Station Area Plan (see
page 99) for the Southwest line light-rail station focuses on
revitalizing an established inner-city neighborhood linked to
old Santa Fe Drive, the Auraria Higher Education Center, and
adjacent industrial Areas of Change identiﬁed in Blueprint
Denver. Adjacent to the station, the Denver Housing Authority,
with receipt of federal economic stimulus funds, plans to spend
$300 million redeveloping one of the city’s oldest public housing
projects, South Lincoln Park Homes, for 1,200 new units of
mixed-income housing. Seattle-based Mithun will lead master
planning for the 15.1-acre site, and Denver-based Perry Rose,
LLC, will help create economic development opportunities.
Construction will start in 2010.

17th Street View of Denver Union Station

Aerial, Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment, Denver
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Already underway to help rebuild the plan area is Osage Courts,
located within walking distance of the 10th and Osage station and
two future light-rail stations. Designed by Van Meter Williams
Pollack, the multifamily housing development is aiming for Silver
certiﬁcation under the LEED for Homes mid-rise pilot program. A
total of 185 market-rate rental apartments on four ﬂoors are stacked
above structured parking. The ﬁrst phase of 83 apartments is due
for completion by summer 2010. The building masses create a
sense of enclosure around three U-shaped courtyards and establish
an urban edge on Osage Street. Balconies and decks provide
outdoor space and enhance security with “eyes on the street.”
A fully approved future TOD, Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment,
encompassing over 50 acres of industrial brownﬁelds in southwest
Denver, is slated to become a mixed-use urban village under
redevelopment plans by Cherokee Denver. Located at I-25 on both
sides of Broadway, the site contains the historic factory and ofﬁce
structures of the former Gates Rubber Company factory and Ford
Motor Company assembly plant. Contaminated buildings and
materials will be removed, and new residential, ofﬁce, retail, and
entertainment buildings will be constructed along with an RTD
light-rail station and park-n-ride.
The pedestrian-friendly plan by Design Workshop is wellconnected to the region and located within walking distance of
two existing light-rail lines and I-25. The ﬁrst project to break
ground is the Alexan at Broadway Station. The Trammel Crow
Residential property, with ground-ﬂoor retail, 420 luxury and 60

South Broadway (SOBO)
South Broadway is one of Denver’s most
diverse and colorful places, anchored by a hip
if grungy club scene in the workforce-friendly
and student-oriented Baker neighborhood on
the edge of West Washington Park.
At First Avenue and Broadway, the Art Decostyled, terra-cotta-towered marquee of the
historic Mayan Theatre anchors the many
funky shops, antique stores, tattoo parlors,
beaded doorways, bearded beatniks, and
a half-dozen of Denver’s longest-surviving
used-book stores. Check out Lebsack’s
Books and the Denver Book Mall for
precious Colorado urban history and urban
novel genres.
—Niccolo Casewit

Osage Courts, Denver

Mayan Theatre, Denver
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Small Dwelling Inﬁll for TOD Density
The Evans-Overland Station Area community
envisions a combination of development
forms to promote reinvestment at the
neighborhood’s edges without changing
its internal character and street face. The
possibilities for sustainable development
include zero-energy and photovoltaicequipped accessory dwelling units on alleys
and universally accessible cottages in
backyards. These could increase the number
of “rooftops” in the TOD district to help
achieve the population densities needed for
redevelopment along South Broadway and
South Delaware streets.
Neighbors imagine a future of incremental
mixed-use inﬁll, with amenities such as
bike and pedestrian improvements and
access to the Platte River via pedestrian
bridges. Building forms would ﬁt into the
neighborhood context, such as duplex
carriage houses, attached rowhouses, and
stand-alone, small-lot maisonettes that
could occupy the short ends of blocks and
transitional areas along streets that share
alleys with main streets. The future could be
a micro mixed-use model that distributes
density within the entire walkable district.
—Niccolo Casewit

Evans-Overland Station Area Plan , Denver

affordable apartments, and a ﬁtness center, is due for completion
in summer 2010.
The existing Evans light-rail station area, located in the
underbelly of the huge Evans I-25 overpass, contains a miniaturized
park-n-ride and light-industry warehouses. Created with extensive
neighborhood participation, the Evans-Overland Station Area Plan
calls for main street zoning and residential mixed-use development
in the commercial and industrial corridors.
The Evans-Overland plan will be one of the ﬁrst TOD area
plans to integrate Denver’s new zoning code. The plan was
created with extensive involvement of the Overland Park,
Rosedale, and Platt Park neighborhoods. Thriving with young
families in modest bungalows and a few Victorians, these
neighborhoods feature picturesque streets that model the
common development pattern in Denver’s traditional pre-World
War II neighborhoods, with sidewalks, tree canopies, ample
backyards, and narrow alleys. The public process for the station
area plan resulted in a vision for a “green-neighborhood brand”
emphasizing social, economic, and environmental sustainability,
as well as multi-generational lifestyles.
North End Station TOD, a regional transit center and new urban
village in Thornton, is planning to begin construction in 2010.
Located at the end of the future North Metro FasTracks commuterrail line, the 204-acre TOD will provide a sustainable mixed-use
urban center connected to downtown Denver and the fast-growing
northern suburbs of Adams and Weld counties. The undeveloped

North End Station, Thornton
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site is located at 160th Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard, just east of I-25 and north of C470.
Van Meter Williams Pollack worked with the
city, the developer, and RTD to create a master
plan with a walkable framework of small city
blocks, public plazas, and parks connecting to
the 84-acre mixed-use transit center. The plan
features commercial, retail, and ofﬁce space
and 2,800 residences in multifamily buildings,
townhouses, row houses, lofts, and ﬂats. At
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least 20 percent of the units are reserved for
affordable workforce housing. Buildings in
the transit center feature restaurants and retail
shops on the ground ﬂoor, with ofﬁces and
residences above. Most of the development is
within a 10-minute walk of the station. North
End Station is designed for Silver certiﬁcation
in the LEED-ND (Neighborhood Development)
program, with individual buildings designed to
earn Silver or Gold certiﬁcation.

KEY URBANIST

Tim Van Meter, AIA
Tim Van Meter in 1989 was a founding
partner of Van Meter Williams
Pollack (VMWP) in San Francisco, and
opened the ﬁrm’s Denver oﬃce in
1999. VMWP focuses on urban inﬁll
architecture and transit-oriented
urban design, with TOD planning
eﬀorts in 12 Front Range communities.
As architects and urban designers, the
ﬁrm has been involved in the master
planning, design guidelines, urban
design, and architecture of mixed-use,

Master Plan, North End Station TOD, Thornton

Phase 1, North End Station TOD, Thornton

new urban communities, including
Belmar, Stapleton, Bradburn, Uptown
Broadway, and North End Station.
Van Meter is a co-chair of CNU 17, and
is a Founder of the CNU Colorado
Chapter. With FasTracks, he says, “the
Denver region has the opportunity to
be on the cusp of sustainable growth
that will be integrated with new
development strategies.”
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Afterword
Urbanism Lessons Learned

Over the past year and a half,
the CNU Colorado Book
Committee has spent many
hours reviewing projects and
discussing new urbanism
in Colorado

—what makes
it successful,
the characteristics that may be unique to the
region, how urbanism has evolved, and what
it looks like in the future. In this Afterword,
we share some collective thoughts about what
we’ve learned from putting this book together,
and what others can learn from Colorado’s
experience with new urbanism over the past 10
to 15 years.
In Colorado, we see a lot of grassroots
“reﬁll” urbanism. Ten years ago, Denver and
Boulder were perhaps the only cities allowing
new urbanism to occur, and proponents

generally were viewed as reformers. Since
then, many municipalities have changed
the way they allow development to happen.
There has been a cultural change within many
planning departments that has brought about a
paradigm shift toward compact mixed-use inﬁll
development. As the inﬂuence of new urbanism
continues to spread, we’ve even seen public
works departments, typically at the tail end of
cultural change, begin to shift toward greater
sustainability.
Developers and property owners now see
the beneﬁts of new urbanism; as a concept
and as a reality, new urbanism has caught on.
We’ve seen a change in consumer demand in
Colorado: People are moving here from the
East and West coasts who are younger, hipper,
and expect more urban amenities and activity
where they live and work. Consumers also want
more compact communities with mixed uses,
services, and links to transit so they don’t have
to drive everywhere.

Afterword

Where new urban development has
followed smart-growth principles, there is
greater density with protected open space, a
custom ﬁt for Coloradans, who value both lively
urban centers and pristine natural landscapes
with big views. The idea of balancing needs,
though not unique to Colorado, is one of the
key characteristics of new urban development
in the region.
Do we see a pattern here? On the Front
Range, we have scattered urbanism and
intensiﬁcation everywhere. Belmar and
Bradburn don’t appear to be connected to the
urban fabric of Denver, but if you overlay the
future transit system, the connections become
apparent. Like images in a dark room, the
patterns of future urbanism are gradually
emerging.
In some communities, however, the fear
of growth and change, even after a decade of
successful inﬁll development, is causing a
backlash against mixed-use projects with greater
density in downtown areas. Some municipalities
may want new urban development, but have
yet to make zoning changes to allow for it;
developers and design teams still have to break
the rules to get projects built. Many of the
challenges we face, in fact, are the same as the
challenges faced in other places— NIMBYism,
resistance to density, the need for new zoning
codes—but these issues are heightened here by
our extreme environment.
Colorado’s topography and altitude, with
our thinner, less-oxygenated air, make driving
places even more harmful to people and the
environment. Our lack of water is common to
other Western cities. In urbanized areas, where
the water system already is in place, it is less of
an issue. But with global warming, we can’t rely
on water supplies, which already are spoken
for in complex water agreements that send

Colorado water to Los Angeles and Phoenix.
Colorado’s high-desert landscapes and lack of
adequate water resources for the future mean
that we have to ask, each time development is
proposed: Is this the right place to develop?
The culture of the West is still grappling
with urbanization. The reason many of us
came here from other places was to be close to
nature and open space, and we understand that
greenﬁeld development is looked upon by many
with dismay and anger. The loss of open space
threatens the Colorado way of life, and many of
us believe that development should be pursued
only in places where urbanization makes sense.
One of the greatest challenges ahead will be
achieving cooperation in deﬁning and directing
urbanism throughout the region. Urbanism
should be in a lot of different places, not just
cities. But it should also be connected to town
centers, transit stations, and suburban areas
that are being redeveloped to support greater
density, more compact and diverse housing,
stronger transit links, and convenient services
people can walk or bike to.
Our sights are set on what FasTracks can
do for the region, but we need to look beyond
a connected transit system to a new and more
wholly sustainable public infrastructure—our
parks, streetscapes, renewable energy resources,
and green connections that will integrate urban
places while preserving Colorado’s spectacular
natural environment.
As the region has gained experience in
building new urban places, the paradigm
shift has expanded on multiple planes: It
now encompasses social, economic, and
environmental sustainability. Form-based
codes to rebuild our cities, affordable housing,
social justice, and a deeper commitment to
ecologically sensitive landscapes are but a few
of these next-level commitments.
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Clockwise from foreground: Cheney Ferguson, Kathleen McCormick, Todd Wenskoski, Korkut
Onaran, Deana Swetlik, Tim Van Meter, Niccolo Casewit, and Michael Tavel

CNU Colorado Book Committee
Kathleen McCormick, principal of Fountainhead Communications,
LLC, in Boulder, is a writer and editor focused on design and the
environment. She is co-editor, with Michael Leccese, of Charter
of the New Urbanism (CNU and McGraw-Hill, 2000). She has
written for The New York Times, Urban Land, Planning, Preservation,
and Landscape Architecture. Her editing work for public agencies,
nonproﬁt organizations, and private clients includes the awardwinning Denver Parks & Recreation Game Plan and the Denver
Union Station Master Plan.

“The last decade in Colorado has brought about many
more interesting and animated places, as parking lots
and shopping malls have been replaced with new urban
development. The challenge for us is to balance urbanism
with protection of the natural landscapes that make living
here so extraordinary.”
— Kathleen McCormick

Cheney Ferguson, LEED-AP, is a designer with Van Meter
Williams Pollack in Denver, and was project manager for Superior
New Town Center. She has a Masters degree in Architecture
from the University of Oregon, where she coordinated the
annual HOPES (Holistic Options for Planet Earth Sustainability)
conference. Ferguson has continued to organize great thinkers
and doers in chairing the regional book committee for the CNU
17 conference. She looks forward to becoming part of the next
generation of architects committed to reshaping American cities
and the urban environment.

“A lot of the recent population growth in Colorado has
to do with the social and environmental awareness that
has come to the forefront of every discussion these days.
People feel morally responsible and want to live in an
urban environment because of the diversity and choices,
but still have an innate desire for nature. Colorado has a
lovely balance of the two.”
— Cheney Ferguson

CNU Committee
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Niccolo Casewit, AIA, is a Colorado native, an architect, and an
urban planner focused on historic preservation, adaptive re-use,
and small dwelling inﬁll in transit-oriented districts. As a citizen
architect, he is committed to integrating participatory design for
existing urban neighborhoods in Denver. He coproduced the feature
documentary ﬁlm, Sprawling from Grace (2008), and was executive
producer of the American Institute of Architects’ ﬁlm, TransitOriented Development: Reshaping the Great American City (2007).

“What is it about the Western environment that is open
to architecture? Denver has always had a freedom in
architecture that doesn’t ﬁt strictly into styles. Buildings
may have that ‘look larger than you are’ sense with threestory parapets and playfulness that lets you know you’re
in a Western town.”
—Niccolo Casewit

Korkut Onaran, Ph.D., a principal with Wolff Lyon Architects in
Boulder, is an architect specializing in new urban development
and codes and regulations. An assistant professor adjunct at the
University of Colorado, in 2007 he received the American Institute
of Architects’ Colorado North Chapter Mentor of the Year Award.
Onaran has won numerous prizes in architectural competitions in
his native Turkey and for his poetry, which has been published in
many journals. He is President of the CNU Colorado Chapter, and
Wolff Lyon is a Founder of the Chapter.

“The questions to ask are: What is the quality of urban
life? What kind of urban spaces does the project produce?
What is the street life like? How walkable is it? How does
the project contribute to its surroundings? How does it
help the city ﬂourish?”
—Korkut Onaran

Deana Swetlik, AICP, owner and principal of Entelechy in Denver, is
an urban designer and planner who focuses on urban regeneration,
design guidelines/standards, and sustainable town planning.
Swetlik managed the creation of the Design Book at Stapleton and
the Downtown Plan for St. Louis, both award-winning documents.
She has a background in architecture, planning, and real estate
ﬁnance, and provides a holistic land-use, transportation, economic,
and social approach to each project.

“The focus on inﬁll—vacant sites, underutilized sites,
greyﬁeld sites, brownﬁeld sites, and the transformation of
edge cities and suburbs to sustainable mixed-use places—
will help cleanse, repair, maintain, and intensify our vital
urban and urbanizing fabric, and ultimately provide more
sustainable communities.”
—Deana Swetlik

Michael Tavel, AIA, is principal of Michael Tavel Architects in
Denver, and specializes in sustainable urban mixed-use architecture
and town planning. He has lectured and taught internationally, but
is devoted to Colorado and the West. His projects include Solar
Village in Prospect New Town. Tavel’s urban design and planning
for the Geos Neighborhood, in collaboration with David Kahn, in
2009 won a national Honor Award for planning and analysis from
the American Society of Landscape Architects.

“Urban architecture in Colorado has become decidedly contemporary. This is the region’s response to an
incredible landscape with abundant sun, amidst a rapidly
urbanizing demographic.”
—Michael Tavel

Tim Van Meter, AIA, is a founding partner of Van Meter Williams
Pollack in Denver and San Francisco. He focuses on sustainable
urban design, master planning, design guidelines, and green
architecture of mixed-use new urban communities. His ﬁrm’s
projects have included Belmar, Stapleton, Bradburn, Uptown
Broadway, and many transit-oriented developments in Colorado
and nationwide. Van Meter is a co-chair of CNU 17, and Van Meter
Williams P0llack is a Founder of the CNU Colorado Chapter.

“Sustainable systems are just beginning to emerge, and
in many ways the suburbs will start to look and feel more
like cities as they gradually intensify the edges of a beautiful wilderness that we know and love as Colorado.”
—Tim Van Meter

Todd Wenskoski, a principal at Design Workshop in Denver, is an
urban designer, landscape architect, and site designer with 12 years
experience in urban redevelopment, the design of public spaces,
and urban planning. His projects include Riverfront Commons,
the 16th Street Mall Extension, and Denargo Market in Denver.
His work emphasizes the role of public space in stimulating
redevelopment and creating socially active spaces that provide
long-term beneﬁts for cities and their residents.

“Every project should contribute to the city.”
—Todd Wenskoski
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CNU regional project credits are listed by chapter in the
order in which they appear, with policy documents listed
at the end.
Photo credits are listed at the beginning of each chapter
in the order in which they appear.
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Map 3: Central Mountains – Marcus Pulsipher
Rocky Mountain Foothills from Broomﬁeld
— D.A. Horscher / Design Workshop

Chapter 1: Colorado Urbanizing
Photo Credits
1888 Real Estate Map, Englewood – Denver
Public Library (DPL) Western History
Collection (CG4314.E6 1888.B3)
Maroon Bells, Aspen – Ron Ruhoﬀ (Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau)
Denver Sunrise, circa 1950 – DPL Western
History Collection (X-23377)
City Park, Denver – Ron Ruhoﬀ (Denver Metro
Convention and Visitors Bureau)
Leadville, circa 1900 – DPL Western History
Collection (X-464)
Pearl Street Boulder, circa 1900 – DPL Western
History Collection (MCC-300)
Greeley Potatoes, circa 1900 – DPL Western
History Collection (X-9053)
Irrigating Colorado, circa 1900 – DPL Western
History Collection (MCC-1847)
Thayer’s Map of Denver, 1872 – DPL Western
History Collection (CG4314.D4 1872.T49)
Bird’s Eye View of the Mountains and Plains,
circa 1880 – DPL Western History Collection
(CG4312 188?.L6)
I-70 Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel – Tom Peck /
ThreadedThoughts
Colorado Convention Center, Denver – Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau
Hiking Gore Range – Rich Grant (Denver Metro
Convention and Visitors Bureau)
DIA’s Elrey Jeppesen Terminal – Denver
International Airport
Coors Field, Denver – Denver Metro Convention
and Visitors Bureau
Inter-urban Railway, circa 1908 – DPL Western
History Collection (MCC-966)
RTD Light Rail at I-25 and I-225 Interchange
– Greg Gargan, CDOT
RTD Light Rail at the Convention Center – Rich
Grant (Denver Metro Convention and Visitors
Bureau)

Denver’s 16th Street Mall – Downtown Denver
Partnership
Ponnequin Wind Farm near Carr – Flickr image
online
First Green Roof in Denver, EPA Building – www.
epa.gov/region8/images/greenroof_terrace.
jpg - May 1, 2009
Solar Arrays, Belmar, Lakewood – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Platte River Village, Milliken – TSR Group, Inc.
Platte River Village, Milliken – TSR Group, Inc.
Utah Park, Aurora – Design Concepts
1)
Platte River Village
location: Milliken
urban designer: The TSR Group, Inc.
completion date: Entitlements fall 2009,
Construction 2010
program: 600-acre mixed-use development
with town center and 994 dwelling units;
Agriburbia™ open space plan allows up to 50
percent of previously farmed agricultural land
to produce high yielding, intensively farmed
vegetable, perennial, and export crops.
2)
Geos Neighborhood
*See Chapter 5 for project credits.
3)
Utah Park
location: Aurora
master plan: Design Concepts
other design collaborators: City of Aurora,
Cherry Creek School District, and Urban
Drainage and Flood Control District
completion date: 2008
cost of project: $5.8 million
program: 47-acre site for stormwater
detention turned into an attractive park with
new elements, including “daylighted” and
naturalized streambeds, wetlands, two ponds,
and eﬃcient detention basin, a boardwalk,
restrooms and pavilion, ballﬁelds, sculpture,
and shade structure.
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Chapter 2: Downtown Denver
Photo Credits
State Capitol Steps, Denver – Denver Metro
Convention and Visitors Bureau
The Pavilions, 16th Street Mall, Denver – Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau
Conﬂuence Park, Denver – Stan Obert (Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau)
Obama Rally, Civic Center Park, Denver
– Denver Parks and Recreation
Frederic C. Hamilton Building, Denver – Phil
Shockley
Clyﬀord Still Museum, Denver – Allied Works
Architecture
Denver Public Library, Denver – Timothy Hursley
Wellington E. Webb Municipal Building,
Denver– Tryba Architects
D & F Tower, 16th Street Mall, Denver – Randy
Brown (Denver Metro Convention and Visitors
Bureau)
Oktoberfest, Larimer Square, Denver – Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau
Larimer Square, Denver – Stan Obert (Denver
Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau)
LaPiazza del Arte, Larimer Square, Denver
– Stan Obert (Denver Metro Convention and
Visitors Bureau)
Denver Dry Building, Denver – Denver Urban
Renewal Authority
Palace Lofts, Denver – ShearsAdkins
SugarCube, Denver – Tom Arban / Tom Arban
Photography
C.S. Morey Mercantile Building, Denver (Before)
– Tryba Architects
C.S. Morey Mercantile Building, Denver (After)
– Tryba Architects
EPA Region 8 Headquarters Building, Denver
– Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects, LLP
The Commons Master Plan –Design Workshop
Commons Park, Denver – D.A. Horchner / Design
Workshop
Riverfront Park, Denver – 4240 Architecture
Millennium Bridge, Denver –D.A. Horchner /
Design Workshop
Flour Mill Lofts, Denver –ShearsAdkins
Waterside Lofts, Denver –ShearsAdkins
Rooftop, Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver
–Noble Webster
Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver –Noble
Webster
Art House Lofts, Denver – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Monarch Mills Lofts, Denver –Ron Pollard
Taxi 2, Denver –Timothy Hursley
Fuel Cafe, Taxi, Denver –Timothy Hursley
Denargo Market, Denver – Design Workshop
Greenway Connections, River North
Neighborhood, Denver – Design Workshop
Taxi 2 at Night, Denver –Timothy Hursley
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4)
Civic Center Park
location: Denver
original landscape architect: Frederick Law
Olmsted, Jr.
new master plan & renovations (2005):
Mundus Bishop Design, Denver Parks &
Recreation
design guidelines (2009): Denver Parks &
Recreation
program: Design guidelines and restoration of
historic park structures, and enhancement of
existing park features.
5)
Frederic C. Hamilton Building and
Museum Residences
location: Denver
architect: Studio Daniel Libeskind & Davis
Partnership Architects, A Joint Venture
developer: Museum Residences: Mile High
Development
completion date: October 2006
cost of project: $75 million Frederick C.
Hamilton Building and $21 million
Museum Residences
program: 1 2/3 blocks with a 146,000 squarefoot museum, 126,000 square feet of residential
space in 55 dwelling units, 10,000 square feet of
retail, and 940 parking spaces in shared parking
structure.
6)
Clyﬀord Still Museum
location: Denver
architect: Allied Works Architecture
completion date: Estimated Spring 2011
program: 36,000 square feet of exhibition
space.
7)
Denver Public Library
location: Denver
architect: Michael Graves & Associates / klipp
client: The City and County of Denver
completion date: 1996
cost of project: $46.5 Million
program: Renovation of a 133,000 square-foot
library designed by Burnham Hoyt in 1956 and a
405,000 square-foot expansion.
8)
Wellington E. Webb Municipal Building
location: Denver
architect: Tryba Architects with RNL
developer: Mile High Properties
contractor: Hensel Phelps with J.A. Walker
Company
completion date: 2002
program: 600,000 square feet with reuse of
88,000 square-foot existing building.

9)
16th Street Mall
location: Denver
original architect/designer: I.M. Pei and
Associates
original construction: Weaver Construction
original construction cost: $29 million
original completion date: 1982
mall extention 1992 (blake street to union
station): Zimmer Gunsel Frasca Architects, LLC
mall extension 2002 (to central platte
valley): Design Workshop

13) Palace Lofts
location: Denver
architect: ShearsAdkins with RNL
developer: S-2 Partners
completion date: 1998
construction cost: $30 million
program: 0.79 acres with 126 loft dwelling
units, 17,000 square feet of commercial oﬃce
and retail (original dwellings converted to
commercial), and 200 parking spaces (170 below
grade and 30 oﬀ alley).

10) Denver Pavilions
location: Denver
architect: ELS Architects
developer: Entertainment Development Group,
Inc.
completion date: November, 1998
construction cost: $107 million
program: 350,000 square feet of commercial
space in 4 buildings spanning 2 city blocks,
with 800 underground parking spaces and 200
surface parking spaces.

14) SugarCube
location: Denver
architect: Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg
Architects (KPMB)
civil engineer and landscape consultant: MB
Consulting
developer/owner: Urban Villages, LLC
completion date: August, 2008
program: 144,891 square feet with 37 luxury
rental units.

11)
Denver Dry Building
location: Denver
original architect: Urban Design Group
new retail architect: klipp
developer: Aﬀordable Housing Development
Corp. (AHDC), the Denver Urban Renewal
Authority, B-Corp (condos)
completion date: completed in 3 phases
between 1993 and 1997
construction cost: $48 million
program: 330,000 total square feet, with
115,000 square feet of retail, 30,000 square feet
of oﬃce, 130,000 square feet of residential, and
47,000 square feet of common area.
12)
Larimer Square
location: Denver
architect: Semple Brown Design, P.C.
landscape architect: Civitas, Inc.
civil engineer: Martin/Martin
structural consultants: Lorin Lieberman
developer: The Hahn Company
completion date: 1989
construction cost: $2.7 million
program: 2 historic block faces; repair and
restoration of 16 historic buildings.

15) C.S. Morey Mercantile Building
location: Denver
architect: Tryba Architects
developer: Coughlin Company
completion date: 1997
construction cost: $20.7 million
program: Adaptive-reuse renovation providing
98 rental apartment units (76 aﬀordable),
52,000 square feet of retail, 18,000 square feet
of oﬃce, and 115 parking spaces.
16) EPA Region 8 Headquarters Building
location: Denver
architect: Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects,
LLP
architect of record: OPUS A & E
consulting architect: ShearsAdkins
developer: Opus Northwest, LLC
completion date: November, 2006
construction cost: $90 million
program: 248,849 rentable square feet

Project Credits

17) Commons (Riverfront Park) Master Plan
and Design Standards and Guidelines
location: Denver
prepared by: Design Workshop
submitted by: Trillium Corporation
city and county of denver: Planning and
Development Oﬃce, Department of Parks
and Recreation, Department of Public Works,
Transportation Engineering, Transportation
Planning
consultants: Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber and
Strickland and Centennial Engineering, Inc.
other credits: Architectural Arts, Downtown
Denver Partnership, Inc., Fountainhead
Communications, LLC, Ron Straka, Vision Ink
city council: Debby Ortega
completion date: 1998
18) Commons Park
location: Denver
landscape architect: Civitas, Inc.
completion date: 1999
program: 20 acres of passive recreation areas
including paths, trails, open lawn areas, and
native plantings.
19) Riverfront Tower
location: Denver
architect: 4240 Architecture and the Urban
Design Group
developer: East West Partners
completion date: October 2002
construction cost: $32 million
program: 12-story mixed-use building with
218,000 total square feet, including 150,450
square feet residential, 11,250 square feet retail,
and 99 parking spaces.
20) Promenade Lofts
location: Denver
architect: 4240 Architecture and the Urban
Design Group
developer: East West Partners
completion date: June 2002
construction cost: $21 million
program: 7-story mixed-use building with
138,700 total square feet, including 101,100
square feet of residential and 8,300 square feet
of retail space, and 100 parking spaces.

21)
One Riverfront Park
location: Denver
architect: 4240 Architecture and the Urban
Design Group
developer: East West Partners
completion date: May 2007
construction cost: $21.5 million
program: Seven 3-story townhomes and a
43-unit 7-story tower, with 123,100 square feet
total, including 87,100 square feet of residential
and 95 parking spaces.
22) The Park
location: Denver
architect: 4240 Architecture and the Urban
Design Group
developer: East West Partners
completion date: June 2008
construction cost: $11.5 million
program: Total 50,900 square feet in 16
residential units and 41 garage parking spaces.
23) Millennium Bridge
location: Denver
architect: ArchitectureDenver
structural and civil engineering: Ove Arup &
Partners
completion date: April, 2002
construction cost: $9 million
program: 80 feet-wide by 130 feet-long
structural-steel, post-tensioned cable-stayed
pedestrian bridge with 200-foot mast.
24) Denver Flagship Recreational
Equipment Incorporated (REI)
location: Denver
architect: Mithun Architects
landscape architect: Wenk Associates, Inc.
developer: Recreational Equipment, Inc.
completion date: April, 2000
construction cost: $34 million
program: 90,000 square-foot building with 135
underground parking spaces and 210 surface
parking spaces.
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25) Flour Mill Lofts
location: Denver
architect: ShearsAdkins with John Williams
Architects
developer: Urban Neighborhoods, Inc.
phase 2 completion date: 2000
construction cost: $12 million
program phase 2: 30 luxury lofts.
26) Waterside Lofts
location: Denver
architects: ShearsAdkins with OZ Architecture
developer: S-2 Partners
completion date: 2002
construction cost: $41 million
program: Residential
27) Museum of Contemporary Art
location: Denver
architect: David Adjaye of Adjaye Associates
Land donated by: Mark Falcone of Continuum
Partners, LLC
master plan: Continuum Partners, LLC, Urban
Ventures, LLC, Museum of Contemporary Art
developer: Museum of Contemporary Art
Denver
completion date: October, 2007
construction cost: $16 million
program: 27,000 square feet.
28) Art House Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Studio Completiva
developer: Continuum Partners, LLC, and
Urban Ventures, LLC
completion date: 2007
program: 13 luxury townhomes and 69 marketrate and aﬀordable condominium units.
29) Monarch Mills Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Studio Completiva, Inc.
developer: Urban Ventures, LLC
completion date: 2005
program: 56 aﬀordable-housing lofts and 13
market-rate lofts.
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30) TAXI
location: Denver
architect: Alan Eban Brown Architects, Semple
Brown Design
landscape architect: Lane Ledbetter
engineering: York Engineering Services
construction: Spectrum Construction
developer: Zeppelin Development
completion date: 2002
construction cost: $3 million
program: 28,000 square feet adaptive reuse of
former Yellow Cab Company headquarters into
multitenant ﬂex-oﬃce space and Fuel Café.
31) TAXI 2
location: Denver
architect of record: Alan Eban Brown
Architects
design collaborators: David Baker + Partners,
Alan Eban Brown Architects, Will Bruder +
Partners, Harry Teague Architects, Stephen
Dynia Architects (FR8)
landscape architect: Wenk Associates
engineering: York Engineering Services
construction: Spectrum Construction
developer: Zeppelin Development
completion date: December, 2007
construction cost: $20 million
program: 110,000 square-foot mixed-use
building, with 25,000 square feet multitenant
ﬂex-oﬃce space and ﬁtness center, 35,000
square feet oﬃce for-sale space, and 44 forsale penthouse residential units.
32) Denargo Market
location: Denver
landscape architect: Design Workshop
developer: Cypress Real Estate Partners
program: 35-acre redevelopment in River North
(RiNo) near 2 light-rail stops, with 200,000
square feet of commercial space, 2,500
residential units, and 4 acres of parks and open
space.

Chapter 3: Denver Neighborhoods
Photo Credits
East 29th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver – 4240
Architecture
Rail Yard Lofts, Denver – Ben Tremper
Photography
Cherry Creek North, Clayton Lane, Denver
–Nichols Partnership
Little Man Ice Cream, Denver – Michael
Tamburello
Blake Street Flats, Denver – Humphries Poli
Architects
Highlands Bridge, Denver – J. Brough Schamp
Highlands Bridge Lofts, Denver – Frank Ooms
18th & Boulder Townhomes, Denver – Ron
Pollard
Central Court Townhomes, Denver – Ron Pollard
/ Matt McHugh
Highlands Terrace Loft s, Denver – Van Meter
Williams Pollack, LLP
Highlands Square, Denver – LIVE Urban Real
Estate
Cottages, Highlands Garden Village, Denver
– Perry Rose, LLC and Jonathan Rose
Companies, LLC
Master Plan, Highlands Garden Village,
Denver – Perry Rose, LLC and Jonathan Rose
Companies, LLC
Movie Night, Highlands Garden Village,
Denver – Perry Rose, LLC and Jonathan Rose
Companies, LLC
Highlands Garden Village, Denver – Perry Rose,
LLC and Jonathan Rose Companies, LLC
Silver Square, Denver – Alan Eban Brown
Architects
Phase IV, Fire Clay Lofts, Denver – Greg Iturreria
Fire Clay Lofts, Denver – Ben Tremper
Photography
38th & Blake Station Area Plan, Denver –City
and County of Denver Community Planning
and Development
Uptown Square, Denver – Equity Residential
Park Avenue Lofts, Denver – Steinberg Design
Collaborative, LLP
Block 3, Benedict Park Place, Denver – Ron
Pollard
Benedict Park Place Master Plan, Denver
– Humphries Poli Architects
The Villages at Curtis Park, Denver – Denver
Housing Authority
Merchants Row Brownstones, Denver – in situ
DESIGN
East 29th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver – Forest
City Stapleton
Aerial View of 28th Avenue, Stapleton, Denver
– Forest City Stapleton
Fountain at Founders Green, Stapleton, Denver
– Forest City Stapleton

Neighborhood Pocket Park, Stapleton, Denver
– Forest City Stapleton
Row Homes, Stapleton, Denver – Deana Swetlik
Founders Green Park and Amphitheater,
Stapleton, Denver - Forest City Stapleton
Fitzsimons Life Science District, Aurora – Elkus
Manfredi Architects
21 Fitzsimons, Aurora – Steve Hinds
Fitzsimons Village, Aurora – PCS Group, Inc.
Florence Square, Aurora – RNL
Lowenstein Theatre/Tattered Cover, Denver
– Semple Brown Design
Chamberlin Heights, Denver – Fred Fuhrmeister
Clayton Lane, Denver – Tryba Architects
Clayton Lane, Denver – Tryba Architects
Zoning Illustration, Townhouse, Denver – Code
Studio
Blueprint Denver – Denver Community Planning
and Development
Sperling-Morris Carriage House, Denver – Jack
Unruh
East Colfax Future Land Use, Denver – Denver
Community Planning and Development
33) Highland Bridge
location: Denver
design and engineering: Jacobs Carter Burgess
completion date: December, 2006
construction cost: $5.2 million
program: 325-foot long pedestrian bridge
crossing over I-25.
34) Highlands Bridge Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Rhadius, P.C.
developer: Urban Ventures, LLC
construction: Palace Construction
completion date: 2008
program: 27 residential units, 1,950 square feet
of commercial in 2 commercial units.
35) 18th & Boulder Townhomes
location: Denver
architect & contractor: Sprocket DesignBuild, Inc.
developer: Boulder St. Townhomes, LLC
completion date: September 2004
construction cost: $1.8 million
program: 6,250 square-foot lot with 10,100
square feet residential in 6 units.
36) Central Court Townhomes
location: Denver
architect & contractor: Sprocket DesignBuild, Inc.
developer: Central Court Townhomes, LLC
completion date: December 2007
construction cost: $2.8 million
program: 7,800 square-foot lot with 11,200
square feet residential in 6 units.

Project Credits

37) Little Man Ice Cream
location: Denver
architect: Agency CTA Architecture, Ted
Schultz
developer: Paul Tamburello, Little Man Ice
Cream, LLC
completion date: July 4, 2008
construction cost: $115,000
program: 180 square feet of building on 2,100
square foot lot; building is 28’ tall with 17,000
pounds of steel and a lot of sweet cream!
38) Highlands Terrace Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
developer: Urban Ventures, LLC
completion date: May, 2003
construction cost: $5.2 million
program: 56,120 square feet with 56 units and
underground podium parking.
39) Silver Square
location: Denver
design collaborators: Jerry Glick of Columbia
Group Development, Alan Brown of Perez
Architects, Realtors Susan and Jerry Erlich,
Charlie Simpson of Emerson Construction
completion date: Mid-1980s
program: Adaptive reuse of 5 abandoned
industrial buildings into stacked lofts.
40) Highlands Garden Village
location: Denver
urban design: Calthorpe Associates, Civitas,
Inc.
architect (residential): Wolﬀ Lyon Architects,
OZ Architecture, Harry Teague Architects, CoHousing Company
architect (commercial): klipp
landscape architect: Lee Weintraub and The
Denver Botanic Gardens
developer: Perry Rose, LLC, and Jonathan Rose
Companies, LLC
completion date (residential): 2002
completion date (commercial): 2007
construction cost: $105 million
program: 27-acre site with 306 housing units,
73,000 square feet retail and oﬃce space, a
43,000 square-foot school, 38,000 square
feet of restored theater and carousel, 140,000
square feet of open space, and 388,000 square
feet of infrastructure.

41) Fire Clay Lofts
location: Denver
architect (phase 1-3): Van Meter Williams
Pollack, LLP
architect (phase 4): Studio Completiva, Inc.
developer: Urban Ventures, LLC
completion date: 2001 (Phase 1), 2004 (Phase
2), 2008 (Phase 4)
construction cost: $49 million
program (phase 1-3): 14 buildings totaling
177,300 square feet, with 166 residential units
(condominium, live/work, lofts, and townhouse
conﬁgurations).
program (phase 4): 55,778 square feet with 11
townhomes and 41 condo units.
42) Rail Yard Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
developer: Rail Yard Lofts, Inc.
completion date: June, 2007
construction cost: $5.4 million
program: 31,891 square-foot adaptive reuse of
a 100-year old industrial warehouse, converted
into 29 dwelling units.
43) 38th & Blake Station Area
location: Denver
city planner: Gideon Berger, Denver
Community Planning and Development
program: Sub-regional station with 250,000
square feet of oﬃce, 50,000 square feet of
retail, and multifamily and townhome housing
proposed.
44) Uptown Square
location: Denver
architect: RTKL
developer: Post Properties, Inc.
completion date: 2004 (total build-out)
program: 10-acre development with 4 blocks of
mixed-use residential, encompassing 974 rental
dwelling units with adaptive reuse of a hospital
building, 37,000 square feet of retail and
commercial space, and 1,233 parking spaces.
45) Park Avenue Lofts
location: Denver
architect: Steinberg Design Collaborative, LLP
developer: Martin Fein Interests, Ltd.
completion date: September 9, 2009
program: 2.09 acres with 194 dwelling units and
331 structured parking spaces wrapped with
housing units. Amenities for residents include
rooftop clubhouse, conference room, cyber
café, billiards area, and heated pool and spa.
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46) Benedict Park Place
location: Denver
master planning: Humphries Poli Architects /
EDAW
urban design consultants: Ronald Straka, FAIA
and Calthorpe Associates
landscape architecture: Design Workshop
phase 1 architect: Humphries Poli Architects
phase 2 architect: Chris Carvell Architects
phase 3 architect: Studio Completiva, Inc.
phase 4 architect: in situ DESIGN
phase 5 architect: TBD
developer: Denver Housing Authority
completion date: December 2010
construction cost: $100 million
program: 691 dwelling units on approximately
15 acres. Phase 1: 124 units (complete), 16
for-sale (pending); Phase 2: 189 units; Phase 3:
91 total units of income adjusted/subsidized,
aﬀordable and market-rate rental units, 9,000
square feet commercial space; Phase 4: 89
rental units (under construction), 20 for-sale
(pending); Phase 5: 90 rental units (pending), 40
for-sale units (pending).
47) The Villages at Curtis Park
location: Denver
architect: Humphries Poli Architects (Atzlan
Park, Blake Street Flats, Glenarm Place).
Abo Group, Inc. (Trimble Place), Buchanan
Yonushewski Group, LLC (home ownership
phase IV)
developer: Curtis Park Redevelopment, LLP
completion date: All properties complete, and
home ownership Phase IV estimated for 2010
completion.
program: Total development will include 550
for-sale and rental units on 9 blocks. Atzlan
Park includes 280 rental units; Blake Street
Flats includes 43 rental units; Glenarm Place
includes 19 mixed-income apartments; Trimble
Place includes 155 mixed-income units; and
home ownership Phase IV includes 133 for-sale
units and 94 Denver Housing Authority second
mortgage units.
48) Merchants Row Brownstones
location: Denver
architect: in situ DESIGN
developer: Curtis Park Investors Group
completion date: 2006
construction cost: $2.5 million
program: Townhomes modeled after the New
York brownstone prototype with unit sizes
ranging from 1,700 to 2,200 square feet.
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49) Stapleton
location: Denver
original master plan: Original Master Planning
is represented in the Stapleton Development
Plan: Integrating Jobs, Environment and
Community (known as the Green Book),
adopted in 1995 as a City & County of Denver
Comprehensive Plan Amendment. The Green
Book author was the Stapleton Redevelopment
Foundation (Tom Gougeon, Jim Chrisman, and
Alan Brown)
developer: Forest City Stapleton, Inc.
developer-selected master planner:
Calthorpe Associates
original master plan consultants:
Andropogon Associates, BRW, Civitas, Inc.,
Cooper Robertson & Partners, Economic
Planning Systems, and Harold Massop & Assoc.
stapleton design book: EDAW and Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
core consultants: Calthorpe Associates,
EDAW, Matrix Design Group, URS
architects: 4240, The Urban Design Group,
Thomas Cox Architects, EDAW, The Mulhern
Group, Ltd., Nuszer Kopatz, Semple Brown
Design, KA Architects, Harold Massop, Alan
Eban Brown Architects, Wolﬀ Lyon Architects,
Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
completion date: Estimated 2016 (full buildout)
program: 4,700 acres with 3 million square feet
of retail, 10 million square feet of oﬃce, 12,000
dwelling units, and 1,100 acres of open space;
completed: 2.1 million square feet of retail,
334,000 square feet of oﬃce, 1.1 million square
feet (Forest City) and 3.6 million square feet
(Prologis) industrial/ﬂex space, 4,129 dwelling
units, and 600 acres of open space.
50) Fitzsimons Life Sciences District and
Anschutz Medical Campus
location: Aurora
master plan: Elkus Manfredi Architects, Design
Workshop
developer: Fitzsimons Redevelopment
Authority & Forest City Enterprises
completion date: Estimated 2030
program: 184-acre site with 6.5 million square
feet of world-class life science research and
support uses, including oﬃce, residential, and
retail uses. The entire campus redevelopment
eventually will provide 30,000 jobs and include
650 residential units.

51) 21 Fitzsimons
location: Aurora
architect: Chris Hylton, Hylton Design, and
Wallace Garcia Wilson Architects
developer: Fitzsimons Apartments, LLC
completion date: February 2009
program: Mixed-use community that features
240 dwelling units and 16,000 square feet
of retail space, with residential amenities
including a clubhouse with Internet café,
business center, conference room, game room,
ﬁtness center, and access to a pool and spa in
the courtyard.
52) Fitzsimons Village
location: Aurora
master plan: PCS Group, Inc.
developer: Westside Investment Partners &
BWAB, Inc.
completion date: Estimated construction start
in 2009
program: 31-acre mixed-use development with
2 million square feet of oﬃce, commercial,
hotel, and residential space, including 355
rooms in 2 hotels, 865 for-sale and rental
housing units, and 6 acres of plazas/open space.
53) Florence Square
location: Aurora
architect: RNL
developer: Medici Communities, LLC
completion date: Phase I 2005, Phase II 2007
construction cost: $27 million
program: 4.5 acre site with 180 rental units
(focused on aﬀordable at 40 to 60 percent of
AMI) and 16,000 square feet of retail.
54) Lowenstein Theater / Tattered Cover
Redevelopment
location: Denver
architect: Semple Brown Design
developer: St. Charles Town Company
completion date: 2007
construction cost: $5.1 million
program: 92,000 square feet of commercial
space, adaptively reusing the Lowenstein
Theatre building for the Tattered Cover Book
Store, and new building construction for Twist
& Shout, Neighborhood Flix movie theater, and
restaurant space with parking structure above.

55) Chamberlin Heights
location: Denver
architect: Buchanan Yonushewski Group
developer: Steel Street Associates, LLC
completion date: 2005
program: This 3-phase project consisted
of 72,000 square feet, 4-story, 56-unit
condominium, townhome, and retail mixed-use
space in the Uptown area of Denver. The brick
and stucco building includes 5,200 square feet
of storefront retail space and a below-grade
parking garage.
56) Clayton Lane
location: Denver
architect: Tryba Architects, ShearsAdkins/
RNL, and studio INSITE, LLC
developer: Clayton Street Associates, LLC (a
joint venture between Sears, Roebuck & Co. and
The Nichols Partnership)
completion date: 2005
program: 6-acre development with 340,000
square feet of retail, 25 condominiums, an
oﬃce complex, 196-room hotel with restaurant
and spa, 1,648 parking spaces in new parking
garages and on-street parking, and a private
street that functions as a public right of way.
57) Sperling-Morris Carriage House
location: Denver
architect: Niccolo Casewit, AIA/Environmental
Productions, LLC
program: 2-story accessory dwelling unit,
attached to a new garage and home oﬃce in
Platt Park neighborhood.

Project Credits

Chapter 4: Boulder
Photo Credits
Solar Row, Boulder – Dan O’Connor
15th and Pearl, Boulder – Ed LaCasse
Pearl Street Mall, Boulder – Steven Collector /
Communication Arts, Inc.
Pearl Street Mall, Boulder – Melissa Britz /
Communication Arts, Inc.
8th and Pearl, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
Mixed Use, 8th and Pearl, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
9th and Pearl, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
Aerial of Block, 8th and Pearl, Boulder – Wolﬀ
Lyon Architects
Tower, 9th and Pearl, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
St. Julien Hotel & Spa, Boulder – 4240
Architecture
1505 Pearl, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto Imagery
Ltd.
Pearl Cove, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
Appel Building, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
East End, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto Imagery
Ltd.
1215 Spruce, Boulder – ShearsAdkins
The Walnut, Boulder – ShearsAdkins
Holiday Neighborhood Master Plan, Boulder
– Boulder Housing Partners
Garden Crossing, Boulder – Ed LaCasse
Main Street North, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
Studio Mews, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
Wild Sage Cohousing Community, Boulder
– Bryan Bowen Architects
Uptown Broadway, Boulder – Ben Tremper
Photography
Paseo, Uptown Broadway, Boulder – Ben
Tremper Photography
Mixed-use, Uptown Broadway, Boulder – Ben
Tremper Photography
Oﬀ Broadway, Boulder – Ben Tremper
Photography
EFAA Building, People’s Clinic Block, Boulder
– Dan O’Connor
Spring Leaf, Boulder – Renderings by GWA and
Aileron Studio
Iris Hollow, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto Imagery
Ltd.
Iris Hollow, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto Imagery
Ltd.
Foothills Community, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects

Northern Lights, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
Poplar Community, Boulder – Wolﬀ Lyon
Architects
Steel Yards, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
Steel Yards, Boulder – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
58) Pearl Street Mall
location: Boulder
design team: Communication Arts, Inc., Everett
Ziegel Associates, Sasaki Associates
completion date: August, 1977
program: 4 block pedestrian mall in downtown
Boulder
renovation: 2007, with a design by
Communication Arts, Inc.
59) 8th & Pearl
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Eighth and Pearl, LLC
completion date: April, 1999
construction cost: $3.1 million
program: 18,200 square feet total, including
11,000 square feet of retail and oﬃce, and 7,200
square feet residential in 5 suites.
60) 9th & Pearl
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Frank Hagan
completion date: February, 1999
construction cost: $1.2 million
program: 13,711 square feet total, including
6,300 square feet commercial space and 7,411
square feet residential.
61) St. Julien Hotel & Spa
location: Boulder
architect: 4240 Architecture
developer: St. Julien Partners
completion date: 2005
construction cost: $39 million
program: 150,000 square-foot hotel and 10,000
square-foot conference center.
62) Appel Building
location: Boulder
architect & general contractor: Coburn
Development, Inc.
completion date: 1996
construction cost: $700,000
program: 13,000 square feet of retail and
oﬃce space.
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63) Pearl Cove
location: Boulder
architect & general contractor: Coburn
Development, Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 2006
construction cost: $6.4 million
program: 27,535 square feet of mixed-use
space, including 21,026 square feet of retail and
oﬃce, and 6,509 square feet of residential in 5
dwelling units.
64) 1505 Pearl
location: Boulder
architect & general contractor: Coburn
Development, Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 2008
construction cost: $17.5 million
program: 46,172 total square feet of mixeduse space, including 14,933 square feet of
commercial retail and oﬃce, and 31,239 square
feet of residential in 22 dwelling units.
65) East End
location: Boulder
architect & general contractor: Coburn
Development, Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 1995
construction cost: $2.6 million
program: 14,789 total square feet of mixed-use
space, including 7,159 square feet of commercial
oﬃce and retail, and 7,630 square feet of
residential in 8 dwelling units.
66) 15th & Pearl
location: Boulder
architect: ShearsAdkins/RNL
developer: City of Boulder
completion date: 1999
construction cost: $20 million
program: Mixed-use parking structure in
Boulder’s downtown parking district.
67) The Walnut
location: Boulder
architect: ShearsAdkins / OZ Architecture
developer: MCV (Morgan Creek Ventures)
Investments
completion date: Initiated in 2006
construction cost: $15 million
program: Residential
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68) 1215 Spruce
location: Boulder
architect: ShearsAdkins/RVP Design
developer: MCV (Morgan Creek Ventures)
Investments
completion date: 2006
construction cost: $2 million
program: Oﬃce/Renovation
69) Holiday Neighborhood
location: Boulder
master plan: Barrett Studio Architects
developer: Boulder Housing Partners
program: 27-acre development with a mix
of residential and nonresidential uses; 335
dwelling units, including 138 aﬀordable.
Main Street North @ Holiday
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architecture
developer: Main Street North, LLC
completion date: September 2004
construction cost: $7.5 million
program: 38,500 square feet of mixed-use
development, including 27,000 square feet of
retail and oﬃce space, and 11,500 square feet of
residential in 14 units.
Studio Mews @ Holiday
location: Boulder
architect & general contractor: Coburn
Development, Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 2006
program: 34,783 square feet of mixed uses,
including 7,753 square feet of commercial retail
and oﬃce space, and 34,783 square feet of
residential space with 32 dwelling units.
Garden Crossing @ Holiday
location: Boulder
architect: DTJ DESIGN, Inc.
developer: Peak Properties
completion date: January 2005
construction cost: $102 per square foot
program: 2.24 acres at 25 dwelling units per
acre, with just under 50 percent market-rate
and over 50 percent aﬀordable housing—20
percent permanently aﬀordable at 60 percent
of AMI and 30 percent aﬀordable at 80 percent
of AMI.

North Court @ Holiday
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Joint venture between Naropa
University and Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
completion date: September 2004
construction cost: $12.1 million
program: 76,500 total square feet with 77
dwelling units in 12 buildings.
Wild Sage Cohousing @ Holiday
location: Boulder
architect: Jim Logan Architects
developer: Wonderland Hill Development
Company
completion date: 2004
program: 34 attached townhomes, a common
house, and outdoor common space.
70) Uptown Broadway
location: Boulder
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
developer: Four Mile Creek, LLC, and Loftus
Development, LLC
completion date: Summer 2005
construction cost: $24 million
program: 293,700 square feet total, including
35,000 square feet retail, a 53,000 square- foot
parking garage, public plazas, public lanes,
residential courtyards, and 223 residential
units in 9 prototypes ranging from live/work
to carriage units, lofts, and 3-bedroom
townhomes.
71) Oﬀ Broadway
location: Boulder
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
developer: Tamberly Development
completion date: Summer 2007
construction cost: $2.9 million
program: 19,600 square feet in three, 3-story
buildings with 42 tuck-under parking spaces, 13
workspace units, and 17 loft units.

72) People’s Clinic Block
location: Boulder
master plan: George Watt Architecture
architect: George Watt Architecture and
Boulder Associates
developer: Boulder Aﬀordable Housing
Alliance, Habitat for Humanity, the Emergency
Family Assistance Association and the People’s
Clinic
completion date: Winter 2008
program: EFAA building includes 7 transitional
housing apartments, 5,000 square feet of new
oﬃces for EFAA, a 1,500 square-foot food
pantry; the block focuses on deed-restricted
aﬀordable housing with support services for
low-income families.
73) Solar Row
location: Boulder
architect & urban design: George Watt
Architecture
landscape architect: Outside LA
civil engineer: Chuck Keim and Associates
developer: Wonderland Hill Development
Company
completion date: Spring 2008
construction cost: $2.3 million
program: 9 townhouses and 4 aﬀordable
apartments
74) Yarmouth Park
location: Boulder
architect: Jim Logan Architects
developer: Jim Logan Architects and Sugarloaf
Building Company
completion date: 1999
construction cost: $4 million
program: Mixed-use oﬃce/residential; 38,000
square feet total, with 6 single-family homes, 4
townhouses, 11 lofts, and 9,400 square feet of
commercial space.
75) Spring Leaf
location: Boulder
architect: George Watt Architecture
developer: Britton Holdings
completion date: Summer 2010
construction cost: $7 million
program: A net-zero-energy neighborhood
inﬁll project with 6 single-family homes and 6
townhouses around a pocket park.

Project Credits

76) Iris Hollow
location: Boulder
architect & contractor: Coburn Development,
Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 1999
program: 57,692 total square feet on 7 acres
(4,500 square feet retail and oﬃce, 53,192
square feet residential in 74 dwelling units).
77) Foothills Community
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Boulder Housing Partners
completion date: 2001
construction cost: $16 million
program: 75 mixed-income homes for rent
and Community Building Group Home for
Developmentally Disabled.
78) Northern Lights
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Aﬀordable Housing Alliance
completion date: August 2004
construction cost: $2.2 million
program: 14 duplex and carriage units on 0.89
acres.
79) Poplar Community
location: Boulder
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Aﬀordable Housing Alliance
completion date: 1996
program: 14 single-family homes clustered
around a green court.
80) Steel Yards
location: Boulder
architect & contractor: Coburn Development,
Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 2004
construction cost: $42.2 million
program: 221,119 square feet on 10.5 acres,
including 137,817 square feet of retail, oﬃce, and
light-industrial space, and 83,302 square feet of
residential in 90 dwelling units.

Chapter 5: Metropolitan Region
Photo Credits
Belmar, Lakewood – Continuum Partners, LLC
Penny Flats, Fort Collins – Coburn Development,
Inc.
Bradburn Village, Westminster – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Neighborhood Sidewalk, Prospect, Longmont
– Ron Pollard
Eclectic Architectural Styles, Prospect,
Longmont – Ron Pollard
Mixed Use, Prospect, Longmont – Ron Pollard
Mixed Use, Prospect, Longmont – Ron Pollard
Solar Village, Prospect, Longmont – Ron Pollard
Mountain Vista Subarea Plan, Fort Collins
– City of Fort Collins, Advance Planning
Department
Tenney Court Alley Plan, Fort Collins – Russell +
Mills Studios
Downtown Strategic Plan, Fort Collins – City of
Fort Collins, Advance Planning Department
City Structure Plan, Fort Collins – City of Fort
Collins, Advance Planning Department
Trimble Court Alley, Fort Collins – BHA Design
Incorporated
Old Town Lofts, Fort Collins – Vaught Frye Ripley
Design, Inc.
Cortina, Fort Collins – Marcia Coulson
New Town Center, Superior – Van Meter Williams
Pollack, LLP
Bradburn Village, Westminster – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Geos Neighborhood, Arvada – Michael Tavel
Architects and David Kahn Studio
Checkerboard Homes, Geos Neighborhood,
Arvada – Michael Tavel Architects and David
Kahn Studio
Ridgegate, Lone Tree – Design Workshop
CityCenter, Englewood – Tryba Architects
Belmar Master Plan, Lakewood – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Shopping, Belmar, Lakewood – Continuum
Partners, LLC
Belmar Urban Apartments, Lakewood – Ben
Tremper Photography
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81) Prospect New Town
location: Longmont
town founder: Kiki Wallace
town designer: Mark Soﬁeld
town planner: Duany Plater-Zyberk and
Company
color czar: Kelly Feeney
completion date: 2027 (66 percent complete)
program: 80-acre development with 639 total
dwelling units and 160,000 square feet of
commercial space at build-out.
82) Solar Village
location: Longmont
architect: Michael Tavel Architects with Solar
Village, LLC
landscape architect: David Kahn Studio
developer: Solar Village, LLC
completion date: Spring 2006
construction cost: Withheld by owner request
program: 27,000 square feet total, with
16 dwelling units and 8,000 square feet of
commercial space.
83) FortZED
location: Fort Collins
architect: Aller-Lingle-Massey Architects
and Sink Combs Dethlefs Architects (Atzlan
Community Center, LEED Gold).
planner: Anne Aspen, Project Planner, City
of Fort Collins and Steve Seefeld, Facilities
Project Manager, City of Fort Collins
other consultants: Kelly Karmel, AIA LEED AP,
Design Balance
construction: Pinkard Construction
developer: City of Fort Collins with Colorado
State University
completion date: October 2007
program: Net-zero-energy district that on an
annual basis will use no energy from nonrenewable resources, and includes a new 48,739
square-foot community center.
84) Tenney and Trimble Court Alleys
location: Fort Collins
prime consultant (tenney and trimble courts):
EDAW | AECOM
landscape architect (tenney court): BHA
Design Incorporated
architect: The Architects’ Studio
client: Fort Collins Downtown Development
Authority
completion date: 2006
program: Half blocks transformed from
utilitarian “back of house” service corridors to
vibrant pedestrian connections between Mason
Street Parking Garage and Mountain Avenue
(for Tenney Court) and between College Avenue
to Old Town Square (for Trimble Court).
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85) Mason Street North
location: Fort Collins
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architecture
developer: Mason Street North, LLC
completion date: July 2006
construction cost: $9.5 million
program: 38,235 total square feet, with 20
residential units and 16,500 square feet of
oﬃce and retail space.

90) Superior New Town Center
location: Superior
master plan: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
client: Town of Superior
program: 162-acre development, including
250,000 square feet of retail, 450,000 square
feet of oﬃce, a hotel and conference center, a
120,000 square-foot ice rink, and 2,500 dwelling
units.

86) Cortina
location: Fort Collins
architect: The Architect Studio
developer: Coulson Development, Inc.
completion date: November 2006
program: 18,200 square-foot lot with 20
residential units, 20,670 square feet of
commercial space, and underground parking.

91) Bradburn Village
location: Westminster
master plan: Duany, Plater-Zyberk, and
Company, Civitas, Inc., Wolﬀ-Lyon Architects
architect: Architecture Denver (retail
buildings), Beazer Homes (townhomes), Braun
+ Yoshida Architects (single family), Van Meter
Williams Pollack, LLP (mixed use - unbuilt)
Design Guidelines: Van Meter Williams Pollack,
LLP
developer: Continuum Partners, LLC
completion date: 2009
construction cost: $15 million (land
development hard cost)
program: 125-acre development with 4 distinct
neighborhoods, 9 parks, mixed-use commercial
core with 200,000 square feet of retail,
restaurants, and oﬃce, 2 recreation centers,
and more than 800 dwelling units.

87) Old Town Lofts
location: Fort Collins
architect: Vaught Frye Ripley Design Inc.
developer: Northern Engineering Services, Inc.
completion date: 2006
construction cost: $2.8 million
program: 32,000 square-foot mixed-use
building, including renovation of a 13,700
square-foot oﬃce building and addition of
17,900 square feet, with oﬃces on the ﬁrst ﬂoor
and 19 condominiums above on three ﬂoors.
88) Penny Flats
location: Fort Collins
architect & contractor: Coburn Development,
Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: Under construction
program: Mixed-use building on a 2.8 acre site
with 147 dwelling units and 29,246 square feet
of retail and oﬃce space.
89) Solar Village Maple
location: Fort Collins
architect: Solar Village with JCL Architecture
developer: Solar Village
completion date: 2010
program: 0.65 acre site with 24 residential
units, 5,400 square feet of commercial space,
24 parking spaces, and a courtyard; green
elements include passive-solar design, in-ﬂoor
radiant heat and domestic hot water provided
by a central solar hot water plant, and cooling
supplied by a central chill.

92) Geos Neighborhood
location: Arvada
architect, landscape architect and urban
design: Michael Tavel Architects and David
Kahn Studio
civil engineer: MB Consulting
developer: Norbert Klebl
completion date: NA
construction start: 2009
construction cost: NA
program: 25-acre net-zero-energy
development, including 9 acres of parks and
open space, 250 dwelling units, and 12,000
square feet commercial space.

93) RidgeGate
location: Lone Tree
master plan: Design Workshop
architect: klipp
program: 3,500-acre master planned
community, including 3 light-rail stations, a
mixed-use city center, and commercial, medical,
and rural residential uses.
94) CityCenter Englewood
location: Englewood
master plan: Calthorpe Associates, Tryba
Architects
developer: Trammell Crow Residential, Miller
Weingarten Realty, LLC
completion date: 2000
program: 55-acre mixed-use development with
440 residential units, 330,000 square feet of
retail space, 300,000 square feet of oﬃces,
intermodal transit station, and 50,000 square
feet of restaurant space centered around a
2-acre public piazza.
95) Belmar
location: Lakewood
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP,
Elkus Manfredi Architects, Architecture
Denver, QPK Design, ShearsAdkins, Belzberg
Architects, The Mulhern Group
landscape architect: Civitas, Inc. and EDAW,
Inc.
design guidelines: Civitas and Van Meter
Williams Pollack, LLP
master developer: Continuum Partners, LLC
residential builders and developers:
Continuum Partners, LLC, McStain
Neighborhoods, Trammell Crow Residential,
Harvard Communities, Conﬂuence Builders
completion date: 2004 (Phase 1)
program: 103-acre new downtown district, 22
blocks containing more than 1.1 million square
feet of retail/restaurant/entertainment,
800,000 square feet of oﬃce and hotel, and
over 1,300 residential units at build-out; 8,300
solar arrays on top of 3 rooftop garages.
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Chapter 6: Mountain Region
Photo Credits
Pitchfork, Crested Butte – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
Willits Town Center, Basalt – Lipkin Warner
Design & Planning, LLC
Little Ajax, Aspen – Steve Mundinger
South Main, Buena Vista – Jed Selby
Wellington Neighborhood, Breckenridge – Wolﬀ
Lyon Architects
Pitchfork, Crested Butte – Tim Murphy / Foto
Imagery Ltd.
Little Ajax, Aspen – Steve Mundinger
Willits, Basalt – Lipkin Warner Design &
Planning, LLC
South Main, Buena Vista – Jed Selby
Aerial, South Main, Buena Vista – Dover, Kohl &
Partners
96) Wellington Neighborhood
location: Breckenridge
architect: Wolﬀ Lyon Architects
developer: Brynn Grey V
completion date: 2006 (Phase I), Phase 2 under
construction
construction cost: $29 million (Phase I)
program: 122 units on 22 acres (Phase I), 160
units on 40 acres (Phase II)
97) Pitchfork
location: Crested Butte
architect & contractor: Coburn Development,
Inc.
developer: Coburn Development, Inc.
completion date: 2008
program: 118,000 square feet of residential
space in 98 units on 7.89 acres.

98) Little Ajax
location: Aspen
architect: Peter L. Gluck & Partners Architects
mechanical engineer: Beaudin Ganze (Avon,
CO)
structural engineer: KL & A (Golden, CO)
land planning/environmental engineer: Walsh
Environmental
open space consultant: Aspen Valley Land
Trust
developer: Aspen GK III LLC
completion date: October 2006
construction cost: $4 million
program: 14 aﬀordable (80 to 100 percent of
AMI) housing dwelling units on a one-half acre
lot.
99) Willits & Willits Town Center
location: Basalt
master plan: Lipkin Warner Design & Planning,
LLC
developer (willits): Lipkin Warner Design &
Planning, LLC
developer (willits town center): Michael
Lipkin Inc. and Willits Town Center Partners
construction cost: Varies with product
program: 140-acre development, including
500,000 square feet of LEED-certiﬁed
restaurants, retail, and oﬃce; completed:
398 dwelling units, 30,000 square feet of
commercial space, and 15,000 square feet of
oﬃce.
100) South Main
location: Buena Vista
master plan: Dover, Kohl & Partners
architects: Kenny Craft, Minette Mahoney,
Allison Ramsey, Opticos, and more…
developer: Jed Selby and Katie Selby Urban
completion date: TBD
program: 40-acre compact, mixed-use, diverse,
walkable neighborhood.
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Chapter 7: Connecting the
Region with TODs
Photo Credits
Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment Site, Denver
– D.A. Horscher / Design Workshop
Station Area Typologies, Denver – Denver
Community Planning and Development
32nd Avenue and Zuni Street, circa 1900, Denver
– DPL Western History Collection (X18297)
17th Street Promenade, Denver Union Station
– Union Station Neighborhood Company
FasTracks, Denver Metro Region – RTD
FasTracks
Circulation Diagram, Denver Union Station
– Union Station Neighborhood Company
10th & Osage Build-out Plan, Denver – Denver
Community Planning and Development/
Crambell Arambula
Platform, Denver Union Station – Union Station
Neighborhood Company
Historic Station with Outdoor Train Room,
Denver Union Station – Union Station
Neighborhood Company
Massing Model, Denver Union Station – Union
Station Neighborhood Company
Cross Section, 17th Street Promenade, Denver
Union Station – Union Station Neighborhood
Company
17th Street View, Denver Union Station
– Continuum Partners, LLC
Aerial, Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment,
Denver – Design Workshop
Osage Courts, Denver – Van Meter Williams
Pollack, LLP
Mayan Theatre, Denver – Niccolo Casewit, AIA
Evans-Overland Station Area Plan, Denver
– Denver Community Planning and
Development
North End Station, Thornton – Van Meter
Williams Pollack, LLP
Master Plan, North End Station TOD, Thornton
– Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
Phase I, North End Station TOD, Thornton – Van
Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
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101) Denver Union Station
location: Denver
architect: Skidmore Owings and Merrill, LLP,
Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP (residential)
developer: Continuum Partners, LLC and East
West Partners, LLC
completion date: 2015
construction cost: $500 million (public transit
project), $1.5 billion (private development on
site)
program: 1.3 million square feet of new
commercial space, a hotel, 100,000 square
feet of retail space, 300,000 square feet of
residential space, and 1,350 parking spaces;
private development program: 2.5 million
square feet.
102) 10th & Osage Station Area Plan (Buildout
Concept)
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development
consultants: Crandall Arambula, Denver
Housing Authority, Carter & Burgess, Fehr &
Peers, MVE & Partners, Navjoy Consulting
Services, Hartwig & Associates
date of completion: January, 2008
103) Osage Courts
location: Denver
architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
developer: Osage, LLC
completion date: NA
construction cost: Phase 1: $11.5 million
program: Phase 1: 120,384 square feet of
residential space in 83 units; Phase 2: 135,549
square feet of residential space in 102 units.
104) Cherokee/Gates Redevelopment
location: Denver
master plan: Design Workshop
developers: Cherokee Denver LLC, Lionstone,
McStain Enterprises, Trammel Crow Residential
program: 80-acre TOD site includes 6 million
square feet of residential, oﬃce, retail, hotel,
and entertainment uses.

105) Evans/Overland Station Area Plan
(Preliminary Draft)
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development
consultants: PB Placemaking
date of completion: November, 2008
Evans Station Area Plan: Small Dwelling Inﬁll
location: Denver
conceptual districtwide infill planning:
Niccolo Casewit, AIA/Environmental
Productions, LLC
consultants: Kevin Dickson, P.E.
106) North End Station TOD
location: Denver
architect – phase 1: Van Meter Williams Pollack,
LLP
master plan: Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
client: Thornton Gateway Properties
program: 135-acre TOD site with 2,800 dwelling
units, 400,000 square feet of commercial,
retail, and oﬃce space, and 30 acres of parks
and civic open space.
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Photo Credits
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Chapter 1: Policy Documents
Boulder Green Points Program
location: Boulder
responsible agency: Boulder Community
Planning Department
completion date: Code adopted in 1996 and
revised in 2001
Boulder County BuildSmart
location: Boulder
responsible agency: Boulder County Land Use
Department
completion date: 2008
Greenprint Denver
location: Denver
responsible agency: City and County of Denver
completion date: 2005
Game Plan Denver
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Parks &
Recreation
authors: Susan Baird, Denver Parks &
Recreation, and Jane Kulik, Wenk Associates
editor: Fountainhead Communications, LLC
completion date: 2003
Metro Denver Living Streets Initiative
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development, Public Works,
Environmental Health, Oﬃce of Economic
Development, Parks & Recreation, Greenprint
Denver, Budget & Management Oﬃce, and
Human Rights & Community Relations.
sponsors: Glatting Jackson Kercher Anglin, City
of Glendale, Kaiser Permanente, Regional Air
Quality Council, WIS, Civic Results, American
Lung Association, DRCOG, Downtown Denver
Partnership, Metro Mayors Caucus
completion date: 2008

Project Credits
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Chapter 3: Policy Documents

Chapter 5: Policy Documents

Chapter 7: Policy Documents

Comprehensive Plan 2000
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development
completion date: 2000

Fort Collins City Plan
location: Fort Collins
responsible agency: City of Fort Collins,
Advance Planning Department
Consultant Team (1997): Balloﬀet & Associates;
Calthorpe Associates; Clarion Associates; Icard,
Merrill, Cullis, Timm, Furen and Ginsburg; Jim
Duncan and Associates; Sage V; Evan Vlachos
consultant team (2004): EDAW, Inc., Clarion
Associates, Economic and Planning Systems,
The Sear-Brown Group, Growth Management
Institute, RESOLVE, PBS&J, and Intermountain
Corporate Aﬀairs, Inc.
completion date: Plan adopted in 1997 and
updated in 2004

FasTracks
location: Denver Metro
responsible agency: Regional Transportation
District
completion date: 2010 – 2016 (full build-out)
construction cost: Estimated $6.9 Billion

Blueprint Denver: A Land Use and
Transportation Plan
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development
consultants: Fregonese Calthorpe Associates
completion date: 2002
Denver Form-Based Code
location: Denver
responsible agency: Denver Community
Planning and Development
consultants: Code Studio
completion date: March 25, 2009 (DRAFT)
Main Street Zoning
location: Denver
responsible party: Denver Community
Planning and Development
completion date: Adopted in 2005

Chapter 4: Policy Documents
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan
location: Boulder
responsible agency: City of Boulder and
Boulder County
completion date: Adopted in 1977, updated
most recently in 2008
North Boulder Subcommunity Plan
location: Boulder
responsible agency: City of Boulder, Long
Range Planning
consultants: Dover, Kohl & Partners, Design
Workshop, Eileen Byrne Associates, Transplan
completion date: 1995
Boulder Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance
location: Boulder
responsible agency: City of Boulder
completion date: 2000

Downtown Strategic Plan
location: Fort Collins
responsible agency: City of Fort Collins,
Advance Planning Department
consultant team: Civitas, Inc.; Progressive
Urban Management Associates (PUMA);
Mile High Development; Urban Marketing
Collaborative (UMC); Design Collaborative, Inc.;
URS; Ordonez & Vogelsang, LLC; Carl Walker,
Inc.
completion date: February 17, 2004, amended
January 5, 2006
Mountain Vista Subarea Plan
location: Fort Collins
responsible agency: City of Fort Collins,
Advance Planning Department
consultant team: Balloﬀet & Associates,
Clarion Associates, Civitas, Inc., and Hook
Engineering
Fort Collins Downtown Alley Master Plan
location: Fort Collins
responsible agency: City of Fort Collins,
Downtown Development Authority
consultants: Russell + Mills Studios
completion date: December 1, 2008
Downtown Master Plan and Downtown Formbased Code
location: Colorado Springs
responsible agency: City of Colorado Springs,
Land Use Review and Comprehensive Planning
completion date: Downtown Master Plan and
Downtown Form-based Code will be presented
to City Council in June 2009.

Denver Union Station Master Plan and
Supplement
location: Denver
responsible agency/master plan: Union Station
Alliance and the Regional Transportation
District, City and County of Denver, Colorado
Department of Transportation, and Denver
Regional Council of Governments
consultant team: Parsons Brinkerhoﬀ, Civitas,
Inc., CRL Associates, Inc. and others
editor: Fountainhead Communications, LLC
completion date: Master Plan 2004,
Supplement 2008
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W o l f f Ly o n A r c h i t e c t s
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WWW.WLARCH.COM

Solar Village Prospect

– CRES Exemplary Solar Building of the Year
LEARN MORE AT:

www.solarvillagehomes.com

winstonassociates.com
Washington County, UT

Steamboat Springs, CO

community planning
visualization
landscape architecture
Carson City Downtown
Carson City Downtown
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NORTH END STATION TOD
...coming soon!

CONTACT:

Thornton Gateway Properties, LLC
Terry Erwin
720.628.8437
t.erwin22@gmail.com

Golden

A new urbanist city
since 1859

Contact GURA for
redevelopment
opportunities
303 279 4162
or www.gura.com

ARCHITECTURE URBAN DESIGN
SAN FRANCISCO DENVER
18 De Boom Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
T 415.974.5352
1626 Wazee Street, Suite 2A
Denver, CO 80202
T 303.298.1480

WWW.VMWP.COM

architecture, mixed use, inﬁll housing, urban design, sustainable neighborhoods...
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Colorado Urbanizing: Experiencing New Urbanism

BRAUN+YOSHIDA ARCHITECTS, PC
Designing livable places.

creating
great
places

Denver, CO
303 623 0701
www.braunyoshida.com

